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vAbstract
The aim of this work was to functionalize silicon dioxide surfaces with biochemical molecules in
such a way that biorecognition of target molecules in solution will be possible. By introducing a tool
set of different molecules and characterization methods, a more universal approach towards various
biosensor setups is presented.
This includes on the one hand preparation of the biosensor surfaces to allow further molecule at-
tachment via their reactive functional groups. Secondly, the selection of chemical molecules providing
suitable counterparts for abundant functional groups of potential receptors is discussed. Two detec-
tion schemes are introduced – based on an antibody to detect the antibiotic amoxicillin and aptamers
to detect thrombin.
The antibody was implemented in an inverse competition assay to probe such small target molecules.
Antibiotic residues are often present in wastewater. Aptamers, so-called artificial antibodies, were
selected as they provide many advantages over antibodies. As a model system, two different thrombin
binding aptamers were chosen which allowed to perform sandwich assays as well. The protein thrombin
plays an important role in the blood coagulation cascade. To probe the individual modification steps,
different techniques for analysis were applied. Surface micropatterning was introduced to improve
recognition of modified areas and fluorescence-to-background ratios resulting in a thrombin detection
limit down to 20 pM. One important goal was the integration in ion-sensitive field-effect transistor
devices. Aptamers are small in size which might enable a higher sensitivity of these devices compared
to the use of antibodies because of the Debye layer thickness.
As a final step, first measurements towards silicon nanowire based field-effect transistor biosensors
were carried out on devices with bottom-up and top-down fabricated nanowires using both proposed
receptor-analyte combinations. The potential of these devices as portable sensors for real-time and
label-free biosensing is demonstrated.
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Kurzreferat
Ziel dieser Arbeit war es Siliziumdioxidoberflächen so mit biochemischen Molekülen zu funktional-
isieren, dass die biologisch spezifische Erkennung von Zielmolekülen in Lösung möglich wird. Hier wird
eine Auswahl an geeigneten Molekülen und Charakterisierungsmethoden für einen vielseitigen Ansatz
gezeigt, der auf verschiedene Biosensorsysteme anwendbar ist.
Das beinhaltet zum Einen die Präparation der Biosensoroberflächen, so dass die Moleküle über
reaktive funktionelle Gruppen angebunden werden können. Als zweites ist die Auswahl der chemischen
Moleküle wichtig, da diese die passenden Gegenstücke zu potentiellen funktionellen Gruppen der
Rezeptoren darstellen. Zwei verschiedene Detektionsvarianten werden eingeführt – Antikörper gegen
das Antibiotikum Amoxicillin und Aptamere gegen Thrombin.
Der Antikörper wurde in einen inversen Wettbewerbsassay integriert um einen solch kleinen Ana-
lyten detektieren zu können. Rückstände von Antibiotika sind häufig in Abwässern zu finden. Ap-
tamere, sogenannte künstliche Antikörper, weisen gegenüber Antikörpern viele Vorteile auf. Als ein
Modellsystem wurden zwei unterschiedliche Thrombin bindende Aptamere verwendet, was auch die
Durchführung von Sandwich Assays ermöglichte. Das Protein Thrombin spielt eine wichtige Rolle
bei der Blutgerinnung. Um die einzelnen Modifikationsschritte zu untersuchen, wurden verschiedene
Charakterisierungsmethoden angewendet. Die Mikrostrukturierung der Funktionalisierung erleichterte
die Erkennung der modifizierten Flächen und verbesserte das Fluoreszenz-zu-Hintergrund Verhältnis.
Das führte zu einer Detektionsgrenze von 20 pM für Thrombin. Ein wichtiges Ziel dieser Arbeit
war die Integration der Funktionalisierung in einen ionen-sensitiven Feldeffekttransistor. Die kleinen
Aptamere könnten dabei aufgrund der geringen Debye-Schichtdicke bei diesen Sensoren eine höhere
Sensitivität als mit Antikörpern ermöglichen.
Zuletzt wurden erste Messungen hin zu Silizium Nanodraht basierten Feldeffekttransistor Biosen-
soren mit beiden untersuchten Rezeptor-Analyt-Kombinationen durchgeführt. Sowohl die Chips mit
bottom-up als auch mit top-down gewachsenen Nanodrähten zeigen dabei ihr Potential als handliche
Sensoren zur markerfreien Detektion in Echtzeit.
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Introduction
State of the art
The development of novel biosensor techniques has been one of the strategic directions driving nanore-
search in the past years. The needs of increasingly ageing societies lead to a growing demand for
technological assistance in healthcare. The goal here is to reduce the costs and expenditure of time of
trained professionals to handle the number of elderly people and assure proper and individual treat-
ment. Due to the high mobility of people worldwide and the fear of epidemic spreading of diseases
like virus or bacteria infections, the interest for fast routine tests at low costs and high sensitivity is
equally high. Moreover, early recognition and assistance in correct medication are important appli-
cation fields of novel smart sensors. Mainly health monitoring and disease treatment [1–4] but also
environmental applications like testing water pollution by toxics or drug accumulation [5, 6] have been
investigated extensively. Current technologies for bacteria or virus detection are sensitive but often
the size of the testing equipment, the required trained lab professionals and in some cases the duration
of the analysis do not fulfill the aforementioned needs for low cost, portable and fast biosensors.
This is where the emerging field of nano-bio-technology comes into play. Nanomaterials possess
special physical properties due to their confinement down to the nanometer range in at least one
dimension. The combination of nanomaterials and biological processes like self-assembly or recognition
opens up a wide field of novel technological applications, especially for biosensing. Nanomaterials
enable the miniaturization of devices and a high sensitivity at the same time due to the increased
surface-to-volume ratio. Here, the integration of a silicon nanowire to build a field-effect transistor is
used for sensor devices with signal amplification at low power consumption. The latter is advantageous
for portable or implantable devices. Silicon nanowires can also be combined with existing silicon
wafer processing technology for chip fabrication which will reduce the costs of the disposable chip.
Additionally, the integration of bottom-up processes at the nanoscale might further decrease costs
as less complex lithography steps are sufficient. Close to the surface, charged molecules lead to a
significant impact on the electronic material properties as the whole bulk is affected. Device technology
can further amplify this event for readable signals.
The work for this thesis was carried with the aim to make use of a Schottky barrier based silicon
nanowire field-effect transistor (SB SiNW FET) as a biosensor by implementing bottom-up synthesized
SiNWs. SiNW based FET sensing has been described firstly by Lieber et al. in 2001 [7] and to date
they demonstrated sensing of DNA and PNA hybridization [8], viruses down to a single virus detection
events [9], using antibodies as receptors, multiplexed sensing [10] and cell potentials by kinked NWs
[11]. Other groups developed NW arrays in top-down fabrication to measure biorecognition events
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like protein detection using antibodies [4, 12] or hybridization [13].
In order to use these devices as biosensors the biological part is equally important. Biological
molecules for detection are highly specific for certain target molecules and define the specificity of
the whole biosensor. The selection of these so-called receptor molecules for affinity sensing is carried
out according to the aimed application (e.g. virus sensing or DNA hybridization). These receptors
have to be localized closely to or at the sensor surface for signal transduction by the transducer to a
final optical or electrical readout signal. The stability of this molecule on the sensor surface is thus
the main issue. Common receptors in the past have been antibodies which exhibit a high specificity
[4, 9, 12, 14, 15].
A relatively new class of receptor elements are aptamers [16]. Aptamers are short oligonucleotides
(single-stranded DNA). These so-called artificial antibodies are identified and synthesized in the
laboratory. DNA is a robust material which might improve sensor stability. The easy synthesis
of these aptamers and possible attachment of functional groups is significantly reducing the costs
compared to antibodies and allows for oriented immobilization on the sensor. Aptamers are also not
limited to a certain group of targets, but can be identified against a wide range of targets from short
organic molecules like TNT or Daunorubicin [17, 18] to proteins for diverse disease treatment [19].
A special feature of FETs is that these devices, run in ionic solutions, are only sensitive within a
short distance from the surface, the Debye layer. With respect to FET biosensing, the smaller size
of aptamers compared to antibodies fulfills the need for small receptors to assure a high sensitivity.
Despite these advantages, only little work has been published implementing aptamers in SiNW sensors
[20, 21]. For this thesis, the focus was on the development of ’aptasensors’ [22] – i.e. aptamer based
biosensors – to fill this gap.
For all the different applications, interface engineering and biochemical functionalization of the
transducer surface are crucial for affinity biosensor development to assure an excellent sensor per-
formance. Requirements are a stable receptor attachment under varying conditions while preserving
the functionality of receptors at the same time. Additionally, binding strategies will enhance the
receptor orientation towards the target in solution whereas blocking protocols try to avoid unspecific
attachment to reduce background signals.
The main focus here is on the biochemical functionalization of silicon dioxide surfaces and the
evaluation of receptor-analyte interactions with the immobilized receptors using optical, gravimetric
and finally electrical sensing methods for the goal of a SiNW based FET.
Scope of the thesis
This work is facing boundaries between the biological sensing element and the identification of novel
receptors on one side (Ph.D. thesis in preparation by C. Pahlke) and the sensor chip development
implementing bottom-up grown silicon nanowires for the use in ionic solutions as biosensors on the
other side (Ph.D. theses in preparation by S. Pregl and F. Zörgiebel). The goal is to link these
components together for the purpose of biosensing. This requires research at the edge of materials
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science, biochemistry, biotechnology, physics and electrical engineering.
Common receptors like DNA or antibodies display a small number of different groups which are
suitable for further attachment at their surface or can be attributed with them. Typical functional
groups of biomolecules are primary amines, carboxylic acids, thiols or aldehydes. Thus, attachment
strategies usually involve the reaction with one of these groups for covalent attachment. Finding
different chemical surface functionalization routes for each of these functional groups allows for a set
of building blocks that can be adapted to each new target in terms of length and chemical group.
This strategy is thus versatile for new biosensor developments. However, each receptor might be-
have differently upon reaction with surface-bound linkers. After evaluating and characterizing the
surface chemistry and the receptor attachment, the functionality of the receptor is probed by specific
interaction with the target molecule.
These receptor-analyte interactions are the next step in sensor development for reliable peformances.
The surface design includes both, receptor immobilization and overall transducer surface treatment.
Receptor densities, analyte concentration limits as well as blocking strategies can be investigated.
Finally, all steps and the protocols on planar surfaces will be transferred to the curved surface of
nanowires and integrated into the chip fabrication route. Here, degradation of layers and materials
due to attachment protocols are taken into account which leads to changes in the previously developed
modification. Application of all functional steps in the biosensor itself is therefore a critical step.
!"!#$%&'!()
Simetallic NiSi2 NiSi2
Figure 0.1.: Schematic drawing of Schottky barrier based silicon nanowire FET with attached
thrombin-binding aptamers by D. Nozaki. Thrombin in solution is flushed over the device and
attaches to the functionalized surface.
As a model system, the detection of the protein thrombin was selected. Thrombin was the first
target molecule for which the identification of an RNA aptamer was published [16]. The interaction of
slightly later discovered DNA aptamer with thrombin is relatively strong with dissociation constants
in the nanomolar range (1.6-200 nM) [23–25] and the structure formation of the aptamer rather stable
which makes it an ideal model for aptasensor development for the goal of application in the SiNW
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FET sensor as schematically drawn in Figure 0.1. Attachment was carried out on planar (wafers and
glass slides) and curved (SiNWs) substrates for reference studies, all with terminal silicon dioxide.
This work shows why silanes are especially suited for attachment to oxidized silicon or glass and how
they are brought onto the surface. The introduction of surface patterns helped to characterize the
modification individual steps.
The fundamentals chapter 1 first introduces the general concept and terminology of a biosensor
and gives a small introduction to current technologies. A sensor comprises of an inorganic transducer,
a biological receptor for the aimed application which is attached via biochemical strategies. A separate
section is dedicated to each of these sensor building blocks. According to the findings in previously
published research, the strategies for surface functionalization to attach amino-terminated receptors
were chosen and are described, see chapter 2. The targets which will be used within this theses
– thrombin and amoxicillin – are then presented. This is followed by a list of the used materials
and an overview of the fabrication and characterization techniques mainly carried out. Chapter
3 explains and discusses the strategies to detect thrombin via aptamers in a sandwich assay on
patterned surfaces and amoxicillin in an antibody-based inverse competition assay. The results of the
biochemical functionalization are the focus of the chapter 4 confirming the specificity and success
of the individual steps. Moreover, this chapter is dedicated to the interactions between receptors
and analytes in solution as well as after immobilization on the solid support. Thrombin biosensing is
confirmed optically. The antibody based sensing of amoxicillin is then presented. The third section
makes an excursion to wrap silicon nanowires which are dispersed in solution in a lipid bilayer shell to
create one-dimensional bilayers. Implementation of the aptamers and subsequent thrombin detection
using the bottom-up FET sensor with Schottky barriers is presented and the findings are discussed
in the final chapter 5. The second application (amoxicillin) is investigated on top-down fabricated
nanowire FET. The last part summarizes the thesis work and analyzes future perspectives.
1. Fundamentals
The development of biosensors combines different fields of research. This chapter is thus divided into
four parts presenting these fields. The first section generally introduces the conceptual setup of a
biosensor. Various receptor molecules defining the application of the inorganic sensor are available.
The section on receptors introduces aptamers and antibodies as they were investigated and imple-
mented in the sensor. These receptors are specific for a single target molecule. The conjugation of
biochemical molecules via different routes is discussed in the next section on surface functionalization
routes. Then, the electrochemical transducer, a silicon nanowire based field-effect transistor (SiNW
FET) is introduced for the use as a biosensor. Finally the chapter is summarized with respect to the
applied techniques.
1.1. Introduction to Biosensors
Biosensors are analytical instruments which use biological recognition of an analyte and convert this
event into an electrical signal with a physicochemical device [26]. A biosensor aims at detecting
the presence of an analyte like antigens or single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), see Figure 1.1 on the left
side. It is composed of two components. The biological part – the receptor – is responsible for the
specificity of the sensor towards the analyte, see Figure 1.1. Most common receptors are enzymes,
antibodies or nucleic acids. The receptors are localized at the transducer surface. A transducer is a
technical device that is able to detect the local physicochemical changes via optical, mechanical or
electochemical properties upon analyte binding. The biosensor is connected to a signal processing
unit which converts these changes into an optical signal like a colour change or an electrical signal
like an intensity value, mass change or conductance change that is readable for the user. Depending
on the physicochemical type of recognition or reaction, the sensors are classified, e.g. as affinity
(biorecognition), enzyme-mediated or chemical sensors etc. [27]. To gain more information and
overview over the broad field of biosensing, the different biosensor types and applications, the reader
is referred to the following book [27] and review articles [22, 28–34].
The most common biosensor application already commercialized is the glucose sensor for diabetes
treatment with approximately 85 % of the entire market [35]. Glucose sensors are mostly based on
the detection of oxygen that results from an enzyme-initiated process. Miniaturization and simple
handling allow for self-monitoring by patients and individual medication which is also desirable for
many other biosensors. Other applications for sensing of e.g. virus or bacteria related diseases, cancer
biomarker detection, DNA sequencing or NBC weapons are still under broad investigation to go from
research to commerzialization and from laboratory equipment to portable devices. Some of the current
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Figure 1.1.: Schematic drawing of the setup of a biosensor.
technologies like PCR (polymerase chain reaction), cell culture, cytometry, immunoassays or mass
spectrometry are highly specific and established. However, the main disadvantages are sensitivity,
the instrument sizes, speed of detection of roughly around 24 h due to complicated sample treatment
and reaction time or the need for trained professionals [28, 36]. Thus, the development of real-time,
label-free, portable, low-cost, flexible and reliable sensors with lab on a chip systems are the main
goals. Further requirements to evaluate novel biosensors are their sensitivity to detect low levels of
the analyte, selectivity to avoid false positive signals and a fast response time that allows for rapid
diagnosis. In terms of fabrication, the integration into existing technologies and production, the
versatility of application and the possibility to produce at low costs are crucial. Reversibility of the
biosensor would allow for repeated measurements to improve comparability [36].
The integration of nanomaterials into transducer concepts is one of the possibilities to meet certain
of the abovely listed requirements especially in terms of miniaturization and sensitivity due to their
high surface-to-volume ratio and the confinement within the nanometer scale in at least one dimension
which leads to changes in the physical properties. Especially silicon nanowire based field-effect tran-
sistors (SiNW FETs) fulfill many of these requirements. The use of nanomaterials and the possible
integration into Si wafer processing technology enables miniturization of devices at low costs. The im-
mediate current jump upon physicochemical changes without need for analyte labeling meets further
requirements (real-time, label-free). Sensitivities down to fM-aM values of analyte concentration in
liquids prove the high sensitivity (see references in Table 1.1). Table 1.1 shows different applications
as examples for the device versatility.
SiNW FET devices have been investigated for biosensing purposes since 2001, proposed by Lieber
group [7] ( see the Introduction ). Since then, number of publications has exploded. An overview table
summarizing a selection of published systems and applications can be found in Table 1.1, inspired by
Curreli et al. [37] and Lehoucq [36] and further extended. The emphasis here is on the attachment
strategies for different antibodies and ssDNA acting as receptors.
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Table 1.1.: Attachment strategies on SiNW FETs. Gas phase (g) or liquid phase (l) attachment of
the first step is indicated. The abbreviations for materials can be found in Table 2.2. Additionally the
following abbreviations are: GA (glutaraldehyde), TD (top-down) and BU (bottom-up). The table
is adapted from Curreli and Lehoucq [36, 37]. The emphasis here is on the attachment strategies
for the receptor.
Functionalization
strategy
Receptor & func-
tional group
Analyte Sensor
type
Sensitivity Source
APTES biotin streptavidin, anti-
biotin
BU p-Si 10 pM Cui [7]
aldehyde silane anti-
hemagglutinin
influenza A, anti-
adenovirus group
III
BU p-Si single
virus
Patolsky
[9]
t-boc protected
amine
anti-IgG antibody IgG antibody TD n-Si,
p-Si
100 fM Stern [14]
APTES, GA mouse IgG anti-
body
anti-mouse IgG
antibody
TD n-Si n.a. Hsiao [15]
APTES, GA antibody AFP (alpha feto-
protein)
TD n-Si 10 pg/ml Rim [4]
Trimethyloxy-
silane aldehyde
NH2-PNA complementary
DNA strand,
hepatitis C
TD n-Si 10 fM Gao [38]
APTES COOH-DNA complementary
DNA strand,
H1N1/N5N1
TD n-Si,
p-Si
1 fM Gao [39]
APTES, GA NH2-DNA complementary
DNA strand, gene
sensing
TD n-Si 100 fM Zhang [40]
APDES (l), SA,
EDC/NHS
NH2-aptamer
(DNA)
Thrombin BU p-Si 330 pM Kim [20]
APDES (l), SA,
EDC/NHS
NH2-aptamer
RNA
VEGF BU n-Si,
p-Si
1.04 nM
(n-Si), 104
pM (p-Si)
Lee [21]
1.2. Biorecognition
1.2.1. Biorecognition principles
Target molecule and receptor are interacting partners in a biorecognition process. Receptors are
molecules responsible for specific identification of target molecules. The molecular recognition of
an analyte due to the interaction of a specific receptor has many facettes in nature ranging from
chemical over photoactive or electronic to magnetic receptors. In biosensorics mostly biochemical
receptors are used for technological purposes. Examples for biorecognition are enzymes and their
reactions, microorganisms, antibody-antigen interactions and artificial key-and-lock principles, dyes,
lectines, receptors for hormones and many more [41].
The process of biorecognition is a noncovalent form of interaction between two different molecules.
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The binding develops an equilibrium of association and disassociation of the two partners. Despite of
its noncovalent nature the interaction can be relatively strong as it is the case for biotin-streptavidin
interaction with a dissociation constant Kd of approximately 10−14 M [42]. The driving force is a key-
and-lock principle based on hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, hydrophobic interactions, van der Waals
forces, electrostatic interactions and structural fitting [27]. Antibodies are natural receptors in the
immune system to prevent or heal from diseases. For technological purposes also artificial receptors
can be designed and applied, like aptamers. This work gives an example for the use of antibodies, but
the main focus is on the application of aptamers in biosensing which will be discussed more in detail
in the following, see section 1.2.2.
1.2.2. Receptors
Antibodies
Antibodies are biological molecules which bind to defined target sites with high specificity. In Figure
1.2 the different roles of antibodies in the human body are visualized. The scheme gives an insight
into the many possible applications for biosensing. They are built from two heavy and two light chains
(Y-shape, see center of Figure 1.2). The Fc end consists of two heavy chains and its sequence and
structure is fixed within a class of antibodies, e.g. the group of Immunoglobulin G (IgG). Ideally,
this part is used for attachment to surfaces. The Fab end contains twice the variable region that
specifically recognizes the target molecule. Thus, each antibody can theoretically bind two molecules.
The Fab ends are able to adapt to new pathogens and thus support the immune system to recover.
Antibodies can be produced nowadays from animals like mice or rabbits in laboratory conditions
and further integrated into biosensors. Two groups of antibodies can be distinguished. The term
’polyclonal antibodies’ defines a pool of different antibodies enriched in animals that are all specific
for the same analyte but different epitopes. An epitope is a distinct part of the target molecule.
’Monoclonal antibodies’ are produced in vivo as well as in vitro, are all identical and only specific for
one epitope [43].
Antibodies possess high specificities against their targets and deliver reliable results. However,
main disadvantages of antibodies are their sensitivity to changes in the environmental conditions, like
temperature or pH. Modifications like dye labeling might affect their tertiary folding structure and
thus antibodies can loose their affinity. Labeling is also technologically challenging. As animals are
required for production of antibodies the costs are relatively high and ethical questions have to be
considered. Immobilization can affect the folding as well [45]. As most antibodies possess different
possible attachment sites like amino groups, oriented attachment is a challenge. Oriented attachment
can be achived e.g. with physisorption of Protein A that binds to the Fc end of many antibodies
[46], see also section 1.3.1. This is a universal route for many antibodies and orients the antibody
in the desired direction with the recognition sites towards the analyte in solution. When longterm
stability comes into play which is a requirement for biosensor products, antibodies are presumably
not the ideal choice as they loose their activity when not stored in liquid or at low temperatures. The
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Figure 1.2.: Different biological effects of antibodies are summarized in this overview from neu-
tralizing viruses and toxins to regulation of the cell cytotoxicity. In the center, the basic setup of
an antibody is displayed. The heavy chain end, labeled as constant region, is called Fc end. The
variable region exists twice and is composed of heavy and light chain (Fab end) [44].
application of antibodies is also limited to certain analytes. Very small organic molecules or large cells
cannot be detected [22]. Since the use of SiNW based FETs, mostly DNA hybridization and antibody
based sensing was published. By introducing concepts for packaging and lab-on-a-chip technologies
for immobilization directly before sensing, the use of antibodies will be more applicable.
Secondary antibodies are a group of antibodies able to detect the Fc end of a class of antibodies,
e.g. IgG. These secondary antibodies can be used for labeling successful recognition events. Usually,
they are attributed with a label leading to a colour signal (enzyme mediated colour in enzyme-linked
immunoassays (ELISA) [47], fluorescent dye) or conjugated to nanoparticles (mostly gold NPs) for
investigation with SEM [4].
Aptamers
DNA aptamers Aptamers have firstly been described in 1990 as a new class of receptor molecules
[16]. These artificial ligands consist of short oligonucleotide strands (RNA or DNA) with a length of
usually 15 op to 100 bases. The sequence of the bases leads to a characteristic structure formation
- like quadruplex for guanine-rich aptamers, hairpins or helical segments [48]. The structures are
stabilized via hydrogen bonds, electrostatic and van der Waals interactions between the nucleotides
and towards the target. The aptamers are thus able to specifically recognize a certain target molecule
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at a typical binding site due to threedimensional interaction. The presence of certain ions like Na+
or Mg2+ is believed to influence and stabilize the structure [47, 49]. According to Ellington, DNA
aptamers are more stable than RNA aptamers [16].
Receptor development, i.e. the identification of new aptamers is carried out in a so-called SELEX
process. The in vitro selection method SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential En-
richment) is a process of several rounds to separate good target binders from unspecific sequences out
of a ssDNA library. In Figure 1.3 a typical SELEX round is schematically drawn. Each oligonucleotide
in this pool has the same length consisting of a randomized sequence in between fixed sequences on
both ends. They are used e.g. for attaching the DNA during SELEX on solid supports. The four
different bases G, T, A and C (guanine, thymine, adenine and cytosine) result in libraries of typi-
cally 1013-1018 different combinations [22]. The selected library is incubated with the immobilized
target in a first step, unbound DNA is washed away. By changing the solution, bound molecules
are eluted, followed by an enrichment step and are again incubated with the target. By repeating
several rounds it is possible to identify unique sequences for detection. For each target, the SELEX
has to be adapted individually. Some aptamers show a better performance when used with their
fixed sequences in biosensors as the situation is closer to the conditions during SELEX. Since the
first SELEX, several variations have been developed. In order to identify aptamers for small target
molecules which cannot be immobilized on the plate, Stoltenburg et al. published a process called
Capture-SELEX to attach the potential aptamer strand onto magnetic beads via hybridization with
a short complementary strand [50]. In case a very strong affinity occurs between the target and the
aptamer, dehybridization takes place and the aptamer gets released from the magnetic bead. By
this, only excellent binders, i.e. aptamers, are selected. Dissociation constants between proteins and
aptamers are in the nano- to picomolar range whereas with small molecules like dyes the constants
are typically in the micromolar range [51].
To overcome the disadvantages of antibodies – mainly costs, restricted variety of targets and sta-
bility without loosing specificity – the development of aptamers plays a key role. Aptamers can be
selected for a huge variety of targets ranging from ions [53], small chemical molecules like TNT [17] or
daunorubicin [18] and proteins like thrombin [23] to cells [54]. Aptamer development is also possible
aginst toxins which cannot be realized with antibodies as they do not elicit an immune response [19].
DNA is also much more stable under varying conditions such as changes in pH, temperature or
in non-physiological conditions. DNA strands can be easily synthesized in vitro at high purification
standards without the need for animals and thus show little batch-to-batch variations. Modifications
with functional groups for attachment or fluorescent dyes are standard methods and may be introduced
without a loss in affinity to the target [22, 30]. The 3‘ and 5‘ ends can both be used for functionalization
with reactive groups such as amino, thiol or biotin for receptor attachment and fluorophores for optical
recognition. Modification of 5‘ is easier and thus cheaper whereas the 3’ end is targeted more easily by
nucleases. Thus it is of advantage to link the aptamer via the 3’ end. Adding sequences that do not
participate in the recognition, so-called spacers which mostly consist of nucleotides or carbon chains
((CH2)n), and optimizing their length helps to attach functional groups or fluorophores and thus
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Figure 1.3.: Schematic drawing of traditional SELEX procedure, taken from [52] and modified.
improves the sensor performance as it seprates the binding or functionality from the actual folding
region [55, 56]. Because of its robust nature, regeneration of an aptamer based sensor after detection
is possible by incubating the sensor surface with appropriate solvents like 1-2 M NaCl or by heating
until the aptamer folding is destroyed and subsequent cooling [57, 58].
By only using one single functional endgroup, the aptamer can be oriented in a favourable way.
DNA can be provided with terminal primary amines in the synthesis process. This is rather specific at
they do not display other primary amines in their 4-bases structure as proteins or peptides consisting
of amino acids do [59]. All aptamers can attach the same way and not randomly which should enhance
the sensor performance. Also drying periods do not destroy the DNA immediately, it is widely known
how stable DNA is. The threedimensional structure formation of aptamers can be denatured with
elevated temperature treatment or by the use of regeneration solutions and regenerated which is a
key advantage for the application in reusable biosensors and different assay designs. DNA in general
is negatively charged in a wider pH range due to the low iso-electric point (pI). Thus, suppression
of unspecific adsorption is facilitated campared to proteins by using repulsion due to electrostatic
interactions [59].
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A key advantage with respect to application in field-effect transistors (FET) is the small size of
an aptamer [60]. Figure 1.14 illustrates the dimensions of an antibody and an aptamer layer in
comparison to the sensitive Debye layer. Outside of this layer, no sensing is possible with FETs
run in liquids (more details see section 1.4.3). With a size of only 1-2 nm, it will be possible to
run the aptasensor in ionic concentrations in between 1 to 10 mM to support biological structure
formation and interactions while improving the sensor performance, whereas antibodies require much
lower concentrations to remain with the sensitive layer.
The disadvantage of aptamers is that the sequences first have to be identified in this rather long
and complicated process with multiple steps that need to be optimized individually (SELEX for
aptamers, Phage display biopanning for peptides). Comparing selected sequences out of different
SELEX procedures helps to identify e.g. plastic binders which lead to wrong positive results. The
attack of nucleases which destroy the DNA lead to concerns about the stability of the aptamers.
Therefore spiegelmers have been developed which are not degraded by nucleases [61]. As each aptamer
is only composed of four bases the aptamer diversity might be limited in terms of their very similar
and low pI and hydrophilicity which makes it difficult to identify aptamers for negatively charged or
hydrophobic targets [30].
As introduced earlier, aptamers exhibit different structures due to their sequences like quadruplex for
G-rich oligonucleotides. The sketch in Figure 1.4 shows how the G-rich parts interact with each other
due to hydrogen bonds and build a relatively stable threedimensional molecule in the case of thrombin
binding aptamer with 15 bases [62]. It forms a quadruplex structure with two G quartets, arranged
in three lateral loops. The application of thrombin sensing will be discussed more in detail in section
3.1. Other aptamers show loops or hairpins due to partial dimerization which requires a thermal
pretreatment for proper folding. The weaker the structure, the more important this temperature
treatment is. To assure a high yield, DNA strands are typically heated up to 90◦C in a short time
(minutes) and then cooled down slowly to room temperature where the structure is maintained [17].
Figure 1.4.: Schematic drawing of the thrombin binding aptamer quadruplex formation shows the
position of Gs (1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14 and 15) forming two stacked quartets and the lateral loops with
mainly T involved [62].
Since reported, aptamers have gained increasing interest in the development of biosensors (impedance
spectroscopy [63, 64], SPR [58], QCM [65], FET [20]). The interaction of the protein thrombin with
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several DNA and RNA aptamers has been investigated, see also [23, 25, 47, 57, 66]. In addition, the
aptamers for the growth factors PDGF and VEGF were dominating the published literature [21, 67–
70] and are part of most overview articles [19, 29, 71, 72]. Other examples are the following aptamers
and the used biosensors: detection of IgG with electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [73] or
daunorubicin detection using fluorescent dye- and enzyme-linked aptamer assays (FLAA and ELAA)
after identification in ELISA [18]. To date, only little research on SiNW (or semiconductor) based
aptasensors has been published. There is however an increasing interest for application in silicon
nanowire based sensing due to their advantages for FET based sensors. Because of their smaller size
compared to antibodies, biorecognition can take place much closer to the sensor surface within the
Debye screening length at relatively high ion concentrations which is favourable for structure forma-
tion of receptor and target molecules, see Figure 1.14. Elnathan et al. used only antibody fragments
to measure closer to the transducer [12]. The same effect can be obtained by using aptamers. Control
expriments with DNA could also be carried out easily by reference measurement of control DNA in-
stead of the aptamer or by competing hybridization with target recognition. In addition, as previously
stated, their stability might lead to a better integration in chips for biosensing.
Peptide aptamers So far, the term ’aptamer’ was reserved for DNA based receptors. Artificially
synthesized peptide strands can also be called ’aptamers’. Their identification procedure, namely
biopanning, is based on a library of phages that display peptides. This phage display biopanning is a
similar process to SELEX, but for the development of peptide based aptamers [74].
Peptides consist of aminoacids. Phages are used as carriers of the randomized peptide sequence.
Phages are viruses that infect bacteria and use them as a host to grow. The group of M13 phages e.g.
are filamentous with µm lengths and a diameter of 6.5 nm [75]. They consist of different coat proteins
(major and minor coat proteins) and both can be used to display additional randomized peptide
sequences. The length of these additional proteins is constant for one library and thus predetermines
the aptamer length. Phage libraries typically offer 109-1011 different aminoacid combinations [76]. All
biopanning steps as well as the library have to be chosen indivdually. The cycle of binding, washing,
elution and amplification (similar to SELEX) has to be designed and adapted to the target depending
on e.g. its size or outer charge. After several rounds (mostly within the range of 2 to 6 rounds), the
DNA of the obtained phages is analyzed in the region responsible for the aminoacid sequence of the
selected protein sequence. Thus, in vitro synthesis of peptide oligomers with additional functionalities
similar to DNA aptamers is possible, although still more expensive.
Advantages compared to DNA aptamers are the higher stability in terms of attack by nucleases and
the possibility of direct integration of phages in biosensors [77] as they can be amplified easily with
the help of bacteria growth which is a cheap and fast method. So far, numerous peptide aptamers
have been identified, e.g. aptamers for the inhibition of hepatitis B virus capsid formation [78], cell
cycle analysis or bacteria detection [74, 79] have been published.
Within this chair, peptide aptamers against norovirus are under development (Ph.D. thesis in
preparation: C. Pahlke). Norovirus causes severe gastroenteritis especially in hospitals and on cruise
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ships, locations where the virus can spread easily. The disease is rapidly transmitted via airborne
infection and a lack of strict hygiene measures. Disease spreading could be avoided if virus recognition
happens as quickly as possible. Therefore, a fast and label-free screening method for direct biosensing
as it could be offered via FET sensing is a desirable goal for health care applications.
1.3. Surface Functionalization
The aim of surface modification or functionalization for applications in biosensing is to localize re-
ceptors in proximity to the transducer surface in order to achieve high sensitivity. The success of the
functionalization strategy is essential for the sensor performance. Main goal is to reliably attach the
receptors to achieve a sensor with a stable capture layer while preserving the function of receptors
towards the target. An immobilized receptor molecule is here affected by the ability to build its
structure because of steric hindrance at high receptor densities and the binding mechanism. Receptor
orientation towards the analyte solution ensures the accessibility for the target molecule. The overall
biochemical surface treatment hinders unspecific adsorption which reduces the background noise.
Receptors can be attached to surfaces using a variety of mechanisms. Commonly, receptors are
not directly bound to the inorganic transducer surface but via linker molecules. Reasons for this
are that the functional groups for potential attachment are often not yet chemically compatible with
the present surface end groups. In addition, the sensor performance usually improves at a certain
distance from the surface [80]: close to the surface, binding and surface terminal groups may disturb
the receptor folding. Long linker molecules are possible for techniques like surface plasmon resonance
or quartz-crystal microbalance but not applicable for FETs due to the Debye layer thickness (see
section 1.4.3). Issues like the undesired unspecific adsorption can also be addressed by designing
a functionalization strategy. Unspecific adsorption leads to an increased background signal. To
summarize, a molecular layer on the sensor surface with the required functional groups and properties
may provide the conditions that allow for attachment of an active ligand. By this, biorecognition
can take place at the surface. The choice of this layer or linker molecule depends on both, the sensor
surface and the available functional groups of the receptor. This heterobifunctionality can be achieved
in one or several steps. The general aim is to create a two-dimensional functionalization layer.
Consequently, the key requirement of a linker (system) is to bring the biomolecule onto the inor-
ganic surface. Biological receptor molecules mostly offer terminal groups like primary amines, thiols,
carboxy or aldehyde groups or can be designed in vitro with these additional functionalities. Most
common surfaces in biosensing applications are noble metals, semiconductors or oxides. Among the
possible mechanisms to attach any molecular layer or chemical linkers to the substrate is physisorption.
Physisorption summarizes interactions based on relatively weak mechanisms due to van der Waals
forces, electrostatic or the much stronger hydrophobic interactions [81]. These processes are however
reversible. Stronger binding occurs when linkers are chemisorbed, non-oriented or via oriented cova-
lent binding. Another option is to make use of the high affinity of streptavidin and biotin for surface
functionalization. Receptors like DNA, peptides or molecules like lipids are commercially available
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with attached biotin. Additional ways where receptors are incorporated in polymer matrices is not
part of this thesis. This section discusses the strategies and challenges of surface functionalization
with the main focus on concepts suitable for SiNW FET sensing.
The length of the linker between surface and receptor can be varied. Short linkers may be required
when the biorecognition, i.e. a biochemical process, needs to be converted into an electrical signal
in close proximity to the surface due to the distance dependent sensitivity of environmental changes.
Close to the surface however the receptor is increasingly influenced which might lead to a change in
the structure formation. Longer linkers also have the tendency to form better ordered monolayers.
As stated in 1.4, the ionic concentration of the used buffer determines the Debye screening length in
the experimental setup. A biorecognition event is only recognized within this distance. Thus, low
salt concentrations are required to increase the sensitivity of the sensing system using SiNW FETs.
So a tradeoff depending on the system under investigation is required to decide for the linker length.
Handling with ionic concentrations at the lower limit can thus increase the sensitive layer thickness
and maintain appropriate buffer conditions for biorecognition at the same time. In addition to the
length, the receptor density plays a role. Low densities reduce sensor performances due to the low
probability of a detection event. High densities on the contrary might come along with steric hindrance
so that the receptors’ tertiary structure might be altered. The accessibility of the target molecule can
also be influenced in case they are big in size compared to the individual receptor.
For this work, functionalization strategies were investigated in parallel to the development of a
silicon nanowire based FET sensor for the use as a biosensor. Silicon nanowire or wafer surfaces are
oxidized in ambient conditions. This results in a native oxide shell (SiO2) of approximately 2 nm (see
results in section 4.1.1). Introducing a thermal treatment homogenizes the oxide layer. This possibly
increases the reproducibility. The oxide can only be removed by etching in strong acids and silicon
oxidizes again after minutes. Thus, two options are available in the case of silicon - silicon dioxide
and hydrogen terminated Si (Si-H) after etching. Before designing a functionalization scheme, it is
important to decide for the type of surface and surface treatment. The decision here is discussed more
in detail in section 2.1.1.
1.3.1. Noncovalent methods
Self-assembled adsorption layers
Molecules used for functionalization of surfaces can arrange themselves in a parallel and regular way.
In dependency of time, solvent, temperature or light the molecules attach to the sensor surface and
its chains align in parallel. The driving force during attachment (e.g. via physisorption like lipid
bilayers or covalent bonding, see section 1.3.2) is to minimize energy at the interface. The resulting
self-assembled layers are characterized by their typical thickness of one monolayer (Self-Assembled
Monolayers).
Lipid bilayers are self-assembled functionalization layers. Lipids are the building blocks of cell
membranes. In aqueous solutions they arrange in bilayers due to the structure of the indivdual lipid
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Figure 1.5.: Different mechanisms of vesicle rupture (own sketch after Richter et al. [82]) . A)
Adsorption of an isolated vesicle and spontaneous rupture due to support-induced deformation (sup-
port = solid substrate). B) Adsorption of neighbouring vesicles. They fuse together and rupture.
C) An active edge of a bilayer patch induces vesicle rupture. D) At a critical vesicle coverage first
vesicles rupture. The active edge of the bilayer initiates further bilayer formation.
molecule with a hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail (circles and curved lines in Figure 1.5) with the
heads towards the solution and the tail facing each other. Lipid vesicles are also confined by bilayer
shells. These small compartments are used for cell transportation processes and act as nucleation
centres for crystallization. Bilayers have been widely used for biotechnology to mimic membranes and
in biosensing applications as functional layers [83]. Unilamellar vesicles (ULVs) with a single bilayer
shell form bilayers on solid supports via vesicle fusion technique. After adsorption onto substrates,
ULVs fuse together and rupture according to various mechanisms suggested by Richter et al. [82]
to build supported lipid bilayers (SLBs), see Figure 1.5A)-D). The formed supported lipid bilayer
patches (bilayer islands) expose active edges leading to further enlargement of the patches until full
substrate coverage in the ideal case. These molecules do not attach covalently to surfaces and possess
a high recovery capacity due to the mobility of the lipid molecules (fluid-like behaviour). Functional
lipid molecules with e.g. attached biotin or fluorophores and membrane pores can easily be integrated
during the fabrication process for sensing purposes [83, 84]. The bilayers are advantageous in terms of
biocompatibility and blocking as they shield e.g. the nanowire from unspecific adsorption [59]. Lipid
bilayers have been used so far for detection of ions as certain ions cause the intergrated pores to open.
This local change in environment on the nanowire surface leads to high signal change in the measured
conductance [83].
As stated in my paper from 2013 [84], lipid bilayers as biological materials have already been used
to functionalize surfaces for biosensing, e.g. in quartz-crystal microbalance measurements [85], on
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metal oxide semiconductor FETs [86] or SiNW based FETs [83]. With the incorporation of membrane
proteins that form pores with regard to chemical changes in the surrounding media, biological processes
like enzymatic reactions can be monitored [83]. Lipid bilayer coating of nanowires could also be
important to provide biocompatible surfaces when electrical characteristics of single cells are measured
using kinked nanowires [11, 87, 88]. Bilayers have potential to mimic cell membranes in the study of
transportation mechanisms through membrane channels or drug influences on the membrane stability
[89]. Furthermore, lipids can enhance the biocompatibility of small particles for medical purposes such
as drug delivery [90–92]. The degree of membrane curvature plays an important role for membrane
proteins in cells. Curvature changes might influence certain intracellular processes governed by the
transport properties of the membrane [93]. Therefore, the coating of curved small objects such as
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [94] or nanowires [95] is also of fundamental interest [96]. Bringing together
biological molecules with inorganic nanosized materials offers enhanced functionalities of existing
nanoscale devices. Studies on the bilayer formation around the nanowire in solution are discussed in
section 4.3.2.
Other adsorption layers
Protein adsorption is another way to provide functionality for biosensing. As most biomolecules
possess surface charges proteins adsorb because of electrostatic interactions. Hydrophobic interactions
also play an important role. This procedure can act as a first modification step for further attachment.
Streptavidin physisorption was used for the attachment of biotinylated anti-thrombin aptamers to
chips for surface plasmon resonance [58] as well as to glass slides for microarrays [97]. Streptavidin
offers four binding sites for biotin. The interaction of biotin and streptavidin is also one of the
strongest noncovalent interactions [42, 98] assuring stable immobilization. The protein is relatively
big (4 subunits of 15,000 Da result in 60,000 Da), covers the sensor surface and improves the signal-
to-noise ratio due to less unspecific adsorption (blocking effect). Streptavidin provides a biological
soft surface for further attachment of biomolecules which enhances the performance in contrast to
the rigid inorganic transducer surface. Thus, streptavidin coating is suited for techniques like surface
plasmon resonance (SPR), quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) or microarrays, where the distance to
the transducer does not play a key role as it does for FETs.
Implementation of antibodies as recognition elements is possible via their Fc end which is not
involved in the antigen recognition (detailed explanation of the antibody structure see section 1.2.2).
It attaches to physisorbed protein A, G or L layers. As this route is specific for the Fc end, it is
a strategy to fulfill the requirement of oriented immobilization as the variable Fab ends responsible
for recognition stick out into the solution and are accessible for the target molecules [46]. As these
are biological molecules with batch-to-batch variations, the binding yield can vary which might make
results less reproducible compared to covalent bonding. The total layer thickness is problematic for
FET sensors due to the increased distance of the biorecognition event from the surface [12].
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1.3.2. Covalent methods
Self-assembled monolayers
Covalently attached self-assembled monolayers (SAM) are rather homogeneous with a constant thick-
ness. The principal structure of these molecules is composed of the following parts: a head group for
anchoring like thiols for SAM formation on gold (see Figure 1.6). This functional anchor group is
attached to a chain of identical elements, often alkyl groups. The length of this alkyl chain (CH2)n
influences the parallel arrangement with other molecules. Short molecules lead to more defects in the
layer. Elongation of the alkyl chain results in higher stability of the SAM which is favourable in terms
of blocking, competes however with the sensitivity in FETs, see section 1.4. With respect to those
sensors, the disadvantages of short linkers have to be overcome by additional blocking steps. The
third part of the molecules for SAMs are the terminal groups sticking out of the layer which provide
functional groups for attachment of ligands.
functional group
chain
head group
molecule A
surface
molecule B
surface
A) B) C)
}
Figure 1.6.: Schematic drawing of a typical SAM with headgroup for anchoring to the surface,
a molecular chain for parallel arrangement and the terminal group for crosslinker or receptor at-
tachment. A) SAM with one molecule type. B) Mixed monolayer. C) Description of the molecule
parts.
The process for SAM formation goes basically through two phases – molecules rapidly cover the
surface area resulting in a layer thickness of 80-90 % of the final thickness. The final arrangement
however takes place over several hours [99]. Depending on the strength of the binding to the surface,
the SAM can also be regarded as a fluid with continuous molecule arrangement as wider distances
at low coverage are competing with the energy of holes in the layer, see physisorbed lipid bilayers in
previous paragraph 1.3.1. Mixed monolayers with two different molecules can be optimized toward an
ideal receptor density by varying the ratios [100]. This strategy still assures that the whole surface can
be functionalized and thus blocked against unspecific adsorption. Requirements are that the two types
of molecules in these mixed layers do not form islands or networks but are distributed homogeneously.
The number of functional endgroups for further attachment also influences the receptor density. Here,
a tradeoff between steric hindrance and sensitivity is the main goal for optimal sensor signals.
Functionalization strategies based on covalent bonding between the surface and the molecule anchor
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groups offer stable attachment of molecular layers. Covalently linked SAMs are thus the ideal choice
for reliable biosensing.
Organosilanes
Organosilanes are organic molecules for the covalent functionalization of SiO2, i.e. oxidized Si sub-
strates like wafers or glass substrates. The central Si atom offers four binding sites. The principal
structure is summarized in the formula X3Si(CH2)nR. X represents a hydroxyl or hydrolysable group
consisting in most applications of alkoxy groups (methanol or ethanol) for attachment to the inorganic
surface. The central Si atom and R are linked by a short carbon chain (CH2)n and R is the terminal
functional group for direct receptor or crosslinker attachment. Typical terminal groups for further
crosslinker or receptor binding are aldehyde, primary amine, mercapto or epoxy groups (see section
1.2 on receptors). This is crucial to link the inorganic surface together with specific biomolecules in
order to create biosensor surfaces able to transduce biorecognition to a readable sensor signal.
In the presence of water, the alkoxy splits from the silane and forms an alcohol, see Figure 1.7A).
This process is called hydrolysis and can happen either in solution or due tu to the presence of
surface water directly at the surface. It leads to reactive OH groups attached to the central Si atom
(silanols). Attachment protocols using the liquid phase include a time prior to sample incubation
for this hydrolysis procedure. The silanols can interact with surfaces equally exposing OH groups
via hydrogen bonding [101]. Water is released when the molecules bind covalently to the surface in a
condensation process forming stable siloxane bonds (Si-O-Si), see step 2) in Figure 1.7A). The unbound
side group silanols can further crosslink by thermal curing [59]. OH groups can easily be created on
silicondioxide surfaces by cleaning in piranha solution, with an oxygen/air plasma treatment [102]
or other solutions like NaOH as investigated by Janissen et al. [103]. Thus, organosilanes are well
suited to covalently link to these OH-terminated surfaces. In theory, the resulting monolayers are well
ordered as illustrated in Figure 1.7A) after full attachment. In reality, effects like polymerization in
solution (polycondensates), physisorption due to e.g. electrostatic interactions and molecular inversion
which reduces the number of desired functional groups occur, see Figure 1.7B) [102].
Table 1.2 summarizes the typical functional groups that are possible with organosilanes for at-
tachment of amino groups of receptors. Aldehyde and primary amines form a covalent bond called
imide bond which is labile and needs to be stabilized by reduction with sodium borohydrate to form
secondary amines. Isothiocyanate terminal groups form stable thiourea bonds but the silane is very
toxic, delicate to handle and for biosensing strategies not so common. Epoxy terminated silanes and
especially aminosilanes are widely used. Epoxy groups form aminoalcohols with primary amines at
pH values higher than physiological pH. Aminsosilanes require use of a crosslinker to create carboxy
groups that lead to a stable amide bond formation.
Functionalization principles
For organosilanes. adsorption in the liquid phase (i.e. diluted silane) or from the gas phase at elevated
temperature or pressure (i.e. pure silane) are the two main methods for covalent attachment of
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1) Hydrolysis
2) Condensation of silanol and covalent binding
3) Thermal curing
B)A)
Polycondensate
Physisorption
Molecular inversion
ideal case
real layers
+
Figure 1.7.: A) Chemical reaction for covalent silane binding to hydroxylated silicon oxide surface
is a three-step procedure. B) In reality, silanes form irregular layers due to electrostatic interaction,
polymerization in solution and molecular inversion, from [102].
Table 1.2.: Typical coupling routes after silane attachment to silicon oxide surfaces for crosslinking
with amino-receptors.
Terminal
silane group
Bond formation with
primary amine NH2
Reaction Silane name
NH2 imide via crosslinker glu-
taraldehyde
APTES, APTMS etc.
NH2 amide via crosslinkers succinic
anhydride, EDC and
NHS
APTES, APTMS etc.
epoxy aminoalcohol direct GOPES, GOPMS
aldehyde imide direct 11-(Triethoxysilyl) un-
decanal
organosilanes to silicon oxide surfaces. The choice depends on the specific silane and the requirements
of the sample. In liquid phase methods, the presence of three silanols on one molecule leads to
polymerization of the molecules in solution under certain circumstances (Figure 1.7B). As the aim
is to achieve rather homogeneous layers of approximately monolayer thickness, molecular stacking
due to this polymerization is undesired. This can be avoided by using fresh solutions, inert gas
atmosphere and control of the involved deionized water and the deposition procedure. Organosilanes
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tend to degrade with time in the presence of water in the atmosphere and are handled with care. The
advantage of these free silanol side groups is that they possibly crosslink in a postbaking step after
surface attachment and stabilize the layer (Figure 1.7A). Gas phase attachment is thus beneficial
although molecular stacking on the surface can still be present. These procedures consist of less
experimental steps which reduces the risk of damaging or contaminating samples. Another approach
is the use of silanes with only one chemically reactive X group whereas the other two ones are replaced
by e.g. non-reactive methyl groups. This is thought to reduce polymerization and molecular stacking.
It also reduces the boiling point which makes experimental procedures for gas phase routes easier.
However, crosslinking to stabilize the layers is not occuring which might result in less stable layers. X
can also be replaced by halogens. Chloro- or fluorosilanes are highly reactive and play an important
role for the creation of hydrophobic surfaces on glass or wafers. They are however not used for the
biosensing purposes in this work.
Crosslinkers
Crosslinkes are a class of molecules capable to link two functional groups together, e.g. surface groups
and receptors or different molecules in solution. Thus, they are attributed with two functional end
groups. They either provide two identical chemical groups or two different ones – called homo- and
heterobifunctional crosslinkers [59]. The latter are more specific as homobifunctional crosslinkers
cause undesired side effects like crosslinking of surface groups or receptors among each other which
actually inhibits the aimed further functionalization, as it can be the case for glutaraldehyde. A
prominent example for heterobifunctional crosslinkers is succinic anhydride. This ring structure opens
upon attachment to primary amines in aqueous solution and creates carboxy groups. The reaction
mechanism and attachment are described more in details in section 2.1.2. In addition, crosslinkers
are classified according to their role in the chemical process. Molecules that only form reactive
intermediate products but are not part of the later binding are called zero-length crosslinkers [98].
An example is the combination of a carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimid (NHS) to activate
carboxy groups [104], see Table 2.2 and section 2.1.2.
1.4. Silicon Nanowire Based Field-Effect Transistor Devices
1.4.1. From FETs to ion-sensitive devices
MOSFETs
A field effect transistor is a semiconductor based device used for switching or signal amplification in
electrical circuits. FETs consume low power [105]. Widely used transistors are the so-called MOSFETs
(metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor). Here, two highly doped domains (e.g. n-type) are
separated by a p-type domain with p-n junctions at the interface, see setup in Figure 1.8A). The
n-domains are connected to the source (S) and drain (D) contacts. A metal gate is placed on top of
the area between S and D, separated by a thin insulating oxide layer. The conductance is controlled
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by an external field, for instance the gate field. By applying a positive gate voltage at the metal gate,
electrons are attracted at the semiconductor–oxide interface. Once the threshold voltage is reached,
an inversion layer builds a conducting channel between the n-type regions connected to S and D, see
Figure 1.8B). The size of this channel depends on both, the external gate field and the selection of
the materials. Applying an additional SD bias voltage Vsd enhances the charge carrier movement
through the channel and narrows the channel at one end. Thus conductance of the charge carriers is
altered (Figure 1.8C). In this case (positive Vsd), electrons will be attracted by the drain. Common
elements for doping of silicon are boron (p-type) or arsenic (n-type).
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Figure 1.8.: Schematic drawing of the principle of a MOSFET, drawing after Tarasov [105]. A)
Basic setup of a MOSFET at Vg and Vsd = 0. B) Applying a positive gate voltage, electrons
go from bulk to the semiconductor–oxide interface. Formation of a conducting layer. C) The
conduction channel is controlled by an applied positive Vsd. Electrons move to the drain. D)
Transfer characteristics Isd as a function of the applied gate voltage in semi-log (left y-axis) and
linear (right y-axis) scale. For both configrations, the threshold voltage is defined. It is found either
where the curve is steepest (logarithmic Isd) or at the intersections of the prolongation of the linear
part with the curve (linear scale).
ISFETs
Ion-sensitive FETs (ISFETs) are similar to the common MOSFET. Bergveld et al. discovered that
MOSFETs in direct contact with a liquid solution are sensitive towards protons and thus suitable as pH
sensors [106]. For this however, the metal gate is replaced by the electrolyte solution which contains a
reference electrode – a so-called liquid gate which can control the current between S and D [105]. For
sensing, it is indispensible to include a reference electrode to measure against a stable potential. The
conductance in ISFETs depends on the charge situaton at the oxide-electrolyte interface. ISFETs are
sensitive towards charged molecules in general. Depending on the isoelectric point (pI) of the surface
and the pH of the electrolyte, the charging of the terminal surface groups behaves like a local gate.
Therefore, it is possible to detect variations in the pH of the solution, i.e. taking or giving away
protons at the functional interface is sensed [105].
For the transfer characteristics of the devices, the source drain current (Isd) is measured as a function
of the applied gate voltage Vg (Figure 1.8D). In semi-logarithmic scale, the steepest slope of the curve
is defined as substhreshold swing with the threshold voltage Vt at which the current is switched on due
to the formation of an inversion layer at the interface. At this point the FET switching can happen
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at maximum speed. By analyzing this slope which is constant over several orders of magnitude [105],
curve shifts at a fixed current due to attached charged molecules can be determined (!Vt).
Because of the possible (de)protonation of the surface oxide, pH measurements are usually applied
to probe the device performances for potential application in biosensing. By changing the proton
concentration (pH change), the surface potential is directly affected and influences the threshold
voltage. This is visible as a shift of the I-V curve to lower or higher voltage values (Figure 1.9A). The
sensitivity of ISFETs is determined by the maximum possible shift because of a pH change and defined
by the Nernst limit at 300 K (k = Boltzmann constant, T = absolute temperature, e = elementary
charge):
ln(10)
kT
e
= 59.5
mV
pH
. (1.1)
FETs with silicon dioxide surfaces achieve a maximum sensitivity of appr. 45 mV/pH at pH > 5
[107]. The example in Figure 1.9B) exhibits a sensitivity of 35 mV/pH [4].
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Figure 1.9.: pH measurements with a top-down fabricated SiNW FET using different pH solutions
[4]. pH sensitivity here is 35 mV/pH. a) Transfer curves and their shifts in x-direction. b) Shifted
voltage due to pH steps.
As most biomolecules display charges at their outer surface (depending on the pH of the solution),
ISFETs are equally sensitive to biomolecules such as proteins or DNA. Thus, the curve shifts parallel
to the x-axis in case the charge situation changes are analyzed the same way as for pH measurements.
The direction always depends on the charge sign.
Few publications are available on planar FETs (two-dimensional transistors) as they lack low de-
tection limits. Bavli et al. showed a planar resistor (molecularly controlled semiconductor resistor
MOCSER), run in liquid environment, for the detection of different analytes on a lipid bilayer func-
tionalized surface with a detection limit also in the µg/ml range [86]. Hammock et al. introduced a
planar organic FET for thrombin sensing using an aptamer. The signal was enhanced by adsorption
of randomly distributed gold nanoparticles. They achieved a detection limit of 100 pM.
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SiNW FETs
SiNW based FETs for biosensing belong to the group of ion-sensitive FETs (ISFET) operated in
liquid conditions. Nanomaterials were implemented as they are suitable for detection of biochemical
recognition due to their excellent sensitivity at the (sub-)nano scale. Nanowires offer high surface-
to-volume ratios for good sensitivity and small cross-sectional conduction pathways [108]. Therefore,
they can overcome the detection limits of planar ISFETs. Backgated nanowire based FETs have a
transconductance of 4-10 times higher than planar standard ISFETs of same sizes due to their high
surface-to-volume ratio and the efficient penetration of the gate field [109]. For biosensing applications
as ISFETs, the liquid also acts as a gate electrode and variations in the surface potential are converted
to a conductance change in the channel. Different from planar ISFETs, the NWs themselves are
conduction channels which are fully affected by surface potential. Biological recognition events alter
the surface potential of the nanomaterials even at low analyte concentrations. Charged biomolecules
can locally act as liquid gate leading to resistivity changes. The resistivity is very sensitive towards the
biorecognition event. Due to signal amplification by the FET the signal can be detected by significant
jumps in the voltage at a fixed source drain current. Commonly, single-crystalline nanowires are with
p- or n-type doping to create charge carriers that are attracted or repelled by the attaching charged
biomolecule.
The proposed sensor is not using doped NWs as mostly employed [7, 110] but tuning of the Schot-
tky barrier width and height due to local changes of the charge environment caused by charged
biomolecules represents the sensing mechanism [108, 111, 112]. The undoped single-crystalline Si
nanowire is free of impurities which is believed to increase the performance compared to doped SiNWs.
Schottky barriers are formed by interdiffusion of nickel from the nickel contacts into the nanowire at
elevated temperatures. Ni and Si form an alloy with almost similar crystal lattice parameters as Si
has. The interface between NiSi2 and Si is sharp and regarded as a true Schottky barrier [113] avoid-
ing contact resistances in contrast to other devices as presented by Shin et al. [114]. The pristine
Si channel is centered between the two metallic NiSi2 leads. The Si channel length depends on the
applied annealing time which allows for Ni diffusion and alloy formation. By changes in the gate
voltage the barrier width ist altered. The existance of a Schottky barrier using the here presented
technique is proven in the publication of Martin et al. by applying scanning gate microscopy [115].
Modelling of the Schottky barrier in 1D shows the improvements compared to 2D (planar) Schottky
barrier devices. The confinement due to the nanometer diameter leads to a shortage of the Schottky
barrier width and lowers the Schottky barrier which facilitates tunneling and enhances the current
densities [108, 112]. In ambient atmosphere, SiNWs are oxidized and thus coated by a native oxide
shell which is amorphous. Typical nanoscale ISFET devices with oxide shell show a sensitivity in the
range from 20 mV/pH (pH near 2) to more than 45 mV/pH (pH > 5) [107], a so-called sub-Nernstian
behaviour. The pH sensitivity can be increased by deposition of thin Al2O3 layers [107]. To sum-
marize, biorecognition events at the NW surface of these Schottky barrier powered FETs act as an
applied gate voltage and are expected to alter the barrier width and height [108] which leads to a
measurable signal.
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1.4.2. Fabrication methods
In principal, there are two main methods to fabricate single-crystalline SiNWs. Both methods are
shortly described in the following paragraphs. For this thesis mainly bottom-up grown NWs using
CVD furnaces (chemical vapour deposition) were integrated into device structures. In cooperation
with the BioFET group at POSTECH, also devices with top-down NW arrays based on lithographic
fabrication were studied [4, 116]. Furthermore, nanocrystalline nanowires consisting of other materials
like copper or noble metals can be produced out of salt solutions with dielectrophoresis which is
investigated at our chair [117–119]. Using bottom-up technologies for the NW fabrication allows for
cheaper production of the nanometer features. Further processing steps in the micrometer range were
carried out by standard lithography techniques.
Device with bottom-up grown silicon nanowires
Bottom-up nanowire growth Single-crystalline Si nanowires are grown with vapour-liquid-solid
growth method (VLS) which was first described by Wagner and Ellis [120]. Growth is carried out in a
CVD furnace (CVD – chemical vapour deposition). Thin gold films (e.g. 0.3 nm [111]) are sputtered
onto Si wafers and heated to 450◦C until coalescence results in nanoparticle (NP) formation. Argon
plasma improves significantly the homogeneity of the Au cluster size [111]. Another method is to use
presynthesized gold colloids (AuNPs) which are dispersed on a wafer substrate [9, 112]. In both cases
the AuNPs act as catalyst particles for the nanowire growth. Gold forms a liquid alloy with Si from
the gas phase which comes from a monosilane flow (SiH4) at 450◦C and defined pressure. Once the
droplet is supersaturated, Si starts to precipitate at the droplet-substrate interface. Single-crystalline
nanowires grow in tip growth mode in the vertical direction. Varying pressure and temperature
influences the diameter and the growth morphology – straight, kinked or spaghetti-like [109]. The
NW diameters correlate with the NP diameter but are slightly bigger [112, 121]. The resulting NW
forest on the growth substrate, see Figure 1.10A), is then further processed for device integration by
removing the NWs from the substrate.
Different generations of devices were fabricated by S. Pregl (in preparation: Ph.D. thesis on FET
optimization). Undoped SiNWs were grown in the previously described bottom-up method VLS in a
CVD furnace using gold nanoparticles with a diameter of 19 nm ±0.5 0.5 nm (from BBI). Monosilane
gas SiH4 was used a precursor and H2 as the carrier gas (450◦C, 65 mbar). This resulted in NWs with
a mean diameter of 22 nm ±0.5 nm for our sensor and a ratio of 114% for dNW
dAuNP
[112]. Lengths
of 10 µm up to 40 µm are typical [122]. They were transferred to thermally oxidized Si wafers (100
nm oxide) using contact printing (CP) for large-scale parallel alignment, see Figure 1.10B). Before
further processing, the AuNPs were etched off to avoid gold contaminations and the oxide shell was
removed by etching in buffered HF to assure direct contact of the nickel material with bare silicon. A
SiNW with thermally grown oxide of 5 nm is presented in Figure 1.11. The nanowire with an original
diameter of roughly 22 nm grows in radial direction by further thermal oxidation from 2 nm to around
5 nm oxide thickness.
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A) B) C) D)
Receiver substrate
SiH4
Donor substrate
S D
Figure 1.10.: Fabrication procedure of SiNW FETs with bottom-up grown nanowires. A) Scheme
of NW growth from gold catalyst particles in silane flow in tip-growth method and optical image
of the growth substrate. Scale bar is 20 µm. B) Scheme of contact printing procedure for transfer
from donor to receiver substrates results in parallely aligned nanowires. Postdefinition of contact
structures using UV lithography. Optical image of the interdigitated finger structure after this
process. Scale bar is 20 µm. C) After processing, the sensor chip is ready for integration in the
experimental setup, e.g. by putting a PDMS channel on top of the chip. Scale bar is 5 mm. Picture
of the chip: courtesy of F. Zörgiebel. D) Chip with PDMS channel and the tips of a probe station
to contact source and drain. This simple setup has one in- and one outlet. Sketches in upper row
from S. Pregl.
Nanowire integration into devices SiNW FET devices with a single NW can be achieved by son-
icating the grown NWs in organic solvent and spraying on a chip wafer [111, 123]. By chance a
NW is connecting two preprocessed contacts or post defining of contacts using e-beam lithography
enables the fabrication of electrically connected SiNWs. Parallel arrays of SiNWs are created by con-
tact printing (transfer printing) from the growth substrate, i.e. donor substrate, to a virgin wafer,
i.e. receiver substrate [122, 124–126], as illustrated in Figure 1.10B). Alignment techniques such as
Langmuir-Blodgett were also applied to NW solutions in organic solvent [127, 128] or by directed
spray flow [123]. By using parallel arrays, the bottom up grown NWs can be easily integrated into the
production route of the Si based chip in a routine step allowing for series production [112, 126]. In
parallel arrays, single defect wires do not influence the overall performance due to averaging. These
arrays result in high currents with on/off current ratios of up to 106. In addition, higher currents facil-
itate the integration in commercially available and cheap devices due to easier packaging of integrated
circuits [112].
The device structure was created using photolithography on the parallel NW substrates [112], see
Figure 1.10B). Via evaporation, nickel contacts were deposited onto the chip. Interdigitated finger
structures were patterned onto the chip as it is presented in Figure 1.10B), C). Each chip was thus
composed of 21 structures. Before initiating the silicidation process, the photoresist was removed.
Heating the contacted NWs up to 500◦C leads to Ni diffusion into the NW bulk. Different NiSi phase
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5 nm
Figure 1.11.: TEM image of SiNW with thermal oxide, annealed at 875◦C for 4 min. Courtesy of
E. Baek.
may form, but the interface between NiSi and pristine Si was found to compose of NiSi2 [113]. Due to
variations in nanowire diameters and their crystal orientations, the silicidation length is different for
each nanowire. Thus, the electrode spacing also needs to be sufficiently large to create a high yield of
silicidized NWs without completely metallizing. Fully metallized nanowires however can be burnt via
Joule heating when applying a source drain voltage at zero gate voltage [112]. To give an example,
for an interelectrode spacing of 2.5 µm the developed procedure leads to pristine channel length of
0.41 µm ± 0.2 µm.
The nanowires were oxidized at 875◦C resulting in a homogeneous dense oxide layer and a repro-
ducible oxide thickness of around 5 nm (see Figure 1.11) for an annealing time of 4 min. Further
processing is required for operation in liquids to prevent any material from degradation and assure
sample delivery via fluidic channels as examplarily demonstrated in Figure 1.10 (details see next
paragraph and in section 5.1.
Fluidic setup Aiming for health diagnostics and portable devices, housing concepts and microfluidics
are crucial. Microfluidics also reduce the required amount of analyzing substance and its evaporation
is avoided which would lead to signal modification by changing the concentration with time. During
surface functionalization, channnels could be helpful to specifically functionalize only the exposed
chip regions of interest for higher sensitivity [129]. Parallel channels allow for multiplexed detection
of different analytes and on-chip control measurements. Commonly, PDMS molds are mechanically
pressed onto the chip and microfluidic tubes are connected to this. Small channel structures are cre-
ated lithographically using chemically stable photoresists like SU-8 as channel material. Fraunhofer
Society presented a platform including analyte and buffer compartments for mixing and multiparam-
eter analysis as well as integrated pumps [130]. This credit card sized housing can include various
types of sensors (electrical, optical) allowing for portability and versatility in application. The FET
sensor development also includes housing and packaging development as ongoing research (in cooper-
ation with IAVT, TU Dresden). As a first setup, a single channel in PDMS mold was fabricated and
integrated in the chip measurement setup, see Figure 1.10D) and chapter 5.1.1. These devices were
used for aptamer based sensing in this work.
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Passivation strategies For these biosensing applications, passivation steps are necessary and were
developed by S. Pregl and F. Zörgiebel and will be presented more in detail in their Ph.D. theses. The
goal of chip passivation is to protect any material from degradation due to the used liquids during the
functionalization and detection procedure. Degradation especially of metallic materials would cause
leakage. Different methods such as a polymer layer which leaves the sensitive region free or oxide
layers were investigated for the purpose of biosensing. Deposition of a thin Al2O3 layer of 15 nm
using atomic layer deposition (ALD) shows the best results. Here, the sensitive device region is fully
covered with this thin layer. By this, any liquid can intrude between the chip and the passivation
layer. This layer does not decrease the performance of the device, which was tested in dry and liquid
conditions. On the contrary, Al2O3 offers more OH groups after hydroxylation than SiO2. This results
in a higher sensitivity for pH sensing and approaches the Nernst limit [105, 107]. As the performance
as an ISFET is not reduced and Al2O3 can be functionalized with organosilanes as it is the case for
SiO2 [107], the introduction of the layer was the method of choice to assure biosensing without the
risk of degradation.
Device with top-down fabricated silicon nanowires
In 2004, a method to fabricate SiNWs with a combination of lithography techniques defining nanowires
from thin single crystalline Si layers was presented [131]. In order to produce top-down Si NWs, these
layers on wafers are selectively etched after electron beam (e-beam) lithography (Figure 1.12, steps
1 and 2). E-beam lithography is required to achieve diameters below 100 nm. Here, the fabrication
of Rim et al. is presented more in detail as these n-type FET sensors fabricated in POSTECH were
used, too [4, 116].
1) Active region formation 2) Nanowire formation 3) S/D doping
4) Gate oxide growth 5) Metal deposition and lift off 6) Passivation
Figure 1.12.: Device fabrication process for top-down fabricated SiNW FET from POSTECH,
image taken from [116] and modified.
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After nanowire array fabrication, source and drain are doped by ion implantation to form ohmic
contacts (step 3). Gate oxide is grown to create the gate dielectric (step 4). Metal contacts are defined
(step 5) and finally everything except the wire regions is passivated for sensor use in liquids, e.g. with
photoresists like SU-8 (step 6). The advantages of top-down devices compared to those implementing
bottom-up grown NWs are the precise definition of NW arrays on certain areas and the predetermined
number of NWs on one device which increases the reproducibility. Moreover, it is possible to create
different structures than just straight NWs like honeycomb patterns which were proposed to show
higher reliability and sensitivity [132]. However, the processing (e-beam lithography) and other steps
are more expensive and complicated than the combined VLS and CP procedures which reduces time
and the use of costy equipment. The NWs are also not as symmetrical in crosssection due to their
trapezoidal shape and show rather thick oxide shells at least 5 nm with varying thickness [4]. These
devices were used for antibody based sensing in this work.
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Figure 1.13.: SEM image of a top-down fabricated NW chip. a) On-chip reference electrode close
to nanowire array. b) Open NW array with 10 parallel wires surrounded by polymer layer cover
(SU-8). c) The wires have a mean diameter of 50 nm with a 10 nm oxide shell. This results in an
average diameter of 70 nm.
1.4.3. Influences of organic solvents and buffer solutions
A crucial parameter for biosensing with an FET is the ionic strength of the measurement solution. It
defines the Debye screening length at the sensor surface (here: the NW), meaning that only charges
within this distance are screened and alter the device characteristics. Thus, the molarity of the used
buffer solution needs to be kept at a low level as this results in a higher Debye screening length λD.
This length can be calculated using the formula:
λD =
√
"0"rkT
2NAe2I
. (1.2)
For different buffer strengths of the widely used PBS buffer with physiological pH, the Debye
length is exemplarily shown in Figure 1.14. With the standard 1x concentration of PBS (10 mM), the
maximally sensed recognition event could be at a distance of approximately 1.5-3 nm [12, 14, 133].
For typical sample solutions like blood, serum or urine, the Debye layer is only 0.7-2.2 nm thick [12].
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Due to this, many experiments are run in low ionic strength solutions of 1 mM or less. Very low
concentrations could be problematic for biosensing. Certain ionic concentrations are required for the
proper threedimensional structure formation of biological molecules (see 1.2) and the biorecognition
itself.
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Figure 1.14.: Illustration of the Debye length for different phosphate buffer concentrations (x M)
and 2x M NaCl. The values are extracted from Park et al. [133]. The blue stripe indicates the
thickness of a layer of organic molecules (example of organosilane layer), the green stripe represents
the extents of an additional aptamer layer, the green and orange stripes together illustrate the
thickness of an additional antibody layer on top of the organic molecules. The upper limit of the
sensitive region for aptamers as recognition elements can be found in between 1 and 10 mM, as
indicated by the vertical dashed line. For antibodies (orange), concentrations of less than 1 mM
would be required because of their size [133].
Buffers and reagents used during biochemical functionalization and when the device is run in liquid
media usually cause the metallic materials like source and drain contacts to degrade or react with ions
which leads to a baseline drift and performance reduction. Thus, reliable passivation and housing are
key steps for stable biosensor measurements. The measurements presented in this work were carried
out using passivation of the device (see section 1.4.2). Chemical functionalization is also affected
by aqueous liquids which may lead to detaching of organic surface layers see section 1.3. Thus it is
desirable to achieve homogeneous (mono)layers and covalent bonding which is stable in the applied
liquid solutions.
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To summarize, Lieber et al. firstly published NW based FETs for biosensors [7, 121] and are to
date still using bottom-up grown nanowires [126]. Several groups have started biosensor research using
NWs since then, but the majority researches on top-down devices since published [131] (see overview
in Table 1.1, partially adapted from Curreli et al. and Lahouq and extended [36, 37]). The achieved
sensitivities are comparable for both techniques. This work mainly focuses on bottom-up chips, as we
are interested to replace as many steps as possible by bottom-up procedures and self-assembly, but it
also shows the application of highly-developed top-down chips in cooperation with POSTECH [4].
1.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, the different buildings blocks for biosensing with a focus on aptamer based sensing
using nanowire ISFETs were presented. To conclude, the promising properties of aptamers especially
with respect to the specific requirements in ISFET based biosensing lead to a further interest to
implement these aptamers in our Schottky barrier powered SiNW FET. Several applications and
receptor-analyte systems were summarized in this chapter. The main focus in this work is on the
detection of the protein thrombin as a model system for aptamer based sensor development using
DNA aptamers. The thrombin binding aptamer 1 (TBA1) is very stable. In addition, a second
aptamer is available which helps to characterize the samples in sandwich assays. The interest in
thrombin detection and the aptamer design are explained in section 3.1.
In addition, small molecule detection will be shown exemplarily using antibodies against an antibi-
otic, namely amoxicillin (AMX), which belongs to the group of penicillins. This aims at detection of
AMX residues in water samples, see section 3.2.

2. Materials and Methods
This chapter presents the used materials for providing functionalized surfaces with reactive terminal
groups for further attachment. This is followed by presentation and discussion of the relevance of
two different applications, i.e. the target molecules which will be detected. At the end of the first
part, a list of all materials can be found. The second part deals with the details of characterization
techniques for biochemical functionalization and receptor-analyte interactions.
2.1. Surface modification techniques
2.1.1. Surfaces
With the goal to functionalize silicon nanowires integrated in field-effect-transistors (FET) on silicon
wafer chips, the possible surfaces are presented. Silicon nanowires are curved objects with different
planes exposed. In order to investigate the functionalization steps and test different strategies, the
use of planar substrates facilitates characterization. Firstly, Si wafers as substrates can be used and
are especially suited for techniques like ellipsometry or atomic force microscopy (AFM) due to the
flat surface. In order to detect fluorescence, glass slides are the substrates of choice. Si nanowires
and wafers are oxidized in ambient conditions with a thin oxide shell of around 2 nm. Thus, Si and
O are present at the surface and the structure is amorph which is comparable to glass. Etching the
oxide however cleaves the oxide and leads to hydrogen-terminated Si which is well suited for SAM
formation. Both surface possibilities are discussed in the following.
Hydrogen-terminated silicon surface
After removing the oxide in strong acid (HF or NH4F), the resulting hydrogen-terminated Si is able
to react with ω-alkenes. Their C=C double bond at one chain end is catalyzed upon irradiation with
UV light or at elevated temperatures and covalently attaches to Si-H forming stable Si-C bonds. The
long alkyl chains tend to form well-ordered self-assembled monolayers (SAM) see section 1.3.2. By
using carboxy terminated molecules, receptors with functional primary amines can be immobilized on
the modifed nanowire surface. In order to evaluate this way of surface treatment, its sensitivity was
compared to the sensitivity of SiNW FETs with oxide shell. Bunimovich et al. demonstrated that
DNA probes which were surface bound via electrostatic interaction to an amino terminated oxide-
free Si nanowire show a higher sensitiviy for hybridization with the complementary strand than on
an equally amino functionalized oxidized nanowire [134]. This advantage of the hydrogen terminated
surface has to be counterbalanced with the etching step which is aggressive towards metallic materials
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on the chips. This is particularly critical for our Schottky barrier FET devices. The sensitive region
is located at the interface so the metallic part cannot be covered during etching and might be etched
away too quickly as NWs are very thin. It is however an interesting option for doped NWs to achieve
high performances. Physical properties of SiNWs can be controllably altered by defining their surface
bonds due to chemical functionalization of oxide-free NWs [135]. In addition, it would require to open
windows after passivation to be able to access bare wires.
Silicon dioxide surface
Silicon is naturally oxidized in ambient atmosphere. The native shell is usually around 2 nm thick
(measured with transmission electron microscopy) and can be grown thermally to thicker layers (ther-
mal oxide). The structure of silicon dioxide however is amorphous so the crystal plane of the nanowire
does not play a role for functionalization layers. As the surface groups are Si-O, different attachment
strategies are possible. The bare oxide surface is not very reactive. Thus, non-covalent attachment
routes are one option, see 1.3.1. For covalent ways, an activation of the hydroxy groups is necessary.
This is achieved via plasma treatment using oxygen plasma or solvent-based methods like the use of
NaOH as presented by Janissen et al. [103]. The created hydroxy groups (Si-OH) are reactive for
attachment with several molecules as described in paragraph 1.3.2. Silane molecules that bind to SiO2
also attach to other oxides like ZnO or Al2O3 [105, 136]. Thus, a later passivation of the nanowire
FET with such an oxide layer does necessarily require fundamental changes in the functionalization
strategy. The density of silanol groups on a fully hydroxylated surface is 5.0 groups/nm2. The esti-
mated amine density with APTES is then around 2-4 molecules/nm2 [137, 138]. For investigations
with transmission optical microscopy, the functionalization of glass slides instead of opaque wafers
significantly simplifies characterization of the modification strategies.
To conclude, silicon dioxide was chosen for further functionalization purposes after careful consid-
eration of the different characteristics. Although on hydrogen terminated Si more uniform layers (i.e.
SAMs) can form which enhances reproducibility and stability, the easier handling of naturally oxi-
dized samples, comparison with glass slides, the more universal approach in terms of passivation with
other oxides for sensor applications in liquids and the short linker length of many silanes led to this
choice. In addition, etching of metallic NiSi2 would be hard to control which is critical with respect to
the most sensitive region of the FET, the Schottky barrier. The protocols are then transferred from
planar substrates to the silicon nanowires on the chip.
Cleaning
The cleaning procedures of wafer pieces and glass slides are described in detail in the appendix A.1.
Wafers were ordered from clean room facilities and exhibit a very flat surface. They are cleaned using
organic solvents and temperature treatment or ultrasound to create bubbles at the surface that carry
away dirt particles and contaminants. This is finally followed by plasma cleaning for removal of organic
contaminants and hydroxyl group activation. Cleaning of wafers was always carried out directly before
further modification. Purchased glass slides exhibit more contaminants on their surfaces. The same
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treatment as for wafers results in blurry backgrounds as it was observed for fluorescence tests to
confirm DNA attachment. Thus, these substrates require a cleaning procedure involving organic
solvents as well as immersion in acids and bases for proper cleaning (see appendix A.1). The glass
slides were used within two weeks after cleaning.
2.1.2. Chemical surface functionalization
Carboxy-terminated surface
The amino terminated silane 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) is the most popular silane in
research. Mostly, liquid phase attachment in ethanol at a concentration of 1-2 % silane is used with
incubation times around 0.5-1 h and a postbake at 110-120◦C for 10-20 min [15, 138–140]. These
protocols result in amino surfaces with monolayer thicknesses although the real silane layer probably
shows a parallel occurance of chemi- and physisporption, molecular stacking and polymerization, see
Figure 1.7 [102]. Detailed protocols for all steps can be found in the appendix A.1. Silanization with
aminosilanes was also carried out via the gas phase in a Schlenk tube setup as presented in section
2.1.2.
To link the amino-receptors to this surface, intermediate steps of crosslinking and activation are
necessary. Carboxy groups are created by adding a solution of the molecule succinic anhydride as a
heterobifunctional crosslinker (see Figure 2.1). The anhydride is very reactive towards nucleophiles
like amines. During the reaction with the surface-amine, one carbonyl group of the two gets attacked
and the anhydride ring structure opens up. This carbonyl binds covalently to the amine. The other
one is free to create a terminal carboxylic acid [98].
Carboxy groups only link to the amino-terminated receptor after activation with so-called zero-
length crosslinkers. They form an intermediate reactive product but are not included in the later
binding itself. The method of choice here is to used carbodiimide EDC (1-ethyl-3-(3-di methylamino-
propyl)carbodiimide) and the ester NHS (N-hydroxysuccinimide). At first, EDC activates the carboxy
groups by binding to them (Figure 2.2). Therefore, EDC should be added initially in the experimental
procedure. To be more precise, EDC hydrochloride powder is dissolved in water at a high concentra-
tion and then added to the reaction solution at the final concentration. This is followed by adding
NHS for attachment. NHS replaces EDC and creates a reactive ester. This ester splits upon primary
amine binding when the amino-terminated receptor (amino-receptor) is added. Hermanson also rec-
ommends the use of sulfo-NHS as it is better soluble in water than NHS [98]. Presolving NHS in water
as a stock solution, assure dissolving by intense vortexing and adding the concentrated solution to
the reaction worked here, too. The reaction is influenced by the pH and is faster at lower pH values
[98]. The additional substances also bare the risk of contamination of the surface due to byproducts.
The advantage of this method is that the specificity of the receptor attachment and the success can
be evaluated by leaving out the activation step. In this work, also another variation of the silane was
studied which possesses three methoxy instead of ethoxy groups (APTMS).
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Figure 2.1.: Schematic drawing of reaction scheme of ring opening reaction of heterobifunctional
crosslinker succinic anhydride upon attachment to an amino-terminated SiO2 surface (grey bar).
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Figure 2.2.: Schematic drawing of reaction scheme using zero-length crosslinkers EDC and NHS
for carboxy group activation to form amide bonds with primary amines of receptors to a carboxy-
terminated SiO2 surface (grey bar).
Epoxy-terminated surface
The epoxy silane glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GOPMS) is the second option for surface function-
alization with silanes. Its advantages compared to APTES are that it allows a one-step attachment
of the amino-receptor, as epoxy and primary amines couple directly and form stable aminoalcohols
(see section 1.2). Additionally, Taylor et al. showed that GOPMS surfaces result in low background
signals for unspecific DNA adsorption. Similar to the ethoxy groups, the methoxy groups hydrolyze
and the resulting silanols attach to the activated surface. The terminal epoxy group forms a covalent
bond directly with the receptor amine at slightly elevated pH values of at least 8.5-9.0 [98, 110] (taking
physiological pH 7.4 as a standard reference for the biosensing experiments). The ring opens and the
terminal C atom covalently binds to N to form a stable aminoalcohol, see Figure 2.3. The epoxy
silane is more sensitive to atmosphere (hydrolysis [101]) and longer incubation times are required
than for APTES. Firstly, adsorption from the liquid phase with protocols adapted from Hermanson
and Gopinath et al. was tested [98, 141]. Solution based protocols also include solvents like toluene
instead of ethanol which makes the procedure more complicated especially with respect to chips and
the aim to reduce possible harming of the devices during surface modifiction. So the focus was here
more on gas phase attachment. As equipment like a solid glove box and more complicated setups as
presented by the group of Ingebrandt [142] were not available or possible to realize, other protocols
were investigated. The gas phase attachment in an oven over night after Tarasov [105] leads to repro-
ducible results and was thus the method of choice. The protocol can be found in the appendix A.1.
Ek et al. also found out that gas phase attachment results in layers with higher density than solution
based methods [137].
Setup for gas phase silanization in Schlenk tube
Silanes as chemical functionalization layer were described in section 1.3. Silane layers are created
either by diluting the silane in a solvent and subsequent sample immersion or via evaporation at low
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic drawing of reaction scheme of terminal epoxy groups on SiO2 surface with
amino-terminated molecule (here amoxicillin). Together, they form an aminoalcohol bond which is
stable.
pressure and/or higher temperature. The latter requires a chamber setup. A simple way is to place
the sample in the vicinity of a droplet of the silane, altogether in a chamber (i.e. oven, desiccator) and
heat or apply a vacuum. This lowers the vapour pressure of the liquid and it evaporates, also onto the
sample. A more elegant way is to use sealed chambers or tube systems that allow to remove air and
water from the reaction or control their influence as the silanes are degrading in the presence of water.
This can be done by vacuum pumping and inert gas purging. Reducing the chamber size decreases
the required amont of liquid and the system is more controllable. Such a goal was achieved by setting
up a common Schlenk tube system with a valve either allowing N2 flow or pumping, see Figure 2.4.
The valve allows continuous pumping and purging for immediate switching. It is connected to the
reaction glass tube via a polymer tube. Before functionalization, the system is pumped and flushed
three times to remove water. The sample and silane are installed in the glass tube (see inset in Figure
2.4) while purging with N2 to assure little water content. The droplet is firstly deposited onto the
flask bottom using a pipette. Then the sample is placed onto the holder with the active side facing up.
The holder which is attached to the lid is then carefully placed within the tube. The samples are thus
approximately 2 cm above the droplet. By turning the valve from inert gas flow to pumping, the lid
is tightly sealed. As the volume of the tube is small (around 100 ml) the vacuum which is controlled
by a pressure meter is quickly created. For APTES attachment, the protocol from Choi et al. was
adapted and downsized [143]. For the flask volume, 50 µl of pure silane are pumped for 1-2 min and
then left without pumping for 0.5-1 min. After purging, the sample is ready for postbaking with the
same parameters as for liquid phase attachment (see appendic A.1) and without further rinsing steps.
This setup was only used for wafer pieces as the opening radius is too small for conventional glass
slides of around 2 cm side length.
This technique did not work for epoxy silane attachment, as the applied pressure was not enough
to evaporate the epoxy silane (GOPMS) to such an extent that GOPMS layers were formed on the
samples. Further heating would have been necessary. Thus, a different protocol was used for GOPMS
using overnight heating in an oven adapted from Tarasov [105].
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Figure 2.4.: Schlenk tube setup for APTES functionalization via the gas phase. N2 is purged to
vent the functionalization chamber and assure inert gas flow during sample and silane placement
(inset on the right). By turning the Safe-Purge valve, vacuum is pumped.
2.1.3. Patterning
In the following, techniques to apply chemical or biological surface patterns onto planar surface are
described. Patterns offer several advantages – the presence of functionalized and reference surfaces for
on-chip modification control, the easy recognition of functionalized areas by microscopy techniques
and the control of blocking strategies for an improved signal-to-noise ratio.
Soft lithography
In the 1990s, soft lithography was invented mainly by Whitesides and co-workers [144, 145]. This is
an approach to pattern surfaces on the micrometer scale with the help of a soft elastomer stamp made
of PDMS. Since then, organic molecules, molecules for monolayer formation, proteins, cells, micro-
and nanoparticles and many more have been transferred from solution to a substrate [146]. The basic
principle is illustrated in Figure 2.5. After fabrication of the PDMS mold from a master (usually a
structured Si wafer showing all kinds of structures like stripes, circles etc.), the ink containing the
molecule or particle covers the whole stamp and is left for incubation. The liquid is then blown off
completely in N2 flow so that only a thin film remains. Now the stamp is pressed onto the receiver
substrate, leaving time for the molecules to arrange and attach. After removal, the new surface
exhibits a regular pattern. This technique has been applied to pattern silicon dioxide surface with
organic molecules in the past by several groups [147–149]. Silanes were of special interest for this
work. The motivation to introduce patterning at the first step of functionalization bears one main
advantage: each functionalization step can be monitored and analyzed for its specifity towards the
modified surface in comparison to the control surface. Having both areas on one sample allows for
direct comparison and possible mistakes during the experiment can be ruled out. Moreover, these
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structures help to identify modified areas more easily when investigated with the microscope (like
fluorescence or AFM) and increase the signal compared to the background by direct and on-chip
comparison, see chapter 4.
stamp
PDMS mold
Si master
ink
N2
SiO2
Figure 2.5.: Schematic drawing of preparation of a PDMS mold on a Si wafer master structure.
Release of the PDMS stamp and application of an ink is followed by ink removal using nitrogen.
The stamp can be used for molecule printing onto substrates like glass slides or wafers, as a thin
molecular film remains on the stamp.
PDMS stamps are prepared according to standard protocols at a polymer ratio of 10:1 and molded
with a Si wafer master structure. The master is created using laser lithography and wet etching. After
mixing the two components, the mixture is degassed to avoid any bubble, poured over the master and
heated up on a hot plate (110◦) for 5 minutes. Alternatively, heating in an oven (same temperature)
for 2 h also results in solidified elastomer stamps. After release from the master, the stamp is glued
onto a small holder which can be used for manual printing. Including rinsing steps, the stamp can
be used for the same chemical several times, however it should not be too old in general. The extact
protocol can be found in the appendix A.3.
As a first test, the success of the printing can be tested easily. Silanes are usually less hydrophilic
then the rather freshly plasma cleaned SiO2 surface which is very hydrophilic. By cooling down the
sample using a flat peltier element, water from the atmosphere condensates in between the printed
substrates. To investigate the patterns more in detail, AFM studies, labeling with gold nanoparticles
and fluorescence tests were carried out.
Nanoplotting
A nanoplotter can be used to create microarrays by spotting nano- to picoliter amounts of the solution
onto a surface in regular arrays. Here the nanoplotter device from GeSiM mbH was used in combi-
nation with the picoliter pipette creating droplets of 60-70 µl. The array parameters (size, distances)
were selected depending on the contact angle of the droplet on the chosen surface (glass slides, chips
etc.). It is also possible to plot different solutions on one sample. The droplets dry fast due to their
small size. Spotting of aptamers is not a problem as drying does not destroy their function. By
immersion in buffers the activity is regained. Heating additionally improves the structure formation
(see chapter 1). Eisen and Brown summarize different problems that might occur in nanoplotting (see
Figure 2.6), their possible reasons and measures to avoid them [150], like a locally high background
(A) or comet-tails (B).
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Figure 2.6.: Example microarray pictures with frequent errors from Eisen and Brown [150]. A)
Locally high background. B) Comet-tails.
2.2. Selected target molecules
2.2.1. Protein thrombin
Thrombin is a protein which exhibits enzyme- and hormone-like properties. The molecule plays an
important role in the blood coagulation cascade where it converts fibrinogen into fibrin for clot-
ting, and it stimulates the process of platelet aggregation [151]. A role in cardiovascular diseases
[152], inflammation reactions and tissue recovery make it an interesting candidate for a medical re-
lated biosensing applications. The concentration of thrombin varies a lot depending on the ongoing
processes. Concentrations in the upper picomolar range indicate thrombin-related diseases with coag-
ulation irregularities whereas normal levels can be found at µM down to nM range [153]. Thrombin
is continuously present in the blood plasma as the precursor prothrombin which is activated when
needed e.g. to seal wounds. Thus, label-free and real-time sensors able to measure from nanomolar
down to the picomolar range are important to recognize and distinguish healthy from disease thrombin
levels with a fast response time and little sample treatment.
Figure 2.7.: Thrombin molecule representation and interaction with thrombin binding aptamer
(15mer) attaching to the fibrinogen binding site (structure 1HAO in RCSB protein data bank from
Padmanabhan et al. [154], visualized in VMD 1.9.1.
For experiments, the heterodimer human α-thrombin is used. It is produced by proteolytic activa-
tion of prothrombin with the help of an enzyme called prothrombinase. This enzyme catalyzes the
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proteolysis of two peptide bonds which results in the heterodimer. The heterodimer is composed of
a lighter A chain and a heavier B chain (6,000 and 31,000 Da). They are linked via a disulfide bond.
The size of thrombin is thus 37,000 Da. The isoelectric point is around pH 7-7.6 [155]. For detection
of charged thrombin a biorecognition buffer below or above physiological pH is required. Thrombin
will be positively charged at lower pH values.
Thrombin displays two electropositive binding sites [156]. The first aptamer which was developed
against thrombin [23] detects the fibrinogen binding site. The interaction of both molecules is pre-
sented in Figure 2.7. Since 1997, a second aptamer that binds to a different binding site (i.e. heparin)
is available, too [25]. By binding to these thrombin sites, both aptamers can also act as artificial
inhibitors of thrombin-induced processes initiated at these exosites. This is also useful for sandwich
assays where the analyte is sandwiched in between two receptors. Thus, no protein labeling is re-
quired. It is much easier to implement labeled DNA, i.e. labeled aptamers, into the assay. Due to the
stable quadruplex conformation of the thrombin binding aptamers [25], thrombin detection is also an
excellent model system used to develop aptasensors on different sensor platforms [20, 57, 157, 158].
The aptamer based sensing concept for thrombin is presented more in detail in section 3.1.2.
2.2.2. Antibiotic amoxicillin
Many bacteria infections can be cured using antibiotics like penicillin. Bacteria can however adapt to
this medication and become resistant. Due to the massive worldwide use of antibiotics for treatment
of diseases of humans but also of animals in food industry many superresistances have already been
developed. The continuous use of antibiotics leads to contamination of water which affects plants,
animals and especially humans. Even low amounts may cause severe effetcs due to chronic doses.
Therefore, the destruction of antibiotics is a goal of current research [5, 6, 159, 160] and also in th
Ph.D. thesis of S. Teixera.
To determine the contamination levels in water samples is one goal. This is already possible with
different techniques [6] but FET again offers a method of realtime and low-cost biosensing. Another
application for antibiotic detection comes along with the destruction of the drug molecules using
catalytic nanoparticles like TiO2 or ZnO and the irradiation with ultra-violet light. Even though this
technique can largely destroy the molecule, see UVvis curves with time-dependent decay in Figure 2.8
for amoxicillin (courtesy of S. Teixera, 2013) for three different nanoparticles and 20 mg/L AMX in
water, it is not known whether a small amount of molecules is still present or if the residues are still
harmful. Thus detecting the antibiotics after nanoparticle-UVvis treatment would allow for this.
Amoxicillin belongs to the group of penicillins for antibiotic treatment and is taken as an example
for this class of drug molecules. They are all relatively small molecule (see Figure 2.9) and thus
not easy to be detected by FET after functionalization with an antibody in the classical setup with
immobilized antibodies. Thus a competition assay for small molecule detection was adapted from
Scott et al. for FET sensing [161]. The setup is presented more in detail in section 3.2 on attachment
strategies for antibody based sensing.
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Figure 2.8.: Degradation of 20 mg/L AMX by 1g/L catalyst nanoparticle (TiO2, ZnO-Pt and Zn-O)
under irradiation with ultra-violet light is proven by a reduction of the absorbance with increasing
time of irradiation, measured with a UVvis spectrometer (courtesy of S. Teixeira).
-lactam ringNH2
Figure 2.9.: Structure of molecule amoxicillin, taken from Sigma Aldrich website. The β-lactam
ring is highlighted. The primary amine close to the benzol ring will be used for surface attachment
in the inverse assay.
2.3. List of all materials
The used aptamers, their sequences and modifications for attachment and fluprecent labeling are
list in Table 2.1. The used aptamer strands against thrombin are called thrombin binding aptamers
(TBA). As two different aptamers are available (see section 3.1, they are distinguished by naming
them TBA1 and TBA2. TBA1 was used for all techniques, except for FET sensing, where TBA1-5’
was attached. Flurescence microscopy requires labeled DNA, so TBA1-FAM and TBA2-red were
used for this purpose. As no label was required in the case of gelelectrophoresis, unmodified TBA2
was chosen. A ssDNA with comparable length acted as a control to TBA1 in both fluorescence and
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FET sensing experiments. Further chemicals and their abbreviations as well as the companies are
summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1.: List with short name of the employed aptamer strands, their sequences and modifications
(Eurofinsdna).
Name Sequence 5’ → 3’ 5’ modification 3’ modification
TBA1 GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG / T6 C6 NH2
TBA1-green GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG T6 C6 fluorescein amidite C6 NH2
TBA1 (FET) GGTTGGTGTGGTTGG T6 C6 NH2 /
TBA2 AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGG
GGTGAC
/ /
TBA2-red AGTCCGTGGTAGGGCAGGTTGG
GGTGAC
T6 C6 rhodamine red /
SCR CACACTCTGTCAACCTAC C6 NH2 /
Table 2.2.: List with all used chemicals (abbreviations, full names and company).
Short name Full name Company
APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane Sigma Aldrich
GOPMS glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane Sigma Aldrich
EDC (EDC HCl) N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
Sigma Aldrich
NHS N-hydroxysuccinimide Sigma Aldrich
SA succinic anhydride Merck
AMX amoxicillin Sigma Aldrich
anti-AMX antibody anti-amoxicillin antibody Abcam
AuNP-labeled secondary antibody anti-mouse IgG (whole molecule)–gold anti-
body produced in goat
Sigma Aldrich
BSA bovine serum albumin Merck
TGF-β1 recombinant human transforming growth fac-
tor beta 1
R&D Systems
DOPC glycophospholipid 1,2-dioleolyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphocoline
Avanti Lipids
NBD-PE 1,2-dioleolyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-7-nitro-2-1,3-
benzoxadiazol-4-yl
Avanti Lipids
coomassie coomassie brilliant blue MPbio
loading dye bromphenol blue Biolab
polyacrylamide acrylamide-bis solution (40 % w/v in dI water) Serva
APS ammoniumpersulfate MPbio
TEMED tetramethylethylenediamine Sigma Aldrich
/ gel drying frame and cellulose sheets Carl Roth
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2.4.1. Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a scanning probe microscopy (SPM) technique. A small cantilever
is used to scan the surface in contact, non-contact or tapping mode. The attraction forces in between
the tip and the surface change depending on their distance. The atomic force microscope NanoScope
IIIa MultiMode from Veeco was used to perform analyses. Measurements of the topography in dry
conditions were carried out. Antimony doped Si tips (model RTESP) from Veeco and Bruker re-
spectively were used for imaging in tapping mode with spring constant in between 20-80 N/m and
resonance frequencies in between 200 and 400 kHz. The resonance frequency can be determined via
auto tune in the software. The images were scanned with a speed of 1-2 Hz with 256 or 512 lines per
image. The measured data was further processed with the analysis program Gwyddion for Windows
to obtain flattened images, roughness values or height profiles. Flattening was carried out with the
Gwyddion functions level data by mean plane to remove effects that come from tilted samples, followed
by line correction by comparing the height median to get rid of scanning effects for a smoother image.
The function statistical values displays roughness values of the sample.
2.4.2. Static contact angle
SiO2
sl
lv
sv
Figure 2.10.: A deposited water droplet on a SiO2 surface. Measuring the contact angle θ enables
the calculation of surface tensions γ between droplet, air and surface.
By applying various liquid droplets onto a surface, its surface properties can be characterized, see
Figure 2.10. The contact angle θ of a droplet depends on both the surface chemistry and the surface
roughness. Three interfaces meet here: liquid, air and solid substrate. Between all of these three
partners, a certain surface tension γ is characteristic, e.g. γsl for the interface between solid substrate
and the droplet. Thus, the surface tensions of all components play a role. If the contact angle of a
water droplet with the surface is below 90◦, the surface is called ’hydrophilic’ with a good wetting
behaviour, whereas above 90◦ the ’hydrophobic’ surface shows a poor wetting ability. Figure 2.10 is an
example for a hydrophilic surface. Immediate spreading of the droplet is not measurable and classified
as having a contact angle ’below 10◦’. In case of full wetting behaviour, the Antonow relation applies:
γsv = γsl + γlv . (2.1)
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In case of incomplete wetting behaviour, the Young’s equation can be used to calculate the surface
tensions and includes the measured contact angle.
γsv = γsl + γlvcosΘl . (2.2)
The contact angle of degassed dI water droplets on wafer or glass substrates was obtained with
the sessile drop method with needle out using the Dataphysics Contact Angle Systems OCA device.
For all measurements, 1.5 µl at medium speed were deposited onto the surface and analyzed right
after (approximately 2 s after deposition) as the contact angle changes with time. Each surface was
measured with the maximum possible number of droplets for statistics.
2.4.3. Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry is an analytical method that detects changes in the polarization state of polarized light
when a laser beam is reflected on an even surface. The ellipsometer SE400advanced (Sentech instru-
ments) uses reflection on planar wafer surfaces for thickness determination of layers. The laser signal
is converted to thicknesses d and/or refractive indices n based on a model which approximates the
optical properties of the sample. From a given refractive index for the layers below and above the
layer of interest, d and/or n can be modeled in dependency of the measured signal. A schemtaic layer
model is presented in Figure 2.11A) with Si below and air above the oxide. In contrast to the chemical
functionalization layers, the refractive index of SiO2 is known. To solve this problem, the index of
SiO2 of 1.4567 can be taken as an initial value for the chemical functionalization layers and act as an
approximation [162]. By substracting the oxide from the total thickness after functionalization the
molecular layer thickness can be determined, see Figure 2.11B). The angle of the laser beam is vari-
able but was usually fixed to 70◦ for dry conditions. The evaluation of the thickness of lipid bilayers
requires liquid conditions. The QG synthetic quartz glass precision cell (Hellma Analytics) for liquid
measurements requires a fixed angle of 67.85◦ as a prerequisite due to the angle of the measurement
cell side walls.
molecules
} dexp
Si, n = 3.8705
SiO2, n = 1.4571
air, n = 1.0
Si, n = 3.8705
SiO2
air, n = 1.0
} dexpn = 1.4571
A) B)
Figure 2.11.: Layer model to determine the thickness d of layers on Si wafers with ellipsometry.
A) Fixed refractive indices for Si, air and the oxide layer allow to determine the oxide thickness.
The same measurement is carried out with functionalized wafers in B). Thickness of the oxide plus
the molecular layer are determined with the fixed refractive index of SiO2. Subtraction of the value
obtained in A) results in d of the molecular layer.
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2.4.4. Zeta potential
Zeta potential is a measure for the electrostatic interaction in between particles in a solution (colloidal
solution). It is a useful parameter to evaluate the risk of agglomeration of particles which might occur
due to an unfavourable ratio of repulsive and attracting forces.
Attractive forces arise due to van der Waals forces between particles. Repulsive forces originate
from the electric double layer. The double layer has a typical thickness, the Debye length (see section
1.4.3), which is dependent from the ionic strength of the solvent. A double layer consists of two
layers, the Stern layer close to the surface with counterions to the surface charge of the particle. It is
firmly attached to the particle and moves with the particle. This layer is surrounded by the diffuse
layer with ions which are less tightly bound. They stay with the bulk solution when the particle is
moving. The resulting shear force in between these layers is characterized by the zeta potential. It is
a measure for the surface charge and its sign. A high absolute zeta potential indicates a high number
of surface charges per area. Any increase in the zeta potential will stabilize the solution as the risk
for agglomeration because of attractive forces is minimized. As a threshold, zeta potentials with an
absolute value of 30 mV or higher are regarded to support the formation of stable colloidal solutions
according to the instrument supplier Malvern.
The aim of surface functionalization of particles is to increase the repulsive interactions by creating
a higher absolute surface charge. The parameter zeta potential indicates the success of a functionaliza-
tion scheme. The samples here were measured with a Zetasizer nano ZS (Malvern Instruments Ltd.)
which is also capable to determine the particle size of circular particles by Dynamic Light Scattering
(DLS). The device is limited to a minimum of 0.3 nm in diameter up to 10 µm. The SiNWs with 20
nm diameter and typical lengths less than 10 µm after sonication can be analyzed in terms of zeta
potential, the size however only may indicate agglomeration with time but not the real particle size
due to the high aspect ratio of nanowires.
2.4.5. Fluorescence microscopy
The inverted microscope Axiovert 200 from Zeiss was mainly used with the 10x objective. Where
indicated, images were taken with a different magnification. The microscope is connected to a Photo-
metrics Cascade 512B camera, a halogen lamp for fluorescence and a shutter to control the fluorescent
illumination of any sample. The available filter sets from Zeiss for detection of fluorescence are 9, 10
and 15 with the following specifications – 9: BP 450-490 FT 510 LP 515, 10: BP 450-490 FT 510
LP 515-565 and 15: BP 546/12 FT 580 LP 590. For the experiments presented here, corresponding
dyes were chosen. 9 and 10 are very similar and well suited for green fluorescence like fluorescein dyes.
Filterset 9 however emits a broader spectrum and thus set 10 with narrower window was used in those
cases where red and green fluorescence had to be distinguished (see sandwich assay in section 3.1.2).
To present the images here, the raw files (16-bit) were treated with the software ImageJ. Brightness
and contrast adjustment as well as background subtraction were used to optimize the image, colour
green was chosen for fluorescein dyes and red for rhodamine red dye in the setting "Lookup Tables".
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Taylor et al. state that it is possible to obtain an optimized fluorescence signal for fluorescently la-
beled ssDNA depending on their length. For 30 bases, a concentration of 10 µM is plotted and for 60
bases only 5 µM are necessary. As the used aptamer is slightly shorter (around 20 bases with spacer
nucleotides), a concentration above 10 µM is probably required. This is tested in section 4.1.1.
For a comparative intensity analysis of protein detection on microarrays, the data analysis was
carried out as described in the following and in Römhildt et al. [163] implementing the untreated raw
data. The results are presented in section 4.1.2.
The microscope settings were kept constant during all measurements. For the concentration mea-
surements the exposure time for rhodamine red-labeled aptamer was set to 1 s giving sufficient inten-
sity for the investigated range of thrombin concentrations. The collected raw data was automatically
flattened by point-wise division with a fourier transform based low-pass filter with a hard cutoff-
frequency at 3 over image width that was implemented in a matlab (Mathworks, Inc.) script. The
local background signal in passivated areas (background B) and the fluorescence signal in function-
alized detection areas (fluorescence F) of the flattened image were then determined for each stripe
or circular spot, finally resulting in a fluorescence intensity amplification ratio (F2B). It is important
to note that flattened images as well as the final signal F2B are calculated as ratios of intensity
data which makes data comparable among experiments with different illumination conditions due
to lamp intensity fluctuations and adjustment variations. For largely unbiased analysis, threshold
values between dark and bright image areas were automatically determined using the matlab script.
Fluorescence and background intensities were averaged for each spot, as shown in Römhildt et al.
[163].
For each concentration of the nanoplotted samples, 7 different areas (each with 4 spots) per con-
centration were analyzed row by row. Although this method includes the dark corners due to the
circular signal area, their effect on the F2B value is small and thus accepted in favor of a fast analysis.
The automated analysis of the stripe samples is identical although here the results do not suffer the
mentioned circular image area problem as one stripe represents a rectangular area which is vertically
aligned [163]. Each image delivers 14 F2B values. For each concentration, 3 images were averaged.
2.5. Characterization techniques for receptor-analyte interactions
In addition to the techniques introduced for surface modification to localize receptors at the surface,
further techniques are available to investigate the interaction of receptors and analytes in solution
(gel electrophoresis) and on transducers (quartz-crystal microbalance, FET sensor).
2.5.1. Electromobility shift assay with native polyacrylamide gel
Electromobility shift assays (EMSA) carried out via gelectrophoresis use the ability of charged molecules
to migrate in porous gels if an external voltage is applied. The migration distance is dependent from
the ratio of the molecule, the pore size and the applied voltage. Small or strongly charged molecules
move fast and thus a longer distance within the same time than larger ones. Due to this, pools of dif-
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ferent types of molecule (DNA strands, proteins) can be sorted. By staining the molecules, the colour
indicates their position in the gel. In principal, two main different gels are used – agarose and poly-
acrylamide gels (PAGE). PAGEs can be subdivided into native and danturating gels. The sensitivity
at low concentrations is higher for PAGE than for agarose. After testing this, further experiments
were exclusively carried out using an acrylamide gel. As PAGE aimed at investigating protein-DNA
interaction, native gels that do not destroy the proteins which were used. PAGE consists of acrylamide
and bisacrylamide mixed with buffer that polymerize after addition of crosslinkers. By changing the
ratio of the acrylamide and the added buffer, the pore size is altered. After mixing, the gel is casted
into a gel chamber from Bio-Rad Laboratories. To create the starting points, a plastic comb is added
defining the number of gel pockets. After solidification, the prepared mixtures of molecules and the
loading dye are inserted into the pockets. The loading dye stains the solution and supports sinking of
the molecules into the pockets. An external voltage is applied to initiate migration (parameters see
appendix A.5). Before imaging, the gel is immersed in DNA or protein staining solutions. Destaining
to enhance the signal-to-background ratio works best when KCl is present in the buffer solution (not
shown here). Images can be taken directly or with dried gels. In order to store the gels, it is possible
to dry them put into a frame in between two sheets of cellulose paper. The protocol for investigating
receptor-analyte interactions can be found in the appendix A.5.
The goal here was to investigate the interaction of aptamers with proteins in solution to verify
that the molecules are interacting with each other. By this, problems that occur after attachment
of the receptor during biorecognition experiments can be attributed to the experimental conditions
themselves (e.g. perturbed aptamer folding).
2.5.2. Quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
Quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) biosensing is a realtime, solution-based method which monitors
the mass changes on surfaces. The quartz crystal is piezoelectric and oscillates. This oscillation is
reflected in a frequency. Molecular events on the surface alter these frequency characteristics – the
sensor signal. QCMs with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) oscillate with a certain frequency when a
voltage is applied. Turning of the voltage leads to a frequency decay with time. This decay is damped
by any molecular event on the surface. The decay analysis allows to monitor the thickness changes and
the viscoeleastic properties of the thin film. With increasing film softness the damping happens faster.
Not only attachment and detachment processes but also trapped water influence the sensor signal.
In QCM-Ds, the frequency and the dissipation are analyzed simultaneously and mass, density and
thickness changes can be determined by using different mathematical models. The frequency decreases
whereas the dissipation increases for an increasing layer thickness. In the case of rigid layers, the
frequency decrease is linearly proportional to the layer thickness increase (Sauerbrey relation [164]).
Viscoelastic properties are usually present for the measurement in liquids with multilayers, proteins,
lipids or DNA hybridization. The presence of viscous and elastic properties are taken into account in
the model proposed by Voigt. All analysis was carried out using the corresponding software QTools.
The quartz crystal in one QCM chip is sandwiched in between two gold electrodes. Most commonly,
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the upper gold electrode is functionalized and used for studies. By further coating it is possible to
investigate functionalization and receptor-analyte interaction on other surface as well. The QCM-D
device E4 from Q-Sense contains four chip stations for parallel measurement. The fluids are delivered
via a perestaltic tube pump which is integrated in between the device and the waste bottle and pumps
with a maximum velocity of 200 µl/min.
Here, QCM-D sensor chips of gold with a appr. 50 nm thick silicon dioxide layers were functionalized
and measured in order to compare the results to the SiNW FET biosensor.

3. Receptor-target combinations
After presenting and discussing the chemical surface functionaliztion techniques and the selected
applications thrombin and amoxicillin, the attachment strategies based on these findings for two
receptor types – aptamers and antibodies – are discussed in the following. The aptamers are involved
in a sandwich assay whereas the antbodies are embedded in an inverse competition assay.
3.1. Aptamer based sensing
3.1.1. Aptamer design
The DNA sequences and the chosen functional groups, see Table 2.1 at both ends result from findings in
the literature. After chosing the aptamer-target combination of interest, the design of the aptamer for
attachment onto the sensor surface is important. The general requirements are a strong, reliable and
oriented attachment of the receptor while maintaining its function towards the target. As discussed in
section 1.2.2, both ends – 3’ and 5’ – are suitable for attachment. Modifications at the 5’ end lead to
a higher production yield as it is easier in synthesis. The attachment via the 3’ end however reduces
the risk of an attack. In the case of the thrombin binding aptamer (15mer), Baldrich et al. found out
that attachment to the surface via the 3’ is slightly more efficient in detecting thrombin [47]. In order
to separate any terminal functional group from the actual folding region, additional spacers are often
introduced [47, 55, 56]. The integration of spacers is important for the success of the immobilization
scheme as they reduce the influence of covalent immobilization; the aptamer structure is thus little
affected. They may consist of further nucleotides – mostly polyT or polyA chains. Any possible
interference with the aptamer sequences should be checked or tested. A second common way is to use
carbon chains. Both ways can also be combined. When labeling of the aptamer with a fluorophore
or other molecules is required, separation from the aptamer sequence is equally recommended.
The limited availability of filter sets (see section 2.4.5) determines the possible choices of fluorescent
dyes. To confirm the attachment of the receptor TBA1, green fluorescence, i.e. a fluorescein dye called
FAM (fluorescein amidite) was selected. The 5’ end was fluorescently labeled to be able to link TBA
1 covalently to the surface via the 3’ end, and as a spacer a combination of a carbon ((CH2)n) and
polyT chain was chosen. In order to be able to distinguish aptamers with the available filter sets, the
second aptamer TBA2 was labeled with a red dye (rhodamine red).
As a control, a scrambled sequence of similar length was compared to TBA1 to show the specificity
of TBA1 towards thrombin. Thrombin and the complementary strand to TBA1 compete due to a
different affinity. Earlier publications used the displacement of the complementary strand to enhance
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the signal of thrombin detection. The complementary strand was used here for investigations with
gelelectrophoresis.
3.1.2. Sandwich assay for optical detection
The following paragraph is part of a recent publication [163]. The two available thrombin binding
aptamers TBA1 and TBA2 bind to two distinct recognition sites of thrombin and can thus be used
to realize a format of sandwich assay [25, 165–168] as illustrated in Figure 3.1, central scheme. The
shorter aptamer TBA1 (15mer) recognizes the fibrinogen binding sites, the longer 29mer TBA2 specif-
ically attaches to the heparin binding site [25, 64]. The first aptamer labeled by fluorescein amidite
(FAM - green) proves the covalent attachment of the capture aptamer (TBA1) to the substrate sur-
face. After the injection of analyte solutions, the second aptamer (TBA2, labeled by rhodamine red)
is aimed to assure the presence of the thrombin at the surface and to quantify the concentration of
the molecules captured during the assay. Once the concentration of thrombin in solution changes, the
resulting fluorescence signal caused by labeled TBA2 varies. Thus, the biorecognition process happens
twice during the assay, which improves specificity of the method, and can lead to an increased signal
and a lower detection limit. In order to further enhance the fluorescence-to-background amplification
ratio (F2B) of the experiment and to simplify the interpretation of the results, the thrombin detec-
tion regions are defined by chemically patterning glass surfaces in form of microarrays (see Figure 3.1)
using microcontact printing (A) and nanoplotting (B).
3.1.3. Aptamer attachment strategy
As described in section 1.2, the most abundant groups receptors offer are primary amines, carboxy
groups, thiols or aldehydes. In this work, the main focus was on functionalization strategies for
primary amine attachment. Amines can form stable bonds with carboxy or epoxy groups in contrast
to interaction with aldehydes. Here, the resulting imide bond might degrade in water and requires
additional stabilization by sodiumborohydrate [59, 98]. Carboxy termination was not possible as it
is not carried out easily and rarely offered by DNA synthesizing companies. The aptamer design was
carried out in such a way that the primary amine was linked to the 3’ end with a combination of a
polyT and a carbon chain spacer. By this, perturbations of the aptamer folding region due to the
surface binding are reduced. Based on an organosilane layer, functionalization strategies are described
in section 2.1 to covalently attach amino-terminated aptamers to silica surfaces functionalized with
either APTES and succinic anhydride for amide bond formation or GOPMS for aminoalcohol bond
formation (see section 2.1.2).
Blocking strategies
The goal of any biosensor is to detect a certain species and being able to distinguish it from unspecific
attachment of others molecules in the solution. The sensor signal should also derive from specific
biorecognition and not unspecific attachment due to analyte adsorption. Both events (false biorecog-
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic drawing of sandwich assay in central scheme with surface bound TBA1 and
TBA2 for dual thrombin recognition. TBA2 is labeled with a red dye to highlight the thrombin
detection regions. The regions are predefined using surface patterning techniques: route A) shows the
principle of microcontact printing of silane stripes and route B) illustrates nanoplotted microarrays
of TBA1 onto functioanlized glass slides.
nition or unspecific attachment of other molecules or the analyte itself, respectively) lead to false
sensor signals or simply to a high background signal. Strategies to avoid such unspecific attachment
are summarized under the term "blocking strategies". They can be subdivided into chemical and bio-
logical routes. The first one is necessary to saturate any unreacted terminal group to avoid covalent
bonding or other interactions with molecules in the solution. Chemical blocking turns reactive into
much less reactive and uncharged surface groups, like ethanolamine to block unreacted amine-reactive
surface groups [169]. One can also attach chemical molecules that hinder protein adsorption. A
common way for this are molecules with a terminal polyethylenglycol (PEG) which make the surface
hydrophlic an thus less attractive for proteins. In order to avoid the unspecific adsorption of DNA
it is also possible to attach succinic anhydride (SA) as DNA possesses a low affinity for SA-surfaces
[138]. Referring to the previously presented strategy based on APTES and further carboxylation it
is possible to show the success of EDC/NHS activation by leaving out this step for a control sample
very effectively as the DNA is not very likely to adsorb onto the SA-surface. Taylor et al. could also
show that the use of GOPMS leads to low background signals in a microarray hybridization assay as
in this case no blocking showed the best signal-to-background ratio [138]. However this accounts only
for undesired DNA adsorption, for proteins additional blocking is probably required.
Chemical functionalization involves the use small organic molecules which lead to rather rigid
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surfaces which are not very supportive for biological species which prefer soft matter as it provides a
more biocompatible environment for the receptors and approaching analytes. Proteins tend to adsorb
onto many surfaces. Detection of a specific protein out of a pool of proteins e.g. blood is thus hindered.
The situation can be improved by using biological blocking strategies after the chemical ones. By using
a defined amoun of protein, the surface is blocked after receptor attachment but before bringing it into
contact with the analyte solution. Many publications introduce blocking with bovine serumalbumine
(BSA) as it was also carried out for experiments in this theses [3, 58, 59, 103, 138, 165, 170–172].
Other potential molecules are milk powder and intense washing protocols including the addition of
Tween-20 or SDS [59].
3.2. Antibody based sensing
3.2.1. Inverse competition assay
To detect amoxicillin and other antibiotics, monoclonal antibodies are available for purchasing. Thus,
an antibody based setup for biosensing was selected. With these antibodies, 200 pg/ml can be
detected (see datasheet in appendix). In aqueous environment, amoxicillin transforms and the β-
lactam ring opens (structure with closed ring in Figure 2.9). Lamm et al. proposed a mechanism of
amoxicillin degradation in aqueous medium [5]. The commercially available monoclonal antibodies
are especially reactive towards the open ring (see datasheet in appendix). Amoxicillin is also a small
molecule and not charged strongly. Thus, FET based biosensing can be challenging. To overcome
these two points, an inverse competition assay was adapted from Scott et al. [161]. To realize an
inverse assay, amoxicillin itself will be attached to the surface covalently. Two potential groups are
possible – the carboxy group COOH and the primary amine NH2. Due to the abovely described
antibody specifity towards the open β-lactam ring, it was chosen to attach AMX to the surface (=
surface-AMX) via the free primary amine as it is not in direct vicinity of the β-lactam ring where
the antibody is supposed to bind, in contrast to the carboxy group being much closer (see Figure 2.9).
A simplified setup was introduced (inverse assay, see Figure 3.2A). After attachment of surface-AMX,
the chip was incubated with antibody solutions of increasing concentrations as a proof-of-concept
and directly measured with the FET device (surface-AMX and black antibody in Figure 3.2A). For
preliminary tests on wafers, the chip was further incubated with a specific secondary antibody (grey
antibody), which is conjugated to a AuNP. The AuNPs are visualized with SEM. In order to detect
different concentrations of amoxicillin in a sample solution, the inverse assay was combined with
a competition assay (see Figure 3.2B). Before incubating with the chip, the sample solutions with
AMX (= sample-AMX) were mixed with antibody solution of a constant concentration. In highly
concentrated AMX solutions, many antibodies will already recognize the sample-AMX and are not
free for later recognition of surface-AMX when applied onto the chip. AMX sample solutions of lower
concentrations on the contrary will offer many free antibodies available for recognition of surface-AMX.
As a result, high sample-AMX concentrations lead to a low, highly diluted sample-AMX solutions to
a high FET signal (see also [161]).
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Figure 3.2.: AMX assays. A) Surface-AMX molecules are recognized by the anti-AMX antibody.
This is visualized for analysis with SEM using secondary antibodies which are sspecific for the Fc
end of the anti-AMX antibodies. B) Inverse competition assay with surface-AMX molecules and
sample-AMX, incubated with the anti-AMX antibody prior to applying the antibody-AMX solution
onto the surface with surface-AMX for recognition using FET current modulation.
3.2.2. Attachment strategy
As presented in section 2.1.2, GOPMS attachment to SiO2 results in an epoxy-terminated surface
which forms covalent bonds with primary amines at pH values slightly higher than physiological
pH. The formed aminoalcohol is relatively strong in aqueous solutions and not cleaved easily. The
surfaces for AMX sensing were functionalized using the over night gas attachment from the gas phase
(see appendix A.1). This was followed by incubation with AMX in PBS buffer, tuned to pH 8.5
using 1 M sodium hydroxide for 30 min, and rinsing in buffer an water. After this, the increasing
concentrations of the antibody solution (simplified, inverse setup) and the samples with decreasing
AMX concentrations at fixed antibody dilution (competition assay) were applied in 25 µl droplets
onto the surface. After each step, the I-V curves were recorded. Applying the antibody containing
solution, the FET devices were measured after 10 min of incubation. Details of the protocol can be
found in appendix A.1.

4. Biochemical Functionalization and
Biosensing
In the previous chapters, the concepts and characterization methods were described. This chapter
deals with the results of biochemical functionalization and interaction of immobilized receptors with
the analyte in solution. The first part includes the results for chemical functionalization and aptamer
based sensing of thrombin in a sandwich assay whereas the second part adds results obtained for
antibody based sensing of amoxicillin. The third part makes an excursion to the use of nanowires
in solution as versatile tools of bionanotechnology for characterizing functionalization steps and as
templates for one-dimensional lipid bilayers.
4.1. Thrombin detection
4.1.1. Biochemical modifications
Contact angle measurements
After carrying out the previously described cleaning procedures and the activation of hydroxyl groups
by air plasma or with solvent-based methods (see section 2.1.1), the surface is very hydrophilic. This
is indicated by complete spreading of the applied water droplets when measuring the contact angle
(CA). In case no contact angle can be determined on any substrate, this is categorized by definition
as ’below 10◦’, as described in section 2.4.2.
Depending on the size of the sample, a certain number of droplets was measured - ususally 4-5
droplets per sample, except for liquid phase adsorption of GOPMS (wafer) and APTES (wafer and
glass) where 8-9 droplets were measured. All presented values in Figure 4.1 are the average of two
different samples, except for all succinic anhydride (SA) modifications and the APTMS sample on a
wafer (from the liquid phase), which only average from droplets on one sample. The mean values and
their standard deviations were determined from these droplet measurements.
Figure 4.1 shows all contact angles with the respective incubation time of the modification step on
the x-axis in log scale. Here, the region below this threshold value is marked with a grey bar. Leaving
bare and hydroxylated samples in N2 at 4◦C for 48 h does not significantly alter the contact angle, it
is still ’below 10◦’. Going through the same process of heat treatment as the functionalized GOPMS
samples (without any chemical agent), the contact angle increases to around 52.43◦ ± 1.31◦ for wafers
(filled black square symbol in graph).
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Figure 4.1.: Mean contact angles of 1.5 µl dI water droplets on wafer (w) and glass (gl) substrates
after functionalization with organosilane APTES, APTMS or GOPMS using liquid phase (l) and
gas phase (g) attachment procedures. The change of the contact angle after attachment of succinic
anhydride (SA) is included, too. The coloured frames are a guide to the eye to group the results.
The same organosilane was applied onto the activated surfaces using different methods – from a
diluted silane solution in an ethanol-water mixture (ratio 95:5) as well as from the gas phase using
pure silane. Silane evaporation was carried out either by vaccum treatment in a Schlenk tube system
or by heating in an oven. The different results are collected and presented in Figure 4.1 for the silanes
APTES, APTMS, GOPMS and the further crosslinking with SA to the amino terminated surface.
Immersion of glass slides or wafers in APTES solutions for incubation times of at least 30 min
resulted in contact angles of around 60◦ (filled red and half-filled violet circle at 30 min and 1 h). This
corresponds well with the previously reported value of 58.4◦ [162] and the obtained value is also within
the range presented by Janssen et al. [140]. Short incubation of only 2 min however on glass slides
leads only partially to a molecular surface coverage with a contact angle of around 45◦. Gas phase
evaporation in a small Schlenk tube only requires vacuum pumping of 2 min and further waiting of 1
min to achieve a contact angle around 60◦, see section 2.1.2. Longer times do not increase the contact
angle significantly. The difference between wafers and glass slides as well as between liquid and gas
phase adsorption is negligible. It could be observed that poor silane quality (ageing) and storage in
ambient conditions prior to measurement lead to reduced contact angles (the latter e.g. resulted in
a contact angle of only around 45◦ instead of 60◦ for 1 h of incubation). More important are thus
a certain minimal incubation time, the freshness of the silane solution and the way of storage until
measurement. Samples should be kept in N2 and at 4◦C until characterized.
The contact angle of water on functionalized wafer and glass samples significantly decreased after
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attachment of succinic anhydride to create terminal carboxy groups. The three red filled squares
represent three wafer samples functionalized with APTES after crosslinking. The contact angles
deviate around 40◦ for three different incubation times, namely 30 min, 1 and 2.5 h. Thus, a reaction
time of 30 min is sufficient for surface functionalization. During the attachment procedure, succinic
anhydride (SA) was dissolved in the organic solvent DMSO and injected directly onto the sample which
was immersed in buffer to allow the immediate reaction to happen at the surface. This indicates that
the main reactions are finished after 30 min resulting in constant angles even for longer reaction times.
The contact angle on a modified glass slide was similar (around 35◦). It could be observed that the
angle after SA attachment is also dependent from the angle after APTES treatment. Higher CAs
here are mostly followed by SA-CAs in the upper range as well. But the difference from APTES to
SA should always be roughly around 20◦. This is additionally confirmed by the results for APTMS
and subsequent SA attachment. APTMS shows a CA of only 51◦ (filled dark green ball in graph)
on wafers and 54◦ on glass slides for an adsorption time of 1 h. After SA crosslinking, the angle is
reduced down to less than 30◦, but the difference is again around 20◦. Longer incubation times of
the methoxy silane with terminal amine were not carried out as the silane was not used in ongoing
experiments. They could however lead to a further increase in the CA as the methoxy groups require
more time to react [101].
GOPMS attachment in ethanol-water (ratio 95:5) required longer incubation times due to the slower
reaction of methoxy groups [98] (see also section 1.3.2). Samples were incubated for 4 h and 5.5 h
on a heating plate set to 50◦C which was adapted from the protocol of Hermanson [98], p. 579.
With increasing incubation time, the contact angle decreases, indicating molecular stacking and thus
the occurance of different chemical groups sticking out which might reduce the contact angle. The
gas phase attachment with pure silane on wafers in an oven overnight at 80 and 120◦C, respectively,
was adapted from Tarasov [105]. This method created a contact angle of 63.70 ± 0.69◦, with little
variation within one sample. The angle is also significantly higher than the corresponding control
(black filled squares: blank + heat). The procedure was chosen for attachment as it is also the least
harmful way for the SiNW chips reducing any risk for contamination and damage.
Contact angle measurements are a fast indicator whether the reaction has been carried out suc-
cessfully or not. Larger deviations from the expected value range mostly give hints for problems in
the experimental setup like incubation time, ageing of the solution or other irregularities. If the CA
differences after any modification are small compared to the previous step, it is however not the most
accurate measurement. This was not the case for the applied molecular layers of silanes and succinic
anhydride. It cannot be used for further attachment steps of biomolecules (DNA, proteins) as the
contact angle changes were not clear enough (results are not presented here). Other techniques are
necessary.
Multiple measurements, especially with different APTES methods and stock solutions were carried
out throughout the years. Most importantly, the angle should be around 60◦. A value in between 55-
70◦ is normal, the reduction should be at least 15◦ for SA attachment. Determination of the contact
angle can also be used to show the homogeneity of surface functionalization. In liquid phase methods,
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a reduced CA and layer thickness was observed in regions near the edges. This was not observed for
gas phase samples. One explanation is that these samples were less in contact with tweezers which
might lead to local layer removal.
Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) is a spectroscopy
method carried out on ATR crystals (Si wafers with defined side angles) to confirm the formation
of covalent bonds on surfaces as it detects the characteristic bands. An evanescent wave is coupled
into the crystal and undergoes multiple reflections. The molecular layer is in direct contact with
this crystal and influences the reflectance angle. A range of frequencies is scanned and the sample is
compared with the blank crystal before functionalization.
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Figure 4.2.: Transmittance as a function of the applied frequency of two APTES functionalized
ATR crystals. The peaks with a center at 1570-1590 cm−1 and 2930 cm−1 correspond to the NH2
bending an the CH2 stretching which confirm the presence of the aminosilane.
Figure 4.2 shows the transmittance as a function of the frequency for two different APTES func-
tionalizations (adsorption in solution) on a crystal. The samples were characterized after surface
functionalization of diluted APTES in an ethanol/water mixture for 1 h (see appendix A.1), followed
by intense cleaning in ethanol and water before postbaking. Both curves exhibit distinct peaks which
are centered at around 1570-1590 cm−1 and 2930 cm−1. This is in excellent agreement with the peaks
for NH2 bending and CH2 stretching [173, 174]. The spectroscopy measurement confirms the presence
of the aminosilane on the SiO2 surface.
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Ellipsometry
     
A) B)
Figure 4.3.: Schematic model of the theoretical thickness calculated from the molecule structure
using iMol, a molecular viewer for structures for Mac OS X for different angles of a perfect monolayer
from 90 (straight) down to appr. 35◦. A) illustrates an APTES layer at α = 37.23◦. B) shows
covalently attached APTES and SA at α = 32.27◦.
With ellipsometry, the additional layer thickness on top of the native SiO2 was determined after
each chemical functionalization step. The layer model is explained in section 2.4.3. On each wafer
piece, six data points and two samples per mean value were measured. Theoretically, the expected
thickness for an ideal monolayer was calculated for straight and tilted molecules, as illustrated in
Figure 4.3A) for APTES (37.23◦) and B) for APTES + SA (32.27◦). The corresponding values are
listed in Table 4.1. After measuring APTES, APTES + SA and GOPMS, layer thicknesses of 0.7-1.0
nm, 1.1-1.2 nm and 0.63 ± 0.05 nm, respectively, were determined. They correspond well with the
theoretically calculated values. As discussed in section 1.3.2, such perfect monolayers as in the model
(see Figure 4.3) cannot be found in reality. Real layers will be irregular with molecular stacking.
Interexperimental deviations of identical experiments were small which confirms the acccuracy of
measurement. To evaluate the ellipsometry results, the technique is a good and quick indicator
whether the modification was successful or not, but it should be used in combination with other
methods.
Table 4.1.: Ellipsometric thickness of chemical layers in comparison to calculated values for straight
to tilted layers (see Figure 4.3).
Layer type dtheo [Å] dexp [Å], t0.5h dexp [Å], t1h dexp [Å], t18h
SiO2 ∼ 2 / / /
APTES 4 - 7 7 - 10 8 - 12 /
APTMS 4 - 7 / 6 - 9 /
APTES + SA 6 - 12 9 - 11 / /
GOPMS 4 - 7 / / 6 - 7
Gold nanoparticle labeling
To label the attachment of functional groups on surfaces, gold nanoparticle (AuNP) labeling was
applied additionally. Generally, NPs in aqueous NP solutions are covered with functional groups to
avoid agglomeration via electrostatic repulsion of the individual particles. Often, this stabilization
is achieved via citrates which is a residue of the fabrication procedure. This results in negatively
charged nanoparticles. They can be used to label positively charged functional surface groups due to
electrostatic attraction. Terminal surface amines are protonated at pH values below their isoelectric
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Figure 4.4.: AuNP labeling via A) electrostatic interactions or B) covalent bonding of amino-NPs
to an epoxy-terminated surface. This sketch shows the situation prior to covalent bond formation.
point (pI), which is above pH 10 for primary amines [175]. Wu et al. have shown that aminosilane
layers on silica particles however only show a pI of 9 and for coated SiNWs the pI was even lowered
to approximately 6.5 but with a very similar ζ-potential at pH 6 of around 20 mV [84, 176]. Thus,
dI water (pH around 6) can be used for this experiment. Functionalized samples were immersed in
the diluted NP solution for 3 h and then rinsed with water three times before blowing dry in N2.
The wafer samples were analyzed using SEM as the NPs give a good contrast compared to the SiO2
surface. Silicon dioxide surfaces are slightly negatively charged at the same pH which should hinder
AuNP adsorption.
For epoxy-terminated surfaces covalent bonding was used instead of electrostatic interactions. For
this purpose, amine functionalized NPs were diluted in PBS buffer tuned to pH 8.5 prior to immersion
of the wafer samples.
A) B) C)
1 µm
Figure 4.5.: AuNP labeling of terminal functional surface groups on oxidized Si wafers. Negatively
charged AuNPs label protonated APTES (A) and APTMS (B) surfaces. C) The control blank shows
almost no NPs on its surface. Scale bar is valid for all three images.
Aminosilane surfaces are densely covered with a layer of AuNPs, as presented in Figure 4.5 A)
for APTES and B) for APTMS, the negatively charged NPs are strongly attracted by the positive
surface charge due to amine protonation. The blank control sample (Figure 4.5 C) is almost AuNP-
free. This clear difference can thus be well explained by the fact that the NPs are specifically labeling
the functionalized surface and are repelled from the negatively charged oxide surface.
AuNP labeling allows to visualize the microcontact printed patterns as well (Figure 4.6). The
PDMS stamp with a hexagonal structure creates hexagonal APTES patterns, see Figure 4.6A) and
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A) B) C)
50 µm50 µm
Figure 4.6.: AuNP labeling of terminal functional surface groups on oxidized Si wafers after micro-
contact printing. Negatively charged AuNPs label protonated APTES surfaces. The dashed lines
indicate the extents of the repeated stamp motive. A) Hexagon pattern. B) Magnified detail. C)
Stripe pattern.
a magnified detail in B). Many AuNPS attached to the printed and thus functionalized areas as in
Figure 4.5A), whereas the control regions in betweem show less coverage indicated by a darker colour
in the SEM image. The AuNP adsorption also reflects the printed stripe pattern, see Figure 4.6C).
A) B) C) D)
20 µm 10 µm
Figure 4.7.: SEM images of AuNP labeling of terminal functional surface groups on oxidized Si
wafers. A) Amino functionalized NPs label epoxy surfaces. B) Carboxy functionalized NPs do not
label the epoxy surface. Incubation with C) amino- and D) carboxy-terminated AuNP solutions on
bare surfaces shows almost no NP attachment. Scale bars indicate 10 µm for all 4 samples.
The GOPMS sample shows a certain NP coverage for the covalently attached amino-AuNPs, how-
ever it is less dense than on the APTES samples (see Figure 4.7A). This can be due to the ageing of
the AuNP solution. It is observable that the AuNPs form small agglomerates which is not the case
for the citrate stabilized particles. Thus, the activity is presumably reduced and less surface amines
are present. In contrast to the citrate NPs which were commercially bought, the amino-NPs were
produced in our lab and were not fresh. In comparison with the controls in Figures 4.7B)-D), the
use of carboxy instead of amino functionalized NPs and the attachment onto bare wafers show clear
differences. The AuNP coverage in case A) indicates the successful attachment of the epoxysilane and
the covalent attachment of primary amines in solution onto the surface. The contrast to the controls
B)-D) here is smaller compared to the significant difference for the electrostatically labeled aminosi-
lane, as the amino-AuNPs are not repelled but might be even slightly attracted by the negatively
charged bare wafer surface, see Fig. 4.7C). At pH 8.5 however, primary amines protonate less than
at pH 7.4 due to their isoelectric point as discussed earlier in this section. To summarize, only the
combination of amino-terminated AuNPs with an epoxy-terminated surface leads to a certain AuNP
coverage.
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Atomic force microscopy
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a helpful tool to characterize the quality of biochemical functional-
ization layers. For AFM characterization, it is necessary to apply any coating on very flat surfaces as
the AFM is highly sensitive to surface topography changes. Thus, wafers are better suited than glass
slides. Each functionalization step can be compared to the previous one. Functionalization layers
obtained by attachment in the liquid phase (APTES) and via µCP are presented in Figure 4.8. The
blank wafer after cleaning shows a flat surface with low roughness, see linescan in Figure 4.8A). The
addition of APTES molecules which are covalently attached as well as partially physisorbed leads to
an increase in surface roughness, see Figure 4.8B). As the full surface is functionalized at once, direct
comparison to a non-functionalized surface (blank) would be of advantage. Thus, APTES was applied
onto a wafer surface using µCP of stripe patterns (Figure 4.8C) according to the presented procedure
in section 2.1.3. These patterns can be investigated with a special AFM type – the AFAM (Atomic
Force Acoustic Microscopy). This technique is well suited for thin molecular layers as it is sensitive
to differences in the softness (amplitude signal) [177]. The stripes in this image show monolayer qual-
ity and thickness and appear to be relatively homogeneous except for the edges. Here, solution can
concentrate during the manual printing procedure. Thus, it is necessary to dry the stamp thoroughly
after incubation with the ink to assure an excellent printing of thin layers. The ability of APTES
to form nicely arranged monolayers is restricted because of its short length, as dicussed previously
(see section 1.3.2). The blank control in between the printed stripes however appears flat and clean
without much contamination. Apparently, no diffusion of the silane takes place as it was observed
for octadecyltrichlorosilane which forms islands on the blank areas [147]. This clear difference will
help to distinguish modified and reference surfaces more easily and will support an elevated difference
between background and signal.
100 nm
A) B) C)
5 µm
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Figure 4.8.: AFM characterization of blank wafers (A) and with APTES functionalization from the
liquid phase (B) – both topography images with z = 3 nm. The dashed lines indicate the location of
the linscans. The linescans themselves are an overlay on top of the AFM image (black lines). The
y-axis in A) indicates the scale for the linescan in A) and B). C) AFAM topography image after
µCP of APTES with z = 1.6 nm.
A key feature which is characterized with AFM is the increase of surface roughness, represented by
the rout mean squared (RMS) roughness and the arithmetic average of absolute values (Ra). When
investigating sprayed or contact printed SiNWs (see section 1.4.2), the development of the NW height
which corresponds to the NW diameter is also a possible parameter to evaluate an increase in the
layer thickness. For evaluation of the planar surface (RMS and Ra roughnesses), the same image as
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for the NW height analysis (see Figure 4.9, upper image) was used by chosing square windows outside
of the NW region. The NW height was determined by a linear cross section perpendicular to the NW
length. Each value is the mean of two different samples with each three different analyzed NWs, see
Figure 4.9. Here, not only the chemical functionalization steps are presented, but also the receptor
binding and the subsequent thrombin detection are analyzed. The bio-attachment is further discussed
in section 4.1.1 and thrombin detection is characterized in section 4.1.2.
Figure 4.9.: The mean RMS and Ra of planar surfaces and the mean height of NWs increase
because of the additional functionalization layers APTES, succinic anhydride (SA), thrombin binding
aptamer (TBA1) and thrombin in comparison to the blank and clean surface. AFM topography
images of each step are added on the left and correspond to the analyzed steps blank (upper image),
SA, TBA1 and thrombin (lowest image). The square area in the upper image (blank) indicates the
principal extents and location of the areas used for RMS/Ra analysis on planar surfaces, the white
line how the NW height was determined. The z-scale is 40 nm for all images. The connecting lines
in the graphs serve as guides to the eye.
The graph in Figure 4.9 displays both roughness values RMS and Ra. Both show an increase with
each functionalization step which corresponds to the attaching layers. The addition of a bulky protein
creates more roughness than the smoother chemical functionalization layer. Below this graph, the
height development is presented. Although a tendency towards higher diameters is observable, the
increase is quite low and with larger error bars. This can be mainly attributed to variances of the
NW diameters themselves. Within one batch, a certain distribution is normal for vapour-liquid-solid
(VLS) grown NWs, e.g. NWs with a mean diameter of 19.1 nm show a standard deviation of 4.6 nm
(see supporting information of Pregl et al. [112]) which is in the range of the expected layer thickness
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for the modification steps [20]. Between different batches (as it was the case for the here analyzed
samples), even larger variations are possible. As roughness characterization on planar surfaces is
independent from these findings, it is better suited to indicate layer attachment. However, AFM
roughness does not give the degree of specificity of receptor attachment or further biorecognition.
AFM is an indispensible technique for microstructure analysis as for the patterned surface and for
characterization of the layer homogeneity of chemical layers.
The increase in roughness parameters is more pronounced as it is the case for the height devel-
opment. This is because of the original height variations of nanowires within one sample, but even
more in between different batches. The height increase is more pronounced in case only nanowires
of one NW growth substrate are compared (not shown here). The results are less meaningful for an
averaging over different batches, as presented in Figure 4.9. The roughness parameters are thus more
reliable as they are determined on the planar SiO2 surface.
Receptor attachment
Contact angle or ellipsometry are well suited for characterization of the chemical functionalization
steps, but the signal change is less pronounced for the immobilization of biomolecules like receptors
and targets. Besides characterizing the surface roughness change with AFM, the attachment of DNA
strands to a surface via covalent attachment is carried out by using fluorescently labeled strands, in
this case with a fluorescein dye to make the DNA visible (TBA1-green see Table 2.1). The protocoles
for attachment steps can be found in the appendix A. Here, patterning using the nanoplotter or the
functionalization of previously patterned samples (via µCP) helps to identify the functionalizd regions
and to visualize the success of attachment. Figure 4.10 shows the result after carrying out the printing
regime. The fluorescence signal of TBA1-green represents well the stripe pattern and shows that DNA
is not likely to attach to the blank control surface.
50 µm
Figure 4.10.: Fluorescence image of a carboxylated and activated µCP glass slide after incubation
with 20 µM TBA1 solution to confirm selective aptamer attachment to functionalized stripe areas.
Patterning using nanoplotting is presented in Figure 4.11. The spots are characterized in 4.11A) and
B) in the as-plotted state for two concentrations – 20 and 2 µM. After rinsing, loosely absorbed DNA
strands are washed from the surface and the spots appear more homegenously (see Figure 4.11D) and
E). Whereas for the higher concentration the spots appear fully functionalized with TBA1 with small
density variations, the lower concentration shows a more inhomogeneous coverage, also after rinsing.
Thus, 20 µM are better suited for further interaction studies. The spot signal in the case of plotting
onto clean but unfunctionalized glass slides leads to broad and blurry spots with weak intensity (see
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Figure 4.11C). The spots can hardly be distinguished from the background. To conclude, only little
unspecific adsorption takes place on bare glass.
100 µm
A)
D) F)
B)
E)
C)
20 µM 20 µM2 µM
activation control
blank controlas-plotted
after rinse
Figure 4.11.: Fluorescence microscopy images (20x magnification) to confirm the attachment of
fluorescently labeled TBA1 onto functionalized surfaces. The grey bars below the images indicate the
plotting of 20 and 2 µMTBA1, respectively. A) and B) Nanoplotting of TBA1 onto activated carboxy
functionalized glass slide and imaging in the as-plotted state. C) Nanoplotting onto unfunctionalized
blank glass substrate as a control. D) and E) Nanoplotting as in case A) and B). Imaging after rinsing
in buffer and water. F) Nanoplotting onto non-activated glass slide after rinsing as a control to D).
The illumination time is 1 s except for F) with 3 s because of the low intensity. The scale bar in C)
accounts for all images. White circles in C) and F) indicate the extents of spots in A).
In order to confirm the activation using zero-length crosslinkers EDC and NHS, nanoplotting was
performed in two ways, with (D) and without (F) activation (see section 2.1.2). Without EDC/NHS,
almost no spots are observable after rinsing in buffer and water, even with an illumination time of 3
instead of 1 s as for the other samples as presented in Figure 4.11. The sharp and bright spots on
the activated slide (Figure 4.11D) however indicate a successful attachment in case the EDC/NHS
activation was successful. From other applications like DNA combing, it is known that positively
charged amino surfaces (charged because of protonation) attract DNA which is negatively charged
[178]. In case the carboxylation step has not been successful, the green DNA would also attach to
the functionalized stripes or would form nice spots on the fully functionalized surface only because
of electrostatic interactions. Comparison of the spot size and appearance to spots directly plotted on
APTES slides (not shown here) also confirmed a difference in the spot diameter. The APTES diameter
is smaller because of the higher contact angle on aminosilane surface with respect to carboxy surfaces
(see section 4.1.1). This finding also allows to confirm the carboxylation after nanoplotting.
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4.1.2. Receptor-analyte interaction
Quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring
The quartz-crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) was introduced to probe the
interaction of immobilized TBA1 with thrombin. By using QCM-D chips coated with a thin layer
of SiO2, the success of the attachment protocols for TBA1 and its specific interaction with thrombin
can be studied in a flow cell setup (see section 2.5.2). In order to investigate the effect of blocking
and the unspecific adsorption, not only thrombin was pumped over the sensor crystal but also bovine
serum albumin (BSA) as a blocking protein.
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Figure 4.12.: Sauerbrey (SB) density analyzed for two chips run in parallel to compare the effect of
BSA blocking and to find the upper limit of protein detection for fluorescence microarray thrombin
detection. Red indicates with, black without BSA blocking. A) Sauerbrey density is plotted over
time. Black arrows show the start of protein pumping, grey arrows where buffer is used to rinse. B)
Density change comparing the value before injection and after rinsing as indicated in A) by dashed
lines.
In Figure 4.12A), the density calculated after Sauerbrey using the QSense software QTools is pre-
sented in dependency of the time. Small black arrows indicate the moment a new solution is pumped
over the surface. Grey arrows show when buffer was pumped for rinsing purposes. The signal of a layer
is calculated from the difference before injection and after rinsing as it is assumed that by rinsing at
50 µl/min, the loosely attached molecules are removed from the surface. Two systems were measured
in parallel – thrombin detection by surface bound aptamers with and without previous BSA block-
ing. Prior to installing the chips in the QCM-D, they were functionalized with chemical molecules
and TBA1 as described previously (see section 2.1.2). Without rinsing TBA1, the chip was mounted
onto the chip holder and tightly sealed. Unbound DNA was then washed away by pumping degassed
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water. This was followed by 1 M Tris buffer for blocking unreacted carboxy groups and incubation
in thrombin binding buffer (see appendix A.2). Biological blocking using a 0.5 mg/ml BSA solution
in the same buffer was carried out for chip 1 (red), but not for the second one (black). BSA was
pumped for 6 min and then left to incubate for 10 min. Chip 2 went through the same regime but
with a BSA-free buffer. After incubation, the samples were rinsed. Thrombin was firstly injected at a
concentration of 200 nM. After fully covering the sensor surface with thrombin solution, the samples
were left to interact for 20 min. This was also followed by a buffer rinse. To see where the upper limit
of detection is, i.e. at which concentrations the device is fully covered with thrombin, an even higher
concentration of 1 µM was injected. The graphs in Figure 4.12A) firstly show that a distinct amount
of thrombin is unspecifically attaching if no BSA is present to block. With a thrombin concentration
of 200 nM, the signal increases further and decreases by half of its height after rinsing. This removes
loosely attached protein molecules. The presence of the high thrombin concentration does not lead to
a significant density increase indicating that the surface is almost saturated with thrombin, i.e. that
most binding sites are occupied. Figure 4.12B) compares the density changes after each step (after
rinsing) indicating on one side a need for blocking the unspecific attachment sites and secondly the
saturation of the device at concentrations above 200 nM [163]. The analysis using Voigt model gives
a similar trend. As with Sauerbrey averaging between three overtones (3, 5 and 7) for a mean value
is easily possible using the software QTools, the Sauerbrey calculation was used instead of Voigt.
Electromobility shift assay with native polyacrylamide gel
Gelectrophoresis allows to analyze molecular recognition in solution. In Figure 4.13 the migration
of thrombin in the gel towards the plus pole was compared to the behaviour of aptamer-thrombin
complexes. The same amount of molecules (i.e. 50 pmol) was mixed in separate vials. Interaction
was allowed for 30 min which is similar to the incubation time on substrates. The samples were
loaded onto the gel. This was followed by applying the voltage to induce travelling of the charged
molecules. The gel was stained using protein staining agent coomassie blue. DNA strands are not
affected by it. At pH 8.5, the charge of thrombin is close to neutral with an isoelectric point of 7.0-7.6
[155]. Above the isoelectric point, thrombin is supposed to get negatively charged (see also [3]) and
a migration towards the plus pole is expected. Negatively charged DNA will migrate through the
gel towards the positive charge end. Thrombin in lane 1 however did not migrate, but the complex
with TBA1 in lane 2 reached approximately half of the depicted distance due to the negative charges.
The TBA2-thrombin complex traveled slightly faster. The interaction yield seems to be lower for
thrombin-TBA2 than for thrombin-TBA1 as more unbound thrombin remains at the beginning of the
lane. The complex involving all three components in lane 4 migrated the longest distance.
This analysis proves the presence of three active components in solution which participated in the
sandwich later investigated on the inorganic surface of glass slides in microarrays. The finding that
thrombin alone did not migrate at all indicates that the negative charge is small at pH 8.5. The
differences in distance between the different complexes can be attributed to the different aptamer
lengths. As TBA2 is longer and thus possesses more negative charges than TBA1, the complex
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Figure 4.13.: Native PAGE of 8 % to investigate the interaction of protein thrombin with TBA1
and TBA2 in 25 mM Tris glycine buffer of pH 8.5. Lane 1 is thrombin alone, lane 2 and 3 show the
migration of the complex formed by thrombin with one of the aptamers, lane 4 the interaction of
both aptamers with the protein. Right to the gel image, probable complex formations are indicated.
migrates a wider distance. As the size of the TBAs is small compared to the size of thrombin, mainly
the change in charges per complex influences the migration distance. Thus, the complex with all three
components involved results in the longest distance. Obviously, this techniques helps to distinguish
thrombin in complex formation with different aptamers as well as unbound thrombin.
DNA microarray for thrombin sensing
Optimization of sandwich assay The concept for thrombin sensing using aptamers can be found
in section 3.1.2. Parts of the following results were already published in 2013 [163]. In order to
test different concentrations of thrombin in this microarray based sandwich assay, the concentrations
of TBA1 (capture layer) and TBA2-red (labels thrombin regions) were optimized to obtain a wide
detection range and a low limit of detection. Based on literature review [138, 167], two TBA1 concen-
trations were chosen – 2 and 20 µM. For TBA2-red, 200 nM were selected according to Meneghello
et al. [167]. A high thrombin concentration of 200 nM allows for a good signal. All sandwich layers
were applied to the glass slides according to the protocols in the appendix A.4.
In Figure 4.14B) and C) both TBA1 spot densities were compared at these fixed thrombin and
TBA2-red values. The fluorescence-to-background amplification ratio (F2B) of B) results in only 1.06
whereas C) gives 1.17. Using the higher concentration for the capture layer TBA1 will allow to go for
lower thrombin concentrations as 200 nM already represent the region of the upper detection limit as
determined with QCM-D (see section 4.1.2).
In a second study, the influence of BSA blocking on the F2B value was investigated. Samples with
both arrays, 2 and 20 µM TBA1, were incubated with thrombin and TBA2-red without (D) and with
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(E) BSA blocking. The corresponding F2B values are 1.10 and 1.17 for 20 µM TBA1 (corresponding
to the right spot column in both images). In addition to QCM-D sensing, this shows the importance
of blocking the microarrays prior to thrombin detection to avoid unspecific attachment. BSA blocking
significantly enhances the F2B value and the F2B difference of separate concentrations. This indicates
a working blocking method and allows to detect a wider range of thrombin in solution.
B) C) D) E)
2 µM 20 µM
200 nM 200 nM200 nM 200 nM
2+20 µM 2+20 µMno BSABSA BSA BSA
A) thrombin
concentration
TBA1 
concentration BSA?
100 µm
c(TBA1) w/o and with blocking
Figure 4.14.: Fluorescence microscopy images of sandwich assay on nanoplotted TBA1 spots for
optimization of TBA1 concentration (B and C) and to show the blocking influence (D and E). A)
The used thrombin concentration is indicated on the upper right, the TBA1 concentration on the
lower left and whether BSA blocking was implemented or not can be found on the lower right. The
scale bar is valid for all images B) to E). B) Detection of 200 nM thrombin with nanoplotted TBA1
spots of 2 µM concentration. C) Like B) with 20 µM. TBA1 spots of both concentrations detect
200 nM thrombin without (D) and with (E) BSA blocking.
By replacing the immobilized receptor with a scrambled DNA sequence (SCR, see table 2.1), the
specificity of thrombin towards TBA1 was investigated. Figure 4.15A) shows irregularly shaped
spots with blurry and weak fluorescence intensity, clearly different from the results obtained with
the aptamer TBA1 for 200 nM thrombin in buffer. Besides the other characterization methods, this
confirms the specific interaction of thrombin with the surface-bound receptor TBA1. As a protein
control, the growth factor TGF-β1 was used to replace thrombin in the sandwich assay on nanoplotted
TBA1 at a concentration of 39.1 nM, diluted from the 3.91 µM stock solution. The extents of spots
in Figure 4.15B) are highlighted by white circles. The spot area appears to be even darker than the
surrounding BSA-blocked area. This may be attributed to the higher overall negative charge within
the spots because of the attached DNA strands which probably repel the approaching TBA2-red
strands more than the reference area.
A) B)
Figure 4.15.: Fluorescence microscopy images of sandwich assay. The white circle lines label the
extents of the nanoplotted spots. A) Control DNA with scrambled sequence (SCR) as capture layer.
B) Protein control TGF-β1.
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The same setup was not only carried out on patterned slides using nanoplotting of TBA1, but also
on slides functionalized via microcontact printing in the first place. This setup was also used to confirm
the success of the sandwich assay, i.e. that the same regions that were functionalized with TBA1-green
are labeled by TBA2-red after dual thrombin recognition by both aptamers subsequentially. Figure
4.16A) and B) are images of the same sample spot after all steps of the sandwich assay detecting
200 nM thrombin. The small contamination (bright spot) in the upper image part confirms that the
same area is investigated. Image A) was taken with the filter set 10 to visualize green fluorescence of
TBA1-green and for B) filter set 15 was applied to see only red fluorescence. As TBA1-green went
through all washing steps and is covered with the additional layers of thrombin and TBA2-red, an
illumination time of 3 s instead of 1 s was necessary for imaging and the signal appears more blurry.
However, a clear difference between functionalized stripe and blank control areas is observable and
helps to identify the dual recognition of thrombin by both aptamers.
50 µm 25 µm
A) B) C) D)20 pM 200 nM
Figure 4.16.: Fluorescence microscopy of aptamer attachment and thrombin detection in sandwich
assay onto microcontact printed glass slides. A) Green fluorescence of TBA1 with FAM label to
illustrate the potential attachment sites of thrombin. The image was taken after carrying out the
sandwich assay. The washing steps and additional layers on top lead to a blurry stripe signal. The
scale bar is valid for A) and B). B) shows the same spot as A) but imaged with the filter set 15
for red fluorescence of TBA2 labeling the thrombin areas (200 nM thrombin). A) and B) confirm
the sandwich assay. C) Detection of 20 pM thrombin in sandwich assay with unlabeled TBA1. The
scale bar is valid for C) and D). D) Detection of 200 nM thrombin in sandwich assay with unlabeled
TBA1.
Detection of different thrombin concentrations After optimizing the concentrations of the involved
biorecognition layers, different thrombin concentrations from 200 nM down to 20 pM were tested on
µCP (200 nM, 2 nM, 20 pM) and nanoplotted samples (200 nM, 150 nM, 100 nM, 60 nM, 50 nM, 2
nM, 20 pM). Figure 4.16C) and D) exemplarily display the stripes of 20 pM and 200 nM thrombin
recognition. Figure 4.17A)-E) illustrates 5 of the investigated concentrations from 20 pM to 200 nM
of the nanoplotted samples. All selected images were analyzed according to the described method
in section 2.4.5 to obtain fluorescence-to-background amplification ratios (F2B). The corresponding
calibration curve of the analyzed F2B values is presented in Figure 4.18 for both patterning routes
(nanoplotting = red, µCP = black) with the thrombin concentration in logarithmic scale.
For both methods, a distinct signal is observable at the lowest concentration, i.e. 20 pM. Taking
a closer look at the curve for the nanoplotted samples (red circles), the fluorescence increase for
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A) B) C) D) E)20 pM 2 nM 50 nM 100 nM 200 nM
100 µm
Figure 4.17.: Series of fluorescence microscopy images from 20 pM (A) to 200 nM (E) thrombin
concentration in sandwich assay on nanoplotted TBA1 spots in a microarray.
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Figure 4.18.: Calibration curve of the F2B value versus the thrombin concentration in semi-log
scale for surface-patterned samples (µCP in black and nanoplotted in red). The lines in between the
data points serve as guides to the eye.
subnanomolar thrombin concentrations is small compared to the steeper slope towards 200 nM. The
sensing setup presumably approaches a saturation level above 200 nM for a capture layer of 20 µM
TBA1 when comparing this method to other similar works employing optical detection [97] or the
results obtained with QCM-D (see section 4.1.2). This means that higher concentrations might not be
distinguishable by this setup. Derived from the results presented in Figure 4.14 probing the F2B of two
different TBA1 densities, detection of higher thrombin levels would be possible to a certain extent by
tuning the capture layer density within the spots to values different from 20 µM. Concerning the lower
limit of detection, subnanomolar levels are detectable with the here presented setup at least down to
20 pM. This is an improved detection limit compared to Menghello et al. who recently reported a
detection limit of 250 pM in a similar optical sandwich assay [167] and the clear signals for 20 pM here
may allow for detection of even lower concentrations. Comparing this assay to other optical sandwich
assays, Niu et al. could detect thrombin at a concentration of 0.43 pM in a AuNP based fluorescence
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sandwich assay [179], whereas other techniques such as fluorescence or electroluminiscence involving
quantum dots or beads achieved limits ranging from hundreds of pM [180] up to nM [181, 182] values.
Relevant signal ranges for detection purposes are summarized in section 2.2.1. To discuss the sensor
performance in more complex or real samples, Meneghello et al. and Zhao et al. probed their sandwich
assays (fluorescence microarray and AuNPs, respectively) with serum samples, spiked with different
thrombin concentrations. Serum is a complex matrix with different proteins and molecules and is
often used to approach the characteristics of real blood samples. They could both show a decrease
in the sensor performance with pure serum or little dilution. When diluting the serum by 5-10x,
its influence was however small to negligible. A similar degradation can be expected for the here
presented assay. But as this magnitude of dilution is handled easily, this effect can be overcome in
practice.
The F2B values of the µCP samples were equally analyzed for three concentrations. The slope
of the curve (black circles) is less steep than it is the case for NP samples. This can be attributed
to the small stripe width. Although AFAM analysis shows a clean flat reference area in between
the stripes (see section 4.1.1) one has to consider that the printing was carried out manually and
sample-to-sample variations may occur. So it is possible that the applied pressure during printing
varied locally and that silane diffused onto the bare regions and was further functionalized, as it was
described by Jeon et al. [147]. Thus, the ratio between signal area and reference surface, i.e. the
F2B value, is lowered. Most importantly, the detection limit of 20 pM is also achievable with the
patterning technique implementing µCP of the first functionalization step with silanes which allows
to control the functionalization from the start.
During the past section, a variety of tools was presented to verify each functionalization step for
aptamer attachment and subsequent thrombin recognition. The techniques can be further used for
aptasensor develoment on SiO2 surfaces like glass slides or silicon-based electronic sensing as presented
in the next chapter on SiNW FET based sensing in section 5.1. By having introduced a sandwich setup
with two different aptamers, the dual recognition allows for high specificity of the optical detection
assay. Such sandwich assays are usually limited by either the required presence of two recognition
sites on the surface of the analyte molecule for one receptor or the existance of two receptors for two
different recognition sites.
4.2. Amoxicillin detection
4.2.1. Biochemical functionalization
The attachment strategy for amoxicillin (AMX) detection was presented in section 3.2. Functional-
ization of silica surfaces with GOPMS has been proven and characterized previously (see section 4.1)
using contact angle measurements, ellipsometry and AuNP labeling. Via the terminal epoxy groups,
AMX is linked to the surfaces (see section 3.2). In addition, the change of surface potential after
molecule attachment is demonstrated using FET measurements as presented in the next chapter (see
section 5.2.2) which also allows for immediate control of the experimental setup on the chip.
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4.2.2. Receptor-analyte interaction
Following the inverse competition assay presented in section 3.2.1, SiO2 surfaces (wafer, chip) were
functionalized with epoxy silane GOPMS via gas phase attachment in an oven overnight (protocol
see A.1). Amoxicillin attachment via the surface epoxy group to its primary amine was carried out
in 10 mM PBS buffer (= 1x PBS) for 30 min, tuned to a higher pH ranging from 8.5-8.9 using 1 M
NaOH. Typical AMX concentrations were 100 µg/ml to assure a full coverage. This AMX is called
surface-AMX in the setup (see section 3.2.1).
A) B) C) D) E)
Figure 4.19.: Immunogold labeling with anti-mouse secondary antibody onto different anti-AMX
antibody concentrations and controls. A) Antibody dilution of 1:500 in inverse assay. B) Antibody
dilution of 1:2000 in inverse assay. C) Antibody dilution of 1:500 and preincubation with sample-
AMX (200 µM) in competition assay. D) Like A) but without surface-AMX. E) Inverse assay without
anti-AMX antibody. Scale bar in A) accounts for all images and equals 100 nm.
In order to verify the specificity of the assay, AuNP labeling with secondary antibodies was carried
out (see Figure 3.2A). Two different anti-AMX antibody dilutions were tested (1:500 and 1:2000 in
0.01x PBS buffer of pH 7.4) to see whether the concentrations are reflected by a different AuNP
density, see SEM images in Figure 4.19 A) and B) with 175 and 63 AuNPs on the presented images,
respectively. The decreasing particle coverage reflects the different antibody concentrations which
were applied onto the surfaces in A) and B). Image C) is an example of the inverse competition
assay (see concept in Figure 3.2B) with a sample-AMX concentration of 72.5 µg/ml and an antibody
dilution 1:500 from the stock. With only 20 AuNPs, this sample shows a significantly lower particle
density than A) and B). As a high sample-AMX concentration is expected to ’catch’ most of the
antibodies in solution, only a little amount of antibodies remains free for interaction with the surface-
AMX. D) and E) represent control samples with 140 and 4 AuNPs, respectively. To the sample in
D), no surface-AMX was attached and so the anti-AMX antibody could directly adsorb onto the
epoxysilane surface. As this is less hydrophilic, proteins tend to adsorb more onto it which leads to
unspecific adsorption of the antibody. They are then labeled by the secondary antibody. In addition,
the secondary antibody might also attach to the surface by unspecific adsorption due to the lower
hydrophilicity of epoxy groups. The sample presented in E) was not incubated with the anti-AMX
antibody after AMX attachment. As the surface is more hydrophilic after AMX attachment than
after GOPMS attachment, the secondary antibody does not adsorb notably. The low attraction of
the secondary antibody by a hydrophilic surface was also confirmed by Rim et al. on bare surfaces
[4].
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To summarize, the immunogold particle densities in Figure 4.19A) and B) reflect the different anti-
AMX antibody concentrations. The antibodies attach in a relatively high number to the GOPMS
functionalized surface which acts as a control, possibly due to hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions,
i.e. unspecific interactions. The SEM study also shows that the secondary antibodies are only weakly
attracted by the AMX surface indicating a distinct change in the surface chemistry. From this, it is
possible to conclude that little unspecific adsorption of protein-like molecules is happening on AMX-
functionalized surfaces. Secondary antibodies are thus only attaching in case anti-AMX antibodies
are present. Unspecific adsorption could be reduced by adding rinsing steps or additional blocking as
described previously. In the case of sample C), less antibodies are available to recognize the surface-
AMX as they already detected the sample-AMX in solution. This is then reflected by the lower AuNP
density compared to A) and B). The secondary antibody only labels anti-AMX antibodies that are
attached to the surface. These results allow to proceed with FET sensing of anti-AMX antibodies for
an indirect AMX sensing, see section 5.2.
4.3. Nanowires as tools
4.3.1. Zeta potential
Zeta potential (ζ-potential) technique enables to measure the changes in the surface charge of micro-
and nanoparticles due to functionalization, ideally carried out with particles of circular shape. Al-
though nanowires exhibit a high aspect ratio, it was possible to obtain the ζ-potential. The particle
size, determined via dynamic light scattering (DLS) is averaging between the long length (µm) and
the tiny diameter (nm) which results in a mean particle size of roughly 500 nm which does not reflect
the real dimensions of the nanowires. However, this value may be used to indicate agglomeration of
the particles in solution. To exclude agglomeration and to increase comparability, the solutions were
only sonicated right before measurement with a time difference of around 1 h until measured.
Nanowire growth substrates, obtained from bottom-up nanowire growth, were cleaned in organic
solvents, hydroxylated, silanized and carboxylated according to the previously described methods,
see section 4.1.1. Usually, the substrates are sonicated in organic solvents where the SiNWs do not
agglomerate with time. The integration of NWs from these solutions is discussed in section 1.4.2. In
order to verify the modification procedures or to use it for combinations of biological self-assembly
with one-dimensional nanomaterials, see next paragraph (section 4.3.2), the dispersion of nanowires
in aqueous solution is a prerequisite. The goal here is also to obtain stable solution in water or buffer
by using the repulsive forces caused by electrostatic interactions. As the functionalization steps create
surface charges like protonated amines in dependency of the solution pH, the solutions are expected
to remain stable at least initially after sonication.
During modification of the nanowires which are still immobilized on the substrate, it is important
to replace any cleaning step which involves ultrasound by a different method. By this it is possible to
keep the wires fixed until final sonication. After functionalization, each growth substrate piece (size
appr. 0.8 x 1.5 cm2) is sonicated in 1 ml of deionized water for 2-3 min. The measured pH of the
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 OH-blank NH3+ COO-NH3+
isopropanol deionized water
A) B) C) D) E)
Figure 4.20.: Nanowire solutions in A) isopropanol and B)-E) deionized water with different termi-
nal surface groups due to surface functionalization which alters the colour change from transparent
to yellowish due to the NW dispersion yield. The growth substrates are visible in the small glass
tubes in samples A)-C) on the right side. The colour difference between C) and D) is only due to
external illumination conditions.
used dI water was around 5.8 to 6. Well dispersed solutions show a colour change to yellow like it is
the case for organic solvents. Figure 4.20 compares the different solutions after sonication of blank
substrates in A) isopropanol and B) dI water. C) and D) show the APTES-coated wires and E) with
terminal carboxy group, all in dI water. For all different five solutions a colour change to yellow is
observable. The best dispersion is achieved in organic solvents, but APTES and carboxy solutions
show also a distinct colour similar to A). The hydroxylated wires however are not well dispersed with
a slighter colour change. For blank wires, surface OH− are responsible for electrostic interactions
between the wires. At the pH of dI water, APTES is protonated and exhibits positive surface groups
(NH+3 ). The terminal carboxy groups are partially dissociated to COO− and thus expected to be
negatively charged.
The ζ-potential of the individual solution was determined. Each modification step is the mean
value from three separate samples. The results are presented in Figure 4.21. The black squares
represent the experimental results whereas the other data points originate from references. The
blank and carboxy surface possess negative values of -32.99 mV and -30.07 mV, respectively. APTES
attachment however leads to a positive surface zeta potential of 23.2 mV. The signs of the individual
zeta potentials confirm the success of binding organic molecules to the surface. Feifel and Lisdat
carried out ζ-potential measurements on ideally shaped silica particles with a similar result but higher
absolute values (-41.44 mV for bare, -54.71 mV for carboxy and 39.63 mV for APTES coated NWs
in dI water), see orange circles in Figure 4.21 [183]. Graf et al. characterized aminosilanized silica
particles in dI water with a pH of 6.5 and in ethanol (both triangles) [184]. They measured 16 and
64 mV, respectively. The lower values compared to Feifel and Lisdat can be attributed firstly to the
high aspect ratio of nanowires, which is not optimal for this zeta potential technique. Secondly, the
nanowires are lying on the substrate during functionalization. It is possible that the surface is not
fully functionalized but shows inhomogeneous areas with lower molecule density. Additionally, it is
not specified which solvent the particles are dispersed in for zeta potential measurements. Graf et al.
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Figure 4.21.: Zeta potential values of the functionalized nanowires in dI water (black squares)
in comparison to literature values of functionalized silica particles from Feifel and Lisdat (orange
circle), Graf et al. (both triangles) and Wu et al. (red square) in both dI water and ethanol as
indicated [176, 183, 184].
possibly measured a lower ζ-potential as the pH of our water was lower than in their case [184]. The
effect of pH on aminosilanized silica particles was studied by Wu et al. [176] and they measured a
ζ-potential of around 12 mV at pH 6.5 and around 21 mV at pH 5.5-6 which corresponds well with
the value presented from Graf et al. and the results with nanowires.
To conclude, the zeta potential of functionalized NWs reflects the different functionalization steps
and agrees well with literature values. Differences can be attributed to a different molecule density
and possibly the non-ideal shape of NWs with high aspect ratios compared to circular silica particles.
This technique is a rapid method to verify applied functionalization steps in a reproducible manner
and supplements the methods presented in section 4.1.1.
4.3.2. Nanowires with lipid bilayer shells
The results in the following section were published together with A. Gang in 2013 [84] with the aim to
show the coating of SiNWs in aqueous solution with a lipid bilayer shell. The implementation of lipid
bilayers is an option to functionalize surfaces for biological applications in a non-covalent way, see
section 1.3.1. Lipid bilayers have been widely demonstrated on planar surfaces, but are also well-suited
to coat nanomaterials like nanowires or CNTs with their small curvature. By this, one-dimensional
(1D) structures are formed.
One-dimensional structures of lipid bilayers have been reported by Kulkarni et al. [185] using
specially designed combinations of lipids that form cylindrical tube-like structures without the sup-
port of a template. The group of Noy et al. [94] presented a protocol to completely wrap polymer
coated CNTs dispersed on a TEM grid with a functional lipid bilayer. A similar protocol was ap-
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plied to polysilicon nanowires which were also dispersed on a TEM grid before lipid bilayer coating
[95]. However, bottom-up ways of integration of nanowires or nanotubes into devices are still a chal-
lenge [122, 186]. The combination of the self-assembly properties of biological material together with
nanoparticles can lead to controlled deposition of these nanoparticles [187], e.g. on bacterial S-layer
templates [188].
Despite a large number of reports on the formation of lipid bilayer coatings and even their in-
teractions with silicon nanowires, the formation of highly concentrated aqueous solutions containing
suspended nanowires wrapped by lipid films has not been demonstrated so far. At the same time
it should be stressed that solutions containing such functional nanowires are of special interest for
the wide range of biotechnological applications, from drug delivery purposes to multiparallel sensor
arrays.
In the following, a reproducible strategy on how to obtain SiNWs dispersed in an aqueous solution
as carriers of one-dimensional lipid bilayers is presented. This strategy is carried out by combining
a SiNW suspension stabilized by surface functionalization of the SiNWs as suggested by Heo et al.
[186] with a common lipid bilayer deposition approach. The parameters to form lipid bilayers on
planar surfaces were tested first (see Figure 4.23A), left image). The findings were then transferred
to a protocol for LB formation onto the curved surface of SiNWs (see Figure 4.23A), right image).
The optimal pH range was determined via zeta potential measurements. Dynamics of the lipid films
were investigated using the fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) technique. In situ
observations of lipid exchanges between a vesicle and the bilayer coating of a SiNW demonstrate
that SiNWs are suitable templates. The obtained 1D lipid bilayer structures could be used as drug
delivery agents or they might be integrated into devices as actuator elements in bionanosensors based
on SiNWs.
Usually, the NW growth substrates are sonicated in organic solvents where the SiNWs do not
agglomerate with time [95, 111]. In order to create a bilayer shell around the nanowire, however, use
of an aqueous solution is necessary. Heo et al. [186] demonstrated that SiNWs functionalized with
APTES remain stable in dI water by electrostatic repulsion due to the protonation of the primary
amine surface group, see previous section 4.3.1.
As illustrated in Figure 4.22, APTES-SiNWs have ζ-potential values of 19–22 mV at pH 5.8–6.0.
According to Wu et al. [176], silica particles with APTES coating show an isoelectric point at ap-
proximately pH 9, whereas at pH 5 the ζ-potential is 20–22 mV. The nanowire characteristics are
thus in perfect agreement with the data from Wu et al. for the selected pH range (see appendix
A.6) to create lipid bilayers in acetate buffer with pH 5 (see grey bar in Figure 4.22), also indicating
the successful surface modification with APTES. The determined isoelectric point for APTES coated
SiNWs with 6.5 is however lower. The discrepancy might be due to the high aspect ratio of nanowires
not corresponding to the fully spherical model assumed in ζ-potential calculation. In addition, the
APTES density might influence the shift.
The VLS grown SiNWs were characterized by AFM and further characteristics can be found in
the publication of Pregl et al. [112]. The length of the wires was in the range of 1–10 µm after
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Figure 4.22.: Zeta potential for APTES coated SiNWs in dI water, tuned to different pH values
by adding KOH and KCl, respectively.
sonication, the average diameter 19 nm. For the purposes of various experiments, bottom-up grown
SiNWs have to be detached from the growth substrate and redispersed in an aqueous liquid according
to the findings presented in the previous section 4.3.1. Once the NW suspension is mixed with the
vesicle solution (see Figure 4.23), vesicles adsorb onto the surface. Lipid bilayers are formed around
the nanowires by fusion and rupture of unilamellar vesicles (ULV) following the different mechanisms
proposed by Richter et al. [82], see Figure 1.5. The nanowire represents the substrate for supported
lipid bilayer (SLB) formation.
Measuring the ζ-potential (see 4.3.1) and characterizing the bilayer quality at different pH values on
planar substrates resulted in optimized conditions to carry out SLB formation around NWs (see grey
area in Figure 4.22). Crossing the isoelectric points towards higher pH value leads to deprotonation
of the amines whereas lower pH results in less homogeneous bilayer shells.
Characterization on planar substrates
Firstly, the focus was on investigating bilayer formation parameters and improving bilayer qualities on
planar and functionalized glass substrates. After cleaning, the slides were functionalized with APTES
for 20 s (liquid phase attachment, see appendix A.1). For supported lipid bilayer (SLB) formation,
droplets of the vesicle solutions were suspended on APTES-functionalized glass cover slides. After
addition of calcium chloride with Ca2+ concentrations up to 50 mM, the allowed SLB formation time
was at least 1 h, followed by buffer rinsing to remove loose vesicles and bilayer patches from the
surface. The bilayer thickness in the buffer was measured with an ellipsometer in a liquid cell setup
(see chapter 2) and could be determined to be in the range of 4–5 nm with a refractive index of 1.45
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[189]. This is in good agreement with previously reported values for DOPC lipids [190]. The same
protocol was later applied to the nanowire solutions.
A) B) C) D)
vesicle
lipid coated SiNW
solution 
mixing
channel
Figure 4.23.: Strategy for lipid bilayer wrapping of SiNWs in solution. A) From planar to curved
substrates for supported lipid bilayer formation (SLBs). B) Mixing of unilamellar vesicles and
APTES-functionalized dispersed SiNWs. C) Injection into fluid channel for fluorescence microscopy.
D) fluorescence image and optical image of the same coated nanowire. The nanowire is visible with
normal microscopy due to light scattering. See also Römhildt et al. [84].
Figure 4.24.: Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching of a lipid bilayer on a planar, APTES-
functionalized substrate. Three stages after bleaching are presented: A) 1 s, B) 20 s and C) 40 s.
The development of the intensity for a time frame of 40 s is presented in D) with a recovery of appr.
75 %.
Formation of SLBs was investigated using a fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
technique with the Zeiss microscope see chapter 2. The NBD-labeled films were locally photobleached
at minimally opened aperture resulting in dark spots of diameters of approximately 18 µm (NBD
see table 2.2). After bleaching, the aperture was opened manually and an image recording series of
this area was started (first image 1 sec after bleaching; MetaVue imaging software, maximum two
images per second). The recovery of the fluorescence in the bilayer was evaluated by analysing the
grey values of the recorded images. A high grey value is assumed to be equivalent to a high degree of
fluorescence.
Fluorescence microscopy images of a bilayer formed on an APTES-functionalized glass cover slide
within an acetate buffer solution of pH 5 are presented in Figure 4.24. The dark spot in the middle of
the images results from a photobleaching procedure as described abovely. The fluorescence recovery
after bleaching of the circular area at 1, 20 and 40 s (see corresponding images in Figures 4.24A)–C)
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is depicted. Below the fluorescence images, the respective normalized fluorescence intensities along
the stripes between the two white lines are plotted. In figure 4.24D), the time dependence of the
fluorescence recovery at x = 15.5 µm ± 1.5 µm (minimum position) is shown. At 40 s approximately
75% of the initial fluorescence is recovered. After fast recovery in the first seconds, the intensity
approaches a saturation level below the original intensity level. This saturation level depends on the
bilayer quality. These results indicate that under the chosen conditions intact SLBs, with a few vesicles
attached on top, are formed. Further improvement might be necessary to fulfil the need for defect-free
bilayers in electronic applications [191]. In good approximation, the intensity profile directly after
bleaching (t = 0) is of rectangular shape with a width of d=2·w=18 µm which allows estimation of
a diffusion coefficient D after Soumpasis [192]. At t1/2 = 20 s, 50% of the original intensity level is
reached and D can be calculated as follows:
D = 0.224 ∗ w2/t1/2 = 0.9 µm2s−1 . (4.1)
The determined diffusion coefficient is slightly lower than the previously reported values of 2–10
µm2s−1 for lipid diffusion on more hydrophilic substrates [193]. This discrepancy can be explained by
the lower hydrophilicity of the samples. The contact angle of water on APTES-functionalized SiO2
surfaces was measured to be between 45◦ ± 5.0◦ for short attachment on glass and 60.1◦ ± 6.0◦ for
Si wafers with native oxide (see Figure 4.1), compared to values below 10◦ for blank glass and wafer
samples. Hydrophobic substrates with contact angles above 90◦ may hinder bilayer formation on
nano-objects [194] which might lead to a further decrease of the diffusion coefficient of the molecules
and prevent bilayer formation. In contrast, the charge of protonated amines present in APTES may
promote DOPC lipid bilayer formation, as Leonenko et al. investigated for APTES-modified mica
[195] and lipid bilayers successfully formed on top of amine terminated CNTs integrated in FETs [196].
Thus, it is probable to have stable and homogeneous bilayers with lowered lipid mobility because of
electrostatic interactions due to the surface modification.
Characterization of NWs
In order to coat the nanowires dispersed in water with a lipid bilayer shell, vesicle solutions consisting
of ULVs were mixed with the APTES coated SiNW solution at a 1:1 ratio (v/v). The SiNW–vesicle
solution was constantly mixed together with Ca2+ ions for 1 h (see Figure 4.23B).
The vesicle–nanowire solutions were monitored in a fluid channel setup as presented in Figure
4.23C). Two stripes of double-sided adhesive tape on a microscope glass slide leave a thin channel.
A glass cover slide is glued on top to close the channel. Due to capillary forces, sample solutions
positioned at the channel openings using a pipette are sucked in and can be monitored readily. As a
consequence of the confined space focusing of moving objects such as vesicles or nanowires is facilitated.
The NW-lipid solution was observed in the as-mixed state using a setup as shown in Figure 4.23C).
Figure 4.23D) shows two images taken successively at one position of a SiNW–vesicle solution mixture.
In brightfield settings (upper image) a SiNW can be observed. Although having a diameter of only
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around 20 nm the NW is discernable as it diffracts the light. This is also well above the critical
diameter for lipid membrane curvature of 5 nm, as reported elsewhere [197]. Thus, no further thickness
increase of the 1D template is required, compared to e.g. thinner single-walled CNTs [94, 198]. Due
to Brownian motion the NW moves inside its fluid environment variantly leaving and entering the
focus plane. The same SiNW can be observed in the fluorescent light image (see Figure 4.23D), lower
image) next to vesicles floating in the solution. As the focus plane is in the middle of the channel
and not on the glass cover slide, possible vesicles and bilayers which are out of focus result only in
a low background fluorescence. This makes the NW clearly distinguishable from its surroundings.
The fluorescence is homogeneous along the whole NW and thus it is fully coated by a lipid shell.
Statistical evaluation of 82 nanowires was carried out. 26 % of the NWs could not be evaluated,
as the fluorescence of a possible coating was overshone by attached vesicles. 54 % of the NWs were
covered in a bilayer shell and the remaining 20 % did not show a fluorescence signal. Longer incubation
times will probably increase the chances for SLB formation on uncoated NWs. According to Dayani et
al. [198], 1D templates of comparable diameter with a lipid bilayer shell are stable in buffer solution
for 60 days. Moura et al. reported single stabilization of a colloidal solution of lipid coated silica
particles when intact single bilayers cover the surface with a saturated phosphocholine density [199].
We conclude that SiNWs coated with functional lipid bilayers are also stable in the buffer solution
due to steric stabilization by the thin lipid shell.
A) B) C) E)D)
0 s 34 s 36 s 192 s
Figure 4.25.: FRAP on a SiNW. A) Light microscopy image of the nanowire. B)-E) Series of
fluorescence microscopy images from t = 0 to 192 s. The position of the nanowrie is indicated by
the dashed frame. C) An area partially including the nanowire is photobleached. Already after
2 s (from C) to D), bilayer recovery is observable. E) 158 s after bleaching, the wire appears fully
recovered.
Functional lipid bilayers are defined by the ability of the lipid molecules to diffuse within the
layer and heal defects. In Figure 4.25, a FRAP experiment involving parts of a nanowire is shown
(nanowire indicated within the dashed line frame). Along the wire an increased fluorescence brightness
is observable (Figure 4.25B). After photobleaching of part of the area, indicated by the dotted line in
Figure 4.25C), the fluorescence along the wire has disappeared. We conclude that this confirms that
the glow along the wires is not a consequence of e.g. scattering the fluorescent light of surrounding
sources but results from the bilayer itself.
Two seconds after photobleaching (see Figure 4.25D), the majority of fluorescence on the nanowire
has already recovered, indicated by a reincrease in intensity, whereas the remaining area of the bleach-
ing spot still appears dark. This could mean that the diffusion coefficient on the wire is higher than
on the flat substrate underneath. This is consistent with bilayers on 55 nm diameter nanowires inves-
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tigated by Huang et al. who studied the influence of the substrate curvature on the bilayer dynamics
and found higher recovery velocities than on planar substrates [95]. After 3 min, the fluorescence
along the wire as well as within the rest of the bleached spot has reached its original fluorescence
intensity (see Figure 4.25E) .
Figure 4.26 displays a time series of optical and fluorescent images observing the interaction of a
vesicle with an APTES-NW in situ. The vesicle is moving due to Brownian motion and approaches
the wire at t = 62 s (indicated by an arrow in Figure 4.26B). Within the following 22 s the vesicle
attaches to the wire via physisorption and detaches again (indicated by an arrow in 4.26C). As a
consequence of the contact, a fluorescence intensity increase at the tip of the nanowire is observable
compared to t = 0 s. This might be due to a transfer of lipid molecules from the attached vesicle into
the already existing bilayer at the SiNW tip during the contact time. Most probably, the fluorescence
intensity increase around the nanowire occurred due to these additional NBD-PE lipids (abbreviation
see Table 2.2). Furthermore, it is possible that the sharp tip of the nanowire mechanically pulls out
parts of the vesicle membrane, also resulting in a transfer of lipids from the vesicle to the nanowire
that acts as a template for SLB formation.
A)  initial situation B)  vesicle attaching
5 µm
C)  vesicle departing
Figure 4.26.: In situ observation of a ULV which is approaching an APTES coated SiNW and
leaving it. This is indicated by white arrows in B) and C). A) Initial situation in optical and
fluorescence microscopy. B) The vesicle attaches to the nanowire. C) During contact, lipid molecules
diffuse from the vesicle to the nanowire surface indicated by a brighter illumination of the nanowire
after vesicle departure.
To summarize wrapping of NWs with lipid bilayers, the conditions for lipid bilayer formation were
optimized by characterizing the surface charge of these functionalized NWs using ζ-potential mea-
surements. The rapid fluorescence recovery on the nanowires indicated functional lipid bilayers with
high lipid mobility, which is crucial for stable solutions. With the presented channel setup, dynamic
processes can also be studied in situ as exemplarily shown in Figure 4.26.
The semiconducting and highly sensitive characteristics of SiNWs make them an interesting nano-
material for various applications. Device integration for nanoelectronics is important for technological
purposes such as biosensorics. For the development of bottom-up processes in contrast to conventional
top-down technologies, biological self-assembly can be used as a positioning tool. In this case, the
developed method of highly concentrated lipid coated SiNWs in aqueous solution can be used together
with the incorporation of functional lipid molecules such as biotinylated lipids. In combination with
the strong biorecognition between biotin and streptavidin, this can be one option for creating SiNW
arrays. In addition, knowledge regarding functional lipid bilayers on small curved objects helps to
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integrate lipid films as non-covalent functionalization layers in e.g. NW based FETs preventing the
issue of unspecific protein adsorption. The advantage of bilayer coating in solution over techniques on
substrates like TEM grids is that NW–lipid structures within the solution can be easily studied with
a variety of techniques such as UV/Vis spectroscopy or, suspended onto different substrates, with
TEM or AFM.

5. Towards SiNW FET Biosensing
After presenting the extensive analysis of the functionalization of SiO2 surfaces with chemical and
biological molecules and the subsequent characterization of the interaction of surface-bound receptors
with the analyte in solution, this chapter deals with the application of these findings for FET based
sensing on SiNW FET devices with both bottom-up and tow-down fabricated NWs. First, the focus
is made on probing the FET device characteristics and detection of protein thrombin; secondly, we
demonstrate the analysis of the small antibiotic molecule amoxicillin.
5.1. Thrombin detection
5.1.1. Bottom-up SiNW FET setup
Experimental setup of FET biosensor
The chip fabrication is presented in the fundamentals in section 1.4.2. On two sides of the chip,
nanowires can be connected to source and drain (see Figure 5.1A) and B). The nanowires themselves
are positioned within the middle of the chip along a horizontal line (i.e. the channel position), as
presented in Figure 5.1B). They are aligned in between the interdigitated finger structure of the nickel
contacts (see Figure 5.1C).
A) B) C)
Figure 5.1.: A) Picture of a chip. Courtesy of F. Zörgiebel. B) Latest chip design of the labeled
region in A). The blue area marks the location of the fluidic channel. Courtesy of S. Pregl. C)
Magnified detail showing different interelectrode spacings of the interdigitated finger electrodes.
The tip-probing station comprises of a microscope, a metal chuck connected to a vacuum pump and
two needle holders with micropositioners (Karl Suss Microtec) to contact the sample to source and
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Figure 5.2.: Experimental setup of bottom-up FET with external reference electrode (Ag/AgCl).
drain (see Figure 5.2). Both are connected to the Keithley 2602 SourceMeter. The chuck (back gate)
is connected with the reference electrode (liquid gate) when measured in solution. The measurements
were controlled with matlab scripts instantaneously record I-V curves or to monitor continuously the
device behaviour. The sensor itself, the SiNW FET chip, is placed below a polymer cover with a
molded PDMS channel in such a way that the sensitive NW regions are within the channel area (blue
stripe in Figure 5.1B). By screwing a metal plate from below, the channel is sealed as the chip is fixed
between the metal base and a polymer cover. Tubings are connected to the cover to assure in- and
outlet of solutions. At the inlet side, a flow-through reference electrode is connected via a T-junction
(Ag/AgCl in KCl, Microelectrodes Inc.). This reference electrode acts as a liquid gate to measure
in the transisitor configuration. As the metal contact pads of the chip are outside the clamped chip
region, they can be connected to the needles of the probe station. Pumping of liquids is carried out
via a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD 2000) and in refill mode (i.e. it is pulling the liquid
through the tubes). The inlet end of the tube is immersed in 2 ml standard tubes with the measured
solution inside.
5.1.2. Device characterization
Data analysis
Matlab was not only used to control the applied voltages but also to analyze the obtained data. The
x and y values of transfer curves (static measurement of one up and down screen of transfer curve)
can be extracted from matlab and further treated with Origin software for graphs. Threshold voltage
steps were obtained by comparing the voltages at a fixed source drain current Isd. Definition of the
threshold voltage is presented in section 1.4.
In detail, the threshold voltage was analyzed for the mean I-V curve, i.e. the mean values of the up
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and down sweep of the gate voltage as the devices exhibit a certain hysteresis. In addition, a running
mean value was determined averaging 15 neighbouring data points for each value to flatten artefacts
in the measurement. The initial level Vt,0 can be extracted from the curve shortly before injection of
the first analyte concentration when only measurement buffer without any thrombin is present on the
chip surface. In case this region shows a drift, a baseline can be substracted from the whole curve.
∆Vt is obtained by substracting Vt,0 from Vt,i. This mean ∆Vt is presented in Figure B.3 versus the
corresponding thrombin concentrations for different measurements. Averaging over different devices
and measurements is possible but one needs to keep in mind the device-to-device variations of NW
based FETs [200]. Single transfer curves were extracted from the continuous sweep in case it was
required for analysis.
Device characteristics in dry and liquid conditions
As a first device characterization, all single devices on one chip are tested in dry conditions to determine
the working devices. Moreover, it allows to choose the device with the best on/off current ratio and
transfer curve for measurements in liquids. In dry conditions with back gate configuration, gate
voltages of 10 V are possible. After mounting the chip into its holder, water and buffer are flushed
subsequentially. The transfer curve is then measured again in liquid gate configuration. Now, lower
voltages with a maximum of 2 V are applied to avoid damage to the device.
Both transfer curves of the same device are presented in Figure 5.3 with two different y-axes (black
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Figure 5.3.: Transfer curves of same bare device in dry conditions (back gate) and in 100 mM
sodium phosphate buffer of pH 6 with the reference electrode as in setup see Figure 5.2 (liquid
gate). Vsd values are 1 V in dry and 0.1 V in liquid conditions.
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graph for dry environment: ± 10 V and red graph for liquid environment: ± 2 V). The curve slope
and shape are similar but the on/off current ratio is different which is also because of the different
gate voltage range.
Influence of flow rates and ionic strength on the device characteristics
In order to determine the influence of flow velocities on the measured FET signal, different flow
rates were tested. In parallel, three ionic concentrations were compared to find optimal flow rates
for different buffer strengths. Sodium phosphate buffer (SPB) with a pH of 6 was prepared in three
different concentrations, namely 0.03, 0.8 and 4 mM. In Figure 5.4, the threshold voltage is plotted
against the running time of the experiment. The device is a bare device with Al2O3 passivation. The
orange bars show which ionic concentration was used. The thin blue bars indicate the flow rate during
pumping as specified on the left. In between pumping steps, the liquid is not moving.
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Figure 5.4.: Threshold voltage at Isd = 1*10−8 A versus time. Starting with sodium phosphate
buffer at the lowest concentration (0.03 mM), different flow rates from 250 to 10 µl/min were applied
(blue bars). The area left orange shows the device response in the pump-off mode.
Firstly, the buffer with the lowest concentration was pumped over the sensor surface with decreasing
flow rates from 250 down to 20 µl/min. At high velocities there is an immediate voltage jump after
starting the pumping with a sharp voltage decrease, but stabilizes after some time. After turning off
the pump, the signal increases to a higher value and stabilizes. The jumps are smaller and less steap
for lower flow rates as it can be seen for 50 µl/min (fourth blue stripe from the left). At 0.80 mM,
the situation is similar. The signal is affected at all flow rates, but above 50 µl/min, the jumps are
more pronounced and sharp. At 4 mM buffer concentration, the device is much more stable. After
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the initial complete exchange of the buffer solution because of the first pumping, the signal is little
affected even at the highest velocity. As discussed in section 1.4.3, the Debye layer thickness increases
with reduced ionic concentration but is less firmly attached. By inducing a shear force because of the
flow, the outer layer may be washed away. This effect can be reduced significantly by optimizing the
buffer concentration. Figure 1.14 illustrates that the optimal concentration for a sensitive FET device
using aptamers as recogntiton receptors can be found in between 1 and 10 mM. The measurements
were started at 1 mM. To achieve a signal without effects of the pumping itself it might be better to
go to slightly higher ionic strength like 4 mM which showed a much better performance even at high
pumping velocity than 0.8 mM.
To summarize, both parameters flow rate and ionic strength influence the device signal. The goal is
to achieve a stable signal which is not reacting to pumping but only to changes of the analyte solution.
For this, a certain ionic stength is required as the pumping cannot be carried out at an indefinitely
small flow rate.
Real-time pH sensing
ISFETs are sensitive to pH changes as the surface hydroxyl groups can take or give away protons. As
a first test of any device, pH measurements are often carried out to characterize the functionality of
the device. Here, a sensor chip mounted into the chip holder was flushed with several pH solutions of
identical ionic concentrations at a flow rate of 250 µl/min.
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Figure 5.5.: pH sensitivity of Al2O3 passivated SB SiNW FET sensor measured from pH 5.7 to
and 8 and reverse. The inset shows the voltage steps induced by the buffer change because of their
different pH values. The slope of the linear fit confirms the near ideal Nernstian behaviour of Al2O3
devices [107]. Isd = 1*10−8 A.
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The continuous measurement was started with the lowest pH, i.e. 5.7 up to 8.0 and reverse, see
Figure 5.5. The defined threshold voltage steps for a sodium phosphate buffer of 10 mM concentration
are visible in Figure 5.5 (inset). The device sensitivity was derived from the voltage changes per pH.
Both directions, i.e. increasing and decreasing pH steps, exhibit a sensitivity of around 58 mV/pH
which is close to Nernst limit. In comparison, the same device type without passivation layer only
results in a sensitivity of around 20 mV/pH above pH 6 as SiO2 is exposed to the electrolyte solution
[201]. The obtained pH sensing behaviour is in good agreement with previous works on Al2O3 coated
FETs [107, 202] and demonstrates the capability of real-time pH sensing with this ALD passivated
SiNW FET sensor.
Influence of surface modification
FETs are surface sensitive devices. The high surface-to-volume ratio of nanowires leads to a strong
influence of the surface modification on the electrical characteristics of the nanowires based FETs (see
section 1.4). Once the surface potential is changed, the transfer characteristics will be influenced.
This can be used to verify the attachment of molecules to the surface. The surface modification steps
have been characterized extensively in chapter 4. The effect of modification on the FET devices is
thus only presented exemplarily.
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Figure 5.6.: Transfer curves before and after functionalization with APTES and succinic anhydride
(SA) in dry conditions (back gate configuration). The functionalization was carried out directly via
the channel. The voltage at Isd = 7*10−9 shifts 4.2 V to the right for the functionalized device.
The bottom-up SiNW FET was characterized in the clean and bare state as well as after attachment
of APTES and succinic anhydride (SA) in the flow cell. The I-V curves however were taken without
any buffer, i.e. in the dry state, see Figure 5.6. The voltage shifts for about 4.2 V to the right at
a fixed Isd. On the contrary, only APTES modification leads to a significant shift in the opposite
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direction (not shown here). This reflects the different signs of the surface charges being negative for
carboxy and positive for amino groups. These measurements indicate the strong influence of surface
modification on the device behaviour. Tarasov also confirms the influence of surface modification with
a different silane leading to a complete loss of the pH sensing ability for thick layers as no surface
groups that can take or give away protons are present anymore [105]. Thus, on-chip checking of the
functionalization is possible as an additional confirmation technique complementing others.
5.1.3. Biosensing
Thrombin shift
It is important to know in which direction a thrombin induced shift occurs. Earlier works recommend
to use a buffer with a pH considerably below the pI of 7.0-7.6 to obtain charged thrombin [3, 20]. At
7.4, thrombin is neutral according to the supplier information (see section 2.2) whereas at lower pH
values the overall charge will be positive. A relatively high thrombin concentration was prepared in
order to achieve a distinct signal. 200 nM thrombin was flushed over the FET sensor surface, diluted
in the same buffer type but two different pH values, i.e. a 5 mM sodium phosphate buffer of pH 6.0
and 7.4, respectively. Sodium phosphate buffer (SPB) is a suitable buffer for the selected pH range
(buffering from pH 5.7 - 8.0, see appendix A.2). Thrombin is a protein and is expected to physisorb
onto the surface. For positive charges, the transfer curve shifts to the left. Figure 5.7 displays two
graphs measured on two different devices of one chip with A) pH 6.0 and B) pH 7.4, comparing the
initial transfer curve with the curve after thrombin adsorption. The curves for neutral pH are almost
identical whereas for pH 6.0 a distinct but small shift of the complete curve to the left with 16 mV
is observable and confirms the expected direction. The reason for the rather small shift compared to
Hammock et al. could be the slightly higher pH here (6 instead of 5.5), a buffer with higher ionic
strength (approximately factor 100) and a possible lower thrombin concentration [3].
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Figure 5.7.: Transfer curves before (black) and after thrombin physisorption (red) in steady con-
ditions (i.e. no flow). A) Shift at pH 6.0. B) Shift at pH 7.4.
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Thrombin sensing
First steps towards FET sensing were carried out using the protocols tested previously with other
biosensing techniques (see chapter 4). The transfer curve of a carboxy-terminated surface is presented
in paragraph 5.1.2 and is shifted compared to a bare transistor because of the applied modification.
The reacting molecules were delivered via the channel of the flow cell. As the reaction of succinic
anydride and EDC with the present surface groups have to happen immediately after injection, the
channel delivery is not practical as it is too slow, i.e. the molecules already reacted in solution and not
on the surface. In addition, this scheme requires incubation in different aqueous and organic liquids
which may lead to partial degradation of metallic contacts which are not ALD-passivated. Therefore,
TBA1 for FET sensing was attached to the sensor surface via the epoxysilane method (see section
2.1.2). The prefunctionalized sensor chip was mounted into the holder and flushed with TBA1. After
incubation for covalent aptamer attachment the sensor was ready for thrombin detection in the flow
cell in continuous measurement mode.
The DNA strands were attached in the flow cell. The DNA stock solution was diluted in a 10 mM
PBS buffer of pH 8.5-8.9 (tuned to this pH by 1 M NaOH addition). This pH is required for covalent
bonding of primary amines with epoxy surfaces to form stable aminoalcohols (see section 2.1.2). After
incubation, loosely adsorbed strands were washed away by buffer rinse. This was followed by a Tris
buffer rinse and incubation to support the aptamer folding (buffer protocol see appendix A.2). For
thrombin detection, the device was brought into contact with the measurement buffer, a sodium
phosphate buffer (SPB). A 100 mM SPB solution of pH 5.7 (prepared according to the appendix A.2)
was diluted to 1 mM and injected at a flow rate of 250 µl/min. After obtaining a stable baseline with
SPB, the solution was exchanged with the same buffer (from the same stock vial), but spiked with the
lowest thrombin concentration. After assuring that the whole device surface is covered with the new
solution, the sensor was left to stabilize for around 100-200 s before the next thrombin concentration
was added. By pumping each new solution, rinsing with the old and lower concentrated solution is
provided which should remove loose protein molecules. The mean voltage at a constant Isd versus
running time of one experiment is displayed in Figure B.1 in the appendix. At an ionic concentration
of 1 mM to assure sensitivity of the device, voltage steps are visible once the pump is turned on
which might be because the Debye layer is rinsed away (see discussion of pumping influence in section
5.1.2). To distinguish this from the thrombin related signals, only voltage levels in the steady state
were taken for analysis where the pump is turned off and the signal has had time to stabilize. For
details, see also the corresponding figure caption in appendix B.
To probe the sensor, different setups are compared in the following. Thrombin concentrations
ranging from 400 nM down to 2 pM were tested (400 nM, 200 nM, 63.3 nM, 20 nM, 6.33 nM, 2
nM, 633 pM, 200 pM, 63.3 pM, 20 pM, 6.3 pM, 2 pM) on a TBA1 surface without and with BSA
blocking and on a scrambled DNA sequence of similar length (SCR). The devices were measured from
-0.5 to maximally 1.5 V (gate voltage Vg) at a source drain voltage Vsd of 0.1 V. Around 400 ml of
thrombin were pumped using a flow rate of 250 µl/min and with an ionic SPB concentration of 1 mM
to certainly keep the biorecognition events within the Debye layer.
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Exemplarily, Figures 5.8 and 5.9 display the measured I-V curves of one TBA1 coated sample (sweep
direction from 1.3 to -0.5 V) for the individual thrombin concentration steps from 0 M (black) to 200
nM (red) showing a continuous shift to the left, except for 200 nM shifting back to the right. The
complete range displayed in Figure 5.8 visualizes where the curve slope is maximal and parallel at
the same time. The grey arrow in Figure 5.9 which magnifies the area of steepest slope of the curves
from Figure 5.8 indicates the Isd level at which Vt has been determined. The automated analysis of
the whole continuous measurement (see Figure 5.10) however included the mean I-V curve between
up and down sweep, as discussed earlier in this section in the paragraph on data analysis. With Isd
at the steepest slope of the parallel I-V curves for highest device sensitivity, the voltage steps can be
extracted. Via software-aided complete automation of these steps, a more general sensing concept
for this FET sensor will be applicable and is one option for analysis. By this, voltage shifts can
be analyzed where the device exhibits the highest signal change, but this voltage is not necessarily
identical with the real threshold voltage according to the definition. In Figure B.2A) and B) in the
appendix, concentrations down to 2 pM were screened and these curve shifts show a similar trend as
this device.
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Figure 5.8.: I-V curves of TBA1_B for 7 concentrations and the starting point Vt,0 on the black
line. Only I-V curves of measuring from 1.3 down to -0.5 V (gate voltage) are presented. The colour
legend is displayed in the next Figure.
The results of the voltage steps versus the thrombin concentration for the individual measurements
are presented in the appendix in Figure B.3 with the full range of probed thrombin concentrations.
Each data point in Figure 5.10 represents the mean value of two measurements for TBA1 and SCR
as a capture layer, respectively, without any blocking. The graphs only show the mean signal of two
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Figure 5.9.: Magnified detail of the I-V curves of TBA1_B for 7 concentrations and the starting
point Vt,0 on the black line. The grey arrow indicates the shift direction at Isd.
sitinct devices where two values were available, i.e. from 200 pM up to 200 nM. Starting with 200
pM thrombin in solution, a ∆Vt of around 50 mV is detectable. The step size compared to the initial
level (i.e. 0 mV) increases to almost 73 mV for 63 nM. For the highest concentration of 200 nM, no
further signal increase could be detected. In comparison, the ∆Vt for thrombin on control samples
with scrambled DNA sequence shows a slight signal increase starting from 16 mV for 200 pM up to
25 mV for 63 pM. Similar to the TBA1 samples, no further increase is observable for 200 nM. The
addition of BSA to block the surface before thrombin injection seems to lead to decreased signals at
a level in between controls and TBA1 coated FETs, as shown in Figure B.3 for one example (pink
curve).
The sensor obviously responds to the increasing thrombin concentrations. The comparison of TBA1
as capture layer with the SCR samples shows that the signal for TBA1 functionalized FET chips is
significantly higher than for the controls with SCR. The individual device curves are displayed in
Figure B.3. The devices with SCR exhibit a signal increase which can be attributed to unspecific
adsorption of thrombin. Blocking is necessary to reduce this effect. Without blocking, many thrombin
molecules will adsorb unspecifically initially which might also explain the relatively high signal in the
beginning of both experimental setups – TBA1 and SCR. The additional signal can be attributed to
the specific thrombin recognition of the aptamer. Figure B.3 (pink curve) shows that the signal for
thrombin after BSA blocking is reduced but still higher than for the controls. As only one measurement
is displayed, further tests will be necessary to optimize the blocking. Because of the pumping influence
on the signal and other difficulties, a detection limit could not be determined yet although a threshold
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Figure 5.10.: FET concentration curves of thrombin detection taken in steady state with TBA1
as a capture layer (red) and SCR as a control aptamer (black).
voltage shift could be observed in the picomolar range of thrombin concentrations. For aptamer based
SiNW FET biosensors, a detection limit of 330 pM thrombin has been published so far (see also Table
1.1). A two-dimensional organic FETs, functionalized with aptamers, allowed to detect thrombin
down to 100 pM as published recently [3]. So we expect to be able to finally achieve lower values, also
because of the proposed higher sensitivity of NW based devices compared to two-dimensional FET
sensors.
For direct comparison, parallel measurement of sample and control as a reference would be advanta-
geous for the specificity of the measurement. For this multiplexed sensing, site-specific functionaliza-
tion with different capture layers and their controls as well as wire bonding are required and currently
in development. Techniques like nanoplotting of the aptamer as presented in chapter 4 could be inte-
grated in the future. As there are device-to-device variations, the absolute values of Vt might differ for
samples that have been prepared identically. This influence however should be smaller for our parallel
arrays of SiNWs compared to single wire FETs. The visualization of the individual measurements in
Figure B.3 with the same capture layer illustrates the importance of applying identical parameters to
the devices in terms of Vsd and Vg in order to make the step height more comparable.
For the ongoing sensor development, it is important to initially obtain a stable buffer line and to
exclude device drifts from the signal after measurement, work at a lower velocity and a slightly higher
ionic concentration so that pumping does not affect the signal. By this, the risk of detecting false
signals will be reduced.
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5.2. Amoxicillin detection
5.2.1. Top-down SiNW FET setup
The fabrication of top-down SiNW FET chips and the chip design are described in section 1.4.2
and are also explained in detail in the publications from Rim et al. [4, 116]. The chip itself was
measured on the same probe station as the bottom-up SiNW FET, but without a channel setup.
Solution droplets of 25 µl were deposited onto one of the four sensitive regions with each 8 devices,
see descriptions in Figure 5.11. The tip surface of a silver wire of 1 mm in diameter was converted
to AgCl due to electrolysis against a platinum wire. The tip was then immersed into the solution
droplet, whereas the other end was connected to the chuck (back gate) and acted as a liquid gate.
After each functionalization step, I-V curves of all devices were measured subsequently.
source drain
analyte droplet
sensitive NW region
Ag/AgCl 
reference 
electrode
back gate
co
nn
ec
te
d
Figure 5.11.: Experimental setup of top-down FET with external reference electrode (Ag/AgCl).
5.2.2. Device characterization
Data analysis
The obtained I-V curves, measured from 0→ 1→ −0.7→ 0 V, were directly treated with Origin. Vt
was determined at the steepest slope at a fixed current for all modification steps on one device.
Characterizing the individual modification steps
The different functionalization steps were probed in 0.1 mM PBS buffer (= 0.01 x) with physiological
pH directly on the FET chip by analyzing the threshold voltage shifts. Comparing bare to GOPMS-
functionalized devices, the I-V curves of 7 measured devices on one chip shifted to the right with a
mean value of 185 ± 16 mV. In Figure 5.12 one device is exemplarily displayed (shift from black to
red curve). Adding AMX results in a clear shift further to the right by 35 ± 10 mV which was tested
also on 7 different devices of one chip (see the blue curve in Figure 5.12). As FETs are sensitive
to surface charges, the added functionalization layers clearly change the transfer characteristics in a
consistent manner in one direction. Both molecules, GOPMS and AMX obviously attract negative
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surface charges to the NW surface. Although it is hard to estimate the layer quality from here, the
measurements prior to biosensing help to verify each modification step on-chip and rapidly.
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Figure 5.12.: Transfer curves before and after functionalization with GOPMS (via gas phase at-
tachment) on TD SiNW FET device. The curves were measured in 0.1 mM pBS buffer at pH 7.4
(liquid gate). For Isd = 2.8*10−9 the voltage shifts 185 mV to the right.
5.2.3. Biosensing
Antibody shift
IgG antibodies show a pI in the range of 6.4-9.0 [203]. Thus, the shift direction depends on the pI of
the used monoclonal antibody as well as the buffer. A positively charged antibody would force the
transfer characteristics to shift to the left. To probe the expected shift direction, a high concentration
of the antibody was allowed to physisorb on the bare surface indicating an overall positive charge not
only at pH 7.4 but even at pH 8.8 (0.1 mM PBS buffer, see Figure 5.13) with a shift of almost 30 mV.
Within the group of IgG antibodies, the anti-amoxicillin antibody appears to exhibit a pI at the upper
limit of the range. Thus, further experiments were carried out at the lower pH 7.4 as it probably
provides a more stable environment for the biorecognition and could allow to measure higher voltage
shifts at a fixed Isd.
Amoxicillin sensing
After confirming the assay specificity for anti-AMX antibodies on planar surfaces with AuNP labeling
by secondary antibodies and visualization in SEM (see section 4.2.2), increasing antibody concentra-
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Figure 5.13.: Transfer curves before and after physisorption of anti-AMX antibody on bare device
at pH 8.8 show a shift to the left.
tions were tested on AMX-functionalized surfaces (see experimental setup in Figure 4.19A) to probe
the device sensitivity. Droplets of three concentrations (antibody dilutions from stock: 1:4000, 1:2000
and 1:500) were deposited on one of the four NW regions. The antibody concentration can only be
estimated according to the supplier and is around 1-10 mg/ml for a dilution of 1:500 (supplier see
Table 2.2). After a waiting time of 10 min, the first antibody detection step was measured on the
individual devices. The liquid was removed via a pipette and a droplet containing the higher antibody
concentration was deposited on the same spot. By this, the transfer characteristics for each step were
acquired compared to the initial curve after AMX attachment, see blue curve in Figure 5.14A). For
comparison, the GOPMS curve (red) is also displayed. Each data point in the concentration curve in
Figure 5.14B) is the mean of two devices on one chip. At zero antibody concentration the curve shift
is zero. All four points were fitted using an exponential decaying function (see equation in Figure
5.14). The threshold voltage shift compared to the initial situation (= blue curve) increases with each
step and seems to approach a saturation limit. Many biosensors show a certain saturation at elevated
analyte concentrations. The error bars are relatively high indicating device-to-device variations. The
NW thicknesses and lengths vary for each device which might be one explanation for the different
step sizes. From these results however, it can be derived that the devices are sensitive for increasing
antibody concentrations and thus the inverse competition assay can be introduced (see experimental
setup in Figure 4.19B).
For the inverse competition assay, the devices were equally functionalized with GOPMS and surface-
AMX. Sample-AMX of various concentrations ranging from 40 µM down to 40 nM was then incubated
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Figure 5.14.: A) Isd as a function of the applied gate voltage for GOPMS and AMX function-
alization and antibody detection of three dilutions. B) Threshold voltage shift at Isd = 4*1010 A
as a function of the relative antibody concentration. The red curve is a fitting curve (exponential
decaying function).
with a fixed antibody concentration (1:500 dilution from antibody stock) for 30 min in measurement
buffer of pH 7.4. To firstly probe the influence of AMX in solution on the device characteristics,
droplets with the highest AMX concentration, i.e. 40 µM, but without antibodies were deposited
onto the sensitive NW regions. Averaged on 5 devices, the AMX solution shows a shift of the I-V
curve of 9.7 ± 2.7 mV to the left, i.e. in the same direction as the antibodies (see grey square in
Figure 5.15). After this, 25 µl droplets of the prepared antibody-AMX mixtures were deposited onto
the NW regions, starting with the highest AMX concentration as this was supposed to already react
with many antibodies in solution leaving little amount of free antibodies for biorecognition with the
surface-AMX (competition assay). This was confirmed prior to FET sensing by AuNP labeling, see
Figure 4.19C). The transfer curves were measured after 10 min of incubation. In between the steps,
the sensitive NW regions were incubated with the buffer solution for rinsing. Figure 5.15 displays the
absolute values of ∆Vt versus the AMX concentration. For high AMX levels, a low signal is expected
but the signal should increase for lower AMX levels. The mean threshold voltage shifts (average of
5 devices for all concentrations except for the lowest concentration 40 nM which is only the average
of 4 devices) however deviates around 25 mV. More detailed, all single devices do show a small but
distinct shift increase from 40 to 4 µM, but for 400 and 40 nM the signal is again slightly reduced.
This means that the sensor initially response to the increasing antibody concentrations from only
AMX (grey square) to 40 and 4 µM AMX mixed with antibodies, but then saturates at around 25
mV. Possibly, all surfaces had been covered with antibodies so that newly arriving antibodies were
not sensed anymore by the device as it happened outside of the Debye layer. Unfortunately it is hard
to estimate the antibody concentration as the supplier only gives the dilution ratio for experiments.
It can be assumd that the antibody concentration was too high and higher dilutions from stock are
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necessary to allow for detection of lower sample-AMX concentrations. In addition, the influence of
AMX is overlaying with the antibody as they seem both to exhibit a net positive charge.
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To summarize, the FET device exhibits a sensitivity for increasing antibody concentrations. Mixed
with AMX however, the effects are overlaying and the initial antibody concentration might have been
so high that most of the surface area was already covered and thus lost its sensitivity for further
molecules in solution. Thus it will be necessary to probe whether optimization of the fixed antibody
concentration in the inverse competition assay improves the concentration curve and allows for AMX
sensing in solution. The setup will then be suitable especially for low AMX concentrations, as the
influence of AMX in solution on the transfer curves will be negligible in contrast to the distinct shift
effected by 40 µM AMX and compared to the shift caused by the antibodies. Further measurements
were not possible within this thesis due to the little availability of chips as they are still produced on
the lab scale. The results however can be taken as a first framing of the experimental conditions.
Summary and Outlook
The preparation of surfaces and the choice of linker molecules are crucial for a successful receptor at-
tachment. A robust biochemical functionalization while maintaining the receptor activity towards the
target molecule is demonstrated in this thesis for silicon dioxide surfaces. The subsequent biorecog-
nition was detected using optical and electrochemical methods.
Covalent functionalization strategies to link amino-terminated receptors were investigated in detail.
This functional group of the selected receptors formed stable bonds with both carboxy- and epoxy-
terminated surfaces, respectively.
Additionally, non-covalent functionalization of silicon nanowires was probed to produce highly con-
centrated aqueous solutions of silicon nanowires (SiNW) wrapped in lipid bilayer shells as tools for
bionanotechnology. The lipid bilayers show an excellent mobility on the curved substrates of the freely
dispersed SiNWs which was indicated by successful recovery tests [84]. Prior to this, only recovery
tests on nanotubes and -wires on solid supports were carried out.
Two receptor-analyte combinations were chosen – namely an aptamer against the protein human
α-thrombin as well as an antibody against the small drug molecule amoxicillin (AMX). To character-
ize the individual modification steps from the start, a tool set of methods was demonstrated ranging
from contact angle measurements to fluorescence microscopy. Most methods were carried out on
planar glass or silicon wafer substrates. This allowed for investigation of functionalization strategies
independently from the sensor platform development. Imaging of the functionalized areas was sim-
plified by introducing micropatterning techniques – microcontact printing and nanoplotting. From
modified to reference surfaces a clear difference was obviously present. This allowed to confirm the
selective covalent attachment of the receptors. To prove their functionality after immobilization, the
interaction with the analyte was probed.
For thrombin, a sandwich assay with two different aptamers was applied onto the patterned surfaces.
The second aptamer was labeled with a red dye for visualization with fluorescence microscopy. After
optimization of the participating layers and the blocking procedure, the fluorescence-to-background
ratio was analyzed. By this, a concentration curve detecting thrombin down to 20 pM was achieved
for both surface patterning techniques. This pushes the limit of detection of recent publications on
similar assays further down [167]. The combination of layer optimization, parallel presence of modified
and control areas as well as the dual thrombin recognition leads to a highly specific assay with low
detection limit. In addition, no protein labeling is required. As disease thrombin levels are in the
pM range in contrast to healthy levels in the nM to µM range, this setup might allow to distinguish
between them [163].
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The detection strategy for amoxicillin was an inverse competition assay. For this, AMX was at-
tached on the surface and the antibodies were deposited onto the immobilized drug molecules. SEM
investigation using gold nanoparticle labeling of a secondary antibody confirmed a concentration
dependent coverage with particles.
The protocols were transferred and adapted to achieve the final goal, the realization of biosensing
experiments on silicon nanowire field-effect transistors (FET). Due to the high surface-to-volume ratio,
these devices are sensitive down to the molecular level. The integration of nanomaterial would also
allow for miniaturization for the goal of portable and CMOS compatible sensors. Two types of FETs
were tested with bottom-up grown and top-down fabricated NWs for thrombin and AMX detection,
respectively. First device characterizations demonstrated the high sensitivity towards changes in the
surface chemistry in a constant manner for one type of modification. Altering the flow rate and ionic
strength of pumped solutions showed that these parameters have to be balanced to avoid signals which
could interfere with the actual measurement. To prevent leakage, surface passivation was necessary
when working in liquid environments. Due to the Al2O3 passivation, the bottom-up SiNW FET
exhibits an excellent pH sensitivity close to the Nernst limit [201].
Aptamers might be well suited for implementation in these transistors because of their small size as
the sensitivity is highest close to the surface. Thus, sensors can be run in more stable environments
while maintaining sensitivity for biorecognition events. Thrombin detection was tested on both the
aptamer and a scrambled DNA sequence acting as a control. A clearly higher signal of the voltage
shifts per injected concentrations at a fixed current is present for the aptamer proving the specificity
on the bottom-up SiNW FET. To avoid higher fractions of unspecific adsorption, the investigation of
blocking was started but needs to be studied further.
The top-down SiNW FET is sensitive for increasing antibody concentrations which proved the
success of the simplified inverse assay. The inverse competiton assay however requires further testing
of the antibody concentration. Antibody and AMX solutions seem to influence each other leading to
a constant signal instead of an AMX-concentration dependent voltage shift.
Within this thesis it could be demonstrated that the bottom-up SiNW FET chips show a sensitivity
for thrombin in the pM range which is comparable to the values of recent aptamer-FET publications
[3, 20]. More generally speaking, the technique demonstrates the ability to detect biorecognition events
in real-time and without labeling. To realize a biosensor, further development will be necessary in the
future. The aspects explained in the next paragraphs will be important for follow-up research.
Combining the here presented patterning techniques with the FETs, the chips can be functionalized
in manifold ways for the goal of multiplexed detection of various analytes at the same time. Inte-
gration of microfluidics for parallel delivery and mixing of different solutions is required. Bottom-up
grown SiNWs are feasible for integration on flexible substrates which reduces costs and opens up more
potential application fields of the sensor, e.g. on the human skin. Such flexible devices are currently
under investigation in our group. To realize an instant readout as well as portability and easy han-
dling are essential for a future goal like point-of-care diagnostics. Thus, wire-bonding and packaging
technology for the bottom-up SiNW FET are currently developed by IAVT, TU Dresden.
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To achieve more stable conditions during measurement, i.e. to reduce pumping influences, the ionic
strength and flow rate require optimization. Automated determination of the most sensitive region
of the device characteristics (I-V curve) will be a possibility to measure voltage shifts as a readout
signal.
Aptasensor development is interesting because of the listed advantages over antibodies. In terms
of FETs, their small size is however a key features when aiming at low detection limits. Thus, the
combination of aptamers with the detection of charged target molecules on SiNW FET sensors is
promising.
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Appendix
A. Protocols
A.1. Functionalization
• cleaning of wafers
1. wafer pieces in holder
2. boiling in acetone and absolute ethanol for each 5-8 min
3. absolute ethanol rinse
4. N2 dry
• cleaning of glass slides
1. glass slides in holder for vertical position
2. ultrasonic treatment in acetone and H2O for each 5-8 min
3. H2O rinse
4. incubation at 80◦C for 15 min in acid (H2O:H2O2:HCl = 5:1:1)
5. water rinse
6. incubation at 80◦C for 15 min in base (H2O:H2O2:NH4OH = 5:1:1)
7. water rinse
8. N2 dry
• cleaning of FET chips
1. immersion in absolute ethanol for 3 min and rinse (FET chips come from the clean room)
2. N2 dry
• two options for hydroxylation
1. surface activation with oxygen from air in the plasma cleaner Plasma Prep II from SPI
Supplies, Structure Probe Inc. ntensity was set to highest level and left for 0.25-2 min
depending on the type of substrate (chips shorter than glass or wafer substrates). This
method was mostly used.
2. surface activation in 1M NaOH [103, 204, 205]
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• APTES (l)
1. 2 % silane solution in 95:5 (vol/vol) absolute ethanol/water mixture
2. hydrolysis for 10 min
3. sample immersion for 0.5-2 h
4. rinse in absolute ethanol (3 x)
5. N2 dry
6. incubation in oven at 120◦C for 20 min
• APTES (g) – see section 2.1.2
• GOPMS (g)
1. 200-300 µl silane in small open beaker, upright position
2. sample positioned next to it, but shielded to avoid droplet contamination
3. both placed in bigger glass beaker with aluminium foil cover
4. over night incubation in oven for around 16 h at 80◦C, 2 h at 120◦C
5. rinse in absolute ethanol
6. N2 dry
7. incubation in oven at 80◦C for 2 h
• Succinic anhydride (SA)
1. weigh 140 mg SA
2. dissolve in 2 ml DMSO and mix
3. place samples in petri dish
4. add 9 ml of borate buffer
5. inject 1.5 ml of SA-DMSO solution (quick mixing)
6. incubation for 30 min
7. rinse in dI water for 3 min (wafers, glass slides: with ultrasound, chips: w/o ultrasound)
8. N2 dry
• EDC/NHS for 1 ml total volume
1. weigh powder for 100 mM EDC HCl
2. weigh powder for 50 mM NHS
3. dissolve each in 1ml dI water
4. place samples in petri dish
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5. fill with 7 ml dI water, 1ml 10x PBS buffer (final ionic concentration: 10 mM)
6. inject EDC, then NHS with quick mixing
7. incubation for 10 min
8. rinse in dI water (incubation and squeeze bottle)
9. N2 dry
• Aptamer attachment
1. dilute from stock (100 µM in dI water)
2. 2-20 µM for microarray in PBS pH 7.4 at 10 mM final concentration
3. 10 µM for FET in PBS pH 8.5-8.9 at 10 mM final concentration
A.2. Buffers
• All buffers were filtered with 0.2 µm syringe filter and stored in the fridge.
• Buffer for succinic anhydride attachment
1. 200 mM boric acid
2. calibrated to pH 8.0 with 1 M NaOH
• Binding buffer for biorecognition and aptamer folding
1. 10 mM Tris HCl
2. 20 mM MgCl2
3. calibrated to pH 7.4 with 1 M NaOH
• Blocking buffer
1. 1 M Trizma R© Base
2. calibrated to pH 7.4 with 1 M HCl
• Sodium phosphate buffer (SPB) for thrombin detection with FET
1. 100 mM stock solutions of Na2HPO4 (solution A) and NaH2PO4 (solution B)
2. mix A and B for desired pH according to buffer table (see Merck Lab Tools - Tabellen für
das Labor, www.versuchschemie.de/upload/files3/74751201_2244.pdf) – here: pH 5.7
3. dilute to 1 mM for FET sensing (attention: change of pH value due to dilution)
• 10x Tris glycine buffer with pH 8.5
1. 250 mM Trizma R© Base
2. 1.92 M glycine
3. 20 mM KCl
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A.3. PDMS
• PDMS mold
1. mix A and B in a ratio of 10:1
2. degassing in vacuum chamber
3. vapour deposition of octadecyltrifluorosilane onto master in desiccator for 2h to make later
PDMS mold release easier
4. pour liquid into aluminium bowl until the height is 2 mm
5. immerse master strcuture and press it to bottom
6. short degassing to remove bubbles under master
7. crosslinking at 100◦C on a hot plate (5 min) or in an oven (at least 2 h)
• stamp fabrication
1. cut appropriate piece with scalpel
2. glue on SEM holder (Plano GmbH) using conductive sticky pads ⇒ acts a manual stamp
• printing of silane solution
1. 1 % silane in absolute ethanol
2. apply 25-50 µl droplets to fully cover the stamp for 5 min
3. blow dry for 15 sec (N2)
4. printing for 1 min with some pressure
5. thermal curing at 120◦C for 20 min
A.4. Steps of the sandwich assay
• capture layer µCP
1. transfer of slides into sterile well-plates (6er) with wet tissue for humid chamber setup
2. 25 µl TBA1 in 10 mM PBS (1x) onto EDC/NHS activated µCP glass slide for 1h
• capture layer nanoplotting
1. nanoplotting of TBA1 in 10 mM PBS onto EDC/NHS activated glass slide
2. transfer into sterile well-plates (6er)
• preparation steps
1. 10 min blocking with blocking buffer
2. 20 min blocking with 0.5 mg/ml BSA in 10 mM binding buffer
3. MgCl2 in binding buffer allows aptamer to fold prior to detection
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4. repeated rinsing with 10 mM Tris buffer in between steps
• biorecognition
1. incubate slide with thrombin solution in binding buffer for 30 min
2. allow 200 nM TBA2-red to incubate in binding buffer for at least 10 min
3. incubate slide with the TBA2-red solution for 30 min
4. repeated rinsing with 10 mM Tris buffer in between steps
5. final rinsing with dI water
6. N2
• direct imaging
A.5. Gelelectrophoresis
• mix 2 ml of 40 % acrylamide-bis solution with 1ml of 10x Tris glycine buffer and 6.9 ml dI water
• add 10 µl TEMED and 100 µl 10 % APS (v/v in dI water) and stirr quickly
• quick gel casting before it solidifies and addition of plastic comb (gel solidification for 30 min)
• sample preparation as desired and addition of loading dye
• short centrifuging (table centrifuge)
• parameters: 50 V, 100 W, 80 mA, 1.5 h
• careful release from glass frames into staining chamber
• staining in coomassie solution
• destaining
• optional drying
• imaging
• data evaluation
A.6. Lipids
In order to form vesicles, DOPC lipids (glycophospholipid 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine)
were employed. 2 mol-% of headgroup-labelled NBD-PE lipids (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
ethanolamine-N-7-nitro-2-1,3-benzo-xadiazol-4-yl, both lipids from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) were
added to stain vesicles with fluorophores for optical detection. Unilamellar vesicle (ULV) solutions
were prepared from stock solutions of 1 mg/ml (DOPC) and 0.1 mg/ml (NBD-PE) lipids in chloroform.
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Required amounts were transferred into a flask and dried via nitrogen flow and subsequent vacuum
pumping. The resulting thin film of dried lipids was dispersed in the chosen buffer. The blurry solution
was left for strong sonication until the solution clarified, indicating the formation of unilamellar
vesicles. ULVs can be further used to create lipid bilayers on a solid support. Different buffers
(sodium acetate, MES and TRIS) with pH values ranging from 5.0 to 8.1 were tested for the bilayer
formation and 12 mM sodium acetate buffer at pH 5.0 led to the desired functional lipid bilayers on
APTES-functionalized surfaces. Other systems resulted in bilayer formation as well, but they were
less homogeneous, with patches and a slower recovery in FRAP (data not shown here).
B. Additional results
B.1. FET sensing
• Thrombin detection with BU SB SiNW FET device: voltage versus running time of the exper-
iment.
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Figure B.1.: Mean normalized threshold voltage (! Vt/Vt,0) versus running time of the experiment
of the sample TBA1_B at Isd = 2*10−8 for the time range of thrombin injection from 200 pM to
200 nM. C0 labels the region where Vt,0 is extracted. The first thrombin injection with the lowest
concentration c1 is indicated with a black arrow. The grey dashed lines are there to illustrate where
the values for the concentration curve are extracted from. Here, the pump is turned off, see label in
graph.
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• I-V curves and magnified detail vor increasing thrombin concentrations.
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Figure B.2.: Transfer curves of thrombin detection with TBA1 as a capture layer from 2 pM up to
400 nM thrombin concentrations. A) Complete measurement range. B) Magnified detail at steepest
slope.
• Comparison of concentration curves for individual measurements.
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Figure B.3.: FET concentration curves of the mean !Vt taken in steady state of five thrombin
detection experiments with TBA1 as a capture layer (orange and red) and SCR as a control aptamer
(black and grey). The pink curve represents a device with a TBA1 coating and BSA blocking before
biorecognition was allowed. The lines serve as guides to the eye. The error bars originate from the
running mean of Vt averaging over 15 neighboring data points.
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